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PREFACE

The Urban Mass Transportatidn Administration (UMTA) is a
division of the U.S. Department of Transportation responsible for
assisting urban centers modernize and eXpand their public transit

systems. Due to the limitations_ -on Federal financial resources,
UMTA has encouraged local ttanait agencies to design innovative
programs which foster private SeCtOr financial participation in
transit_system developments. One such initiative is the
promotion of_ commercial real_estate development projects in and
adjacent to transit facilitieS, _as A beans of generating
additional revenues to defray part Of local transit agency
operating_cost. Transit-related_ real_eState development, or
joint _development, provides_UniqUe_ financial benefits for
investors and equity owners, Whether from the public or private
sectors.

Two critical premises underlying the equity ownership
opportunities of joint development projects guided the
preparation of this manual.

First, joint development projects yield financial and
social benefits to both the public and private Sectors. For the
public sector, joint development projects generate an income
stream to supplement the financial resourceS necessary to
maintain and operate mass transit systems; they also help to
revitalize the physical environment around a transit station,
Stimulating neighborhood and urban redevelopment. For the
private sector, joint development projects offer the opportunity
to integrate commercial real estate development projects into the
public transit infrastructure system therefore reducing risks and

uncertainty while increasing financial returns over the long
term.

Second, disadvantaged business enterprises (DBEs), defined
as minority and women owned firms and minority/women
entrepreneurs, have not participated as fully as possible in the
fai4ay ownership opportunities offered by joint development
projects. In part, this fact stems from DBEs' lack of awareness
regarding the equity opportunities available, and their Lack of
knowledge of the transit-related real estate development process.
Additionally, public and private sector decision-makers often
assume minorities and/or women are unable to participate as
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equity owners because they are not knowledgeable about the
financial and technical aspects (i.e. financial packaging,
syndications, legal, development management, leasing, etc.) of
multi-million dollar tranSit=- re lated real estate development
projects. This elitist attitude creates an adverse environment
in which local minority communities feel disenfranchised from the
urban revitalization which their tax dollars support. Even more
important, they are excluded from the opportunity to be
entrepreneurs within the American free enterprise system.

This situation is unnecessary. Local transit agencies can
cease to support unwritten policies which relegate DBEs' joint
development equity ownership participation to weak and uncertain
local market areas, or which offer DBEs only token equity
participation in the financial opportunities of joint development
projects. Local transit agencies have the capacity and the
responsibility to pursue policies with DBE's, private sector
developers, and lending institutions which establish and accept
DBEs as equal equity partners in rebuilding the Nation's cities.
To achieve this partnership, between DBEs and local transit
agencies, DBEs must also accept responsibility for learning about
transit-related real eState development opportunities. DBEs must
learn about joint development if they want to participate in the
process. They must also know about the financial analysis of
transit-related real estate development opportunities.

Most important, DBEs must develop their own pools of equity
capital by exploring creative ways and techniques for attracting
investment capital from the minority/ women's business community
and the minority community in general. They must derive
strategies for educating and encouraging minority communities to
invest a portion of their income in long term wealth creating
real estate investments. As a beginning, well established DBE
developers and investors should concern methods for pooling their
financial and technical resources in pursuing joint development
opportunitieS. The success of such endeavors will provide the
credibility to attract minority and non-minority capital.

Public and private sector cooperation is also critical in
maximizing DBE equity ownership. The public sector must
establish policies which actively encourage and solicit the
participation of DBEs in all forms of equity ownership, be it as
owners/developers or limited investors. These public policies
must be implemented and monitored through strategies which insure
that DBEs can access the long-term financial benefits of transit-
re la ted real estate development pro j ects.

The private sector must also overcome the stereotyped
perception that DBE equity partners are a burden or liability.
Rather, DBE involvement in joint development projects can offer
majority developers added managerial experience and solid
financial resources; experienced DBE developers are available
and minority investors have money which is as good as
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anyone's. And, minority participation in joint developments can
leverage political support from the minority community for well
conceived transit projects.

The primary purpose of this manual, then, is to promote
increaSed equity ownership participation by DBES in transit-
related real estate development. Its method is to introduce DBEs
to the benefits and risks of commercial real estate development
and the specific requirements of joint development projectS.

Designed as a self-teaching guide, the manual deScribes the
unique characteristics of joint development projects. The process
underlying joint development is explained in detail with Special
Attention paid to participant roles and policieS. The manual
also provides the reader with a basic introduction to personal
financial planning, so each interested DBE can evaluate his/her
financial readiness to pursue equity ownership opportunitieS in
joint development projects. The manual provides the reader with
an analytical framework in which to apply the technical tools
commonly used in analyzing a transit-related real eState
investment opportunity. Case studies will also be presented to
highlight some of the key issues associated with the unique
aspects of joint development projects.

The manual should be useful to:

I. DBES interested in transit-related real estate investment
opportunitiet.

2. DBE developers and investors interested in ownership and
business opportunities associated with public mass transit
projects.

3. Local tranSit agency divisions whose responsibility it it to
assist in the identification and promotion of minority business
opportunities.

4. Developers and lending institutions interested in joint
development ventures with DBEs in transit-related real estate
opportunities.

3
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CHAPTER ONE

IANDRINELOPMENT AND OWNERSHIP OPPOIMINMES IN
TRANSIT-RELATED REAL ESTATE DEVELOPMENT PROJECTS

OVERVIEW

The purpose of thts chapter is to introduce DBEs tc the
concept of transit-related _real_estate development (i.e joint
development); Emphasis is placed on understanding joint
development as a real estate product and a public policy process.
The financial benefits Of equity ownership in joint development
projects are stressed._ The Chapter_ concludes with a discussion
of the traditional _barriers limiting effective DBE equity
participation in joint development opportunities.

4
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I. WHAT IS JOINT DEVELOPMENT?

Joint_development_refert to the planning_ and implementation
of an income producing real ettate development which is _adjacent
to or phyiTcally_reIated to an dicitting or _proposed public
transportation facility (egi Metrorail transit_station, Kiss &
Ride Facilityi bus transfer facility, etc.). JOint development
can take a variety_of formsi :A:jOiht development project may
involve a multi-level commercial complex consisting of retaili
entertainmenti houskng and office space _integrated with a_rapid
transit facility. In other cases, a_ joint development project
may involve a commercial complek built over the air rights of a
transit facility.

Several important elements of the above definition should
be noted by DBEs new to transit-related real estate development.
First, joint'development is a unique form of real estate
development, in'that public transportation investments are
integrated with private land development investments. In most
joint development ventures both the private and public sector
participants share_in the costs and financial benefits. Private
sector participants are concerned with issues _of financial
feasibility and return on private investments. Public sector
participants,_in addition to financial returns, are also
concerned with matters such as increased ridership, expanded job
opportunities, broadened tax bases and physically attractive and
highly utilized station areas.

Second, joint development projects require a high degree of
cooperation amongst public sector agencies and between these
agencies and private sector participants. Unlike conventional
real estate development where there is usually an "arms length"
relationship between the public and private sector, joint
development requires the active participation of both. In joint
development ventures the public sector is an active participant,
assuming some of the costs, risks and benefits inherent in a
specific project development. The degree of public and private
sector cooperation varies from project to project depending on
the functional,_financial and legal arrangements entered into by
the various participants. Regardless of the level of cooperation
involved, joint development projects come into being only after
the separate concerns and objectives of each participant are
acknowledged and negotiated around some common ground.

Third, and perhaps most important to DBEs new to real
estate investments, the public character of joint development
projects does not obviate private real estate standards of
financial feasibility. Although the public sector may share in
some of the costs and provide financial and non-financial
incentives, the feasibility of any joint development venture is

mostly determined by market forcet. DBEs and minority
entrepreneurs interested in joint development ventures must
evaluate those market forces carefully for they not only
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determine the use of a specific project site, but also itsoverall success.

II. EXAMPLES OF DBE EQUITY PARTICIPATION IN JOINT
DEVELOPMENT

Although examples of DBE equity ownership in jointdevelopment projects are few, _some examples do exist in variousstages of completion. These DBE joint development efforts varyby type of public sector arrangement and private sector equityagreement. Nevertheless, these projectS are designed to combine
public/private resources to increase transit ridership, augmentrevenues to the public sector and provide a reasonable return oninvestment to the private sector participants. Among theseexampleS of DBE equity ownership in joint development projectsare:

EXAMPLE A

In this particular joint development
project, the local transit agency owned and
controlled the development site directly above
a downtown underground metrorail transit
station. In preparing the request for
proposal (RFP) for thiS development site, thetransit agency included in the bid
specifications the policies of the Board of
Directors regarding DBE participation in joint
development projectt. One element of the DBE
plan required a goal of fifteen (15%) percent
participation by minorities/women in the
equity ownership of development projects.

One of the city's most successful non
minority developers, in an attempt to comply
with these DBE goals, approached five minority
attorneys to seek their participation as
general partners in responding to this
upcoming solicitation. An agreement was
reached in which the attorneys initially
received twentyfive (25%) percent of the
equity on the project for their professional
services and risk capital contributions. As
for the developer, he received 25% equity,
development_fees and management fees. The
remaining 50% equity was syndicated for
capital contribution from limited partners.
The proposal was developed and submitted by
the developer. The general partnership wassuccessful in obtaining the "development
rights" to the site. The transit agency was
guaranteed four (4) percent of the project's
effective gross income.

6
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Twentytwo (22) months later, the vacant
joint development site was transformed into
110,000 s.f. of commercial office space,
46,000 s.f. of retail space and 80,000 s.f. of
parking. Unable to meet the additional calls
for cash during the leasing up period, the
attorneys ended up witn twelve (12%) percent
of the equity and the developer (meeting his
cash call contributions along with those of
the attorneys' portions) ended up with 38% of
the equity.

EXAMPLE B

The local redevelopment authority of the
city owned the joint development site above an
underground metrorall transit station near
downtown. The property was purchased with
public monies (i.e. Federal urban renewal
funds), which allowed the city to require the
local redevelopment authority to include a
thirty (30%) percent participation by
DBE investors in equity ownership of the
proposed joint development project.

A minority developer experienced in
commercial/retail buildings under two million
dollars joined his talents with three minority
investors. Together, they solicited the
participation of 'one of the city's major
nonminority developers to pursue the
"development rights" to this particular
development site. In their agreement, the
minority partners provided all the riSk
capital and equity capital contributiong for
75% equity in the project. The nonminority
developer provided all construction phase
guarantees and operational deficit guarantees
for a development fee, management fee and 25%
equity in the project.

This development entity* was successful
in obtaining the "development rights" to the
site. The local redevelopment authority was
guaranteed three (3) percent of the effective
gross income. Twentyfour (24) months later,

* Refer to Chapter I, Section IV f r a complete definition of
"development entity".
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the site postessed a 350 room hotel and 55,000
s.f. of retail space and 94,000 s.f. ofparking. The general partnership equity
arrangements remained unchanged. The local
redevelopment authority received all land tax
increments above the city appraiser's
valuation of the project site.

EXAMPLE C

Thit joint development project emerged
from local transit agency development policies
which actively promoted the use of transit
related real estate development to stimulate
economic growth in weak and uncertain local
markets. To this end, the local transit
agency identified community based non=profit
community development corporationa (CDC) to
act aa the transit agency's private tector
partner in the development of selected joint
development projects in weak local markets.

One local CDC was siven a grant _of
$150,000 to prepare a development proposal for
the site. The CDC joint ventured_with an
experienced minority developer. In their
joint venture agreement, the CDC would
contribute $6,000,000 of equity capital from
local, state, and Federal grant and loan
programa and receive 80% equity ownerahip of
the project. The minority developer waS to
provide all construction and operational
deficit guarantees in the first two years of
operation in exchange for a development fee,
management fee and 20% equity ownership of the
project.

The development plan for the site called
for 110,000 s.f. of commercial office space,
60,000 s.f. of retail space and 250,000 s.f.
of parking (kiss and ride). The local transit
agency_approved the development plan. Twenty
four (24) months later the project was built.
The transit agency receives five (5%) percent
of the net cash flow from the commercial
facilities and seventyfive (75%) percent of
the net cash flow from the commuter parking
facility.

8
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III; FRAMEWORK FOR JOINT DEVELOPMENT

Prom the above examples of DBE equity ownership in joint
development. it is apparent that there are a variety of ways for
DBEs to access equity opportunities. It should also be noted
that these equity opportunities were not created in a vacuum.
Rather, these opportunities were the direct result of public
policies and specific implementation plans which promoted DBE
equity participation and private sector real estate investment
decisions which were responsive to local market conditions. In

order to place these public and private sector dimensions of
joint development into a workable framework for analysis, DBEs
are encouraged to examine joint development from two distinct but
complementary perspectives: joint development as a "process" and,
joint development as a "product".

As a "process", joint development requires a high degree of
coordination and cooperation between the public and private
sector. UMTA's Office of Grants' Management defines joint
development as:

A process through which public transporta-
tion investments tare coordinated with
private land development investments so
that they will generate a maximum stimulus
to economic development and urban
revitalization. Joint deqelopment occurs
when the public and private sectors work
cooperatively in the planning, financing
and construction of development projects
adjacent to and integrated with transport-
ation facilities.

Joint development involves fundamental issues of property
rights, jurisdictional boundaries and the interplay of market
forces on investment decisions and incentives_needed to attract
the private sector's participation. In the language of joint
development, planning and development policies encompass all
thote pre-development activities and decisions of a local transit

agency or other public agencies necessary in "packaging" a joint
development opportunity for private sector participation. These
pre=development activities provide the deal-making environment in
which the public/private sector participants will enter into
formal financial and legal agreements. Chapter II iS dedicated
to a detailed discussion of joint development as a "process".

The Second perspective examines joint development as an
investment leading to a real estate "product". According to this
perspective, joint development is essentially an income producing
real estate investment which is physically and functionally
integrated With a public transportation facility. Such
integration is designed to maximize the economic returns of the
project to both public and private sector participants.
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Transit-related real estate development projects are
undertaken when private sector participants are convinced that areasonable rate of return on their investment is feasible. A
transportation facility can change the specific market conditionfor a particuI : joint development venture by improving the
potential uses and economic returns of the venture. However, the
transportation component, in and of itself, can in no way
substitute for the intrinsic marketability of a proposed project.
This point is particularly important when one considers that moSt
transit systems have been traditionally designed to transportpeople rather than maximize the economic devt_lopment
opportunities at_each station or stop. The underlying investment
considerations of joint development as a product are discussed in
detail in Chapter III.

The importance of viewing joint development as both_a
process and _a product i8 beneficial in formulating DBE
strategTes. In attempting to work with the local transit agency,
DBEs must be aware that they are dealing with decision-maker8
whose policies must be retponsive to local political and fiscal
priorities. _Consequently, DBE strategies designed to improve andsecure 'access to DBE equity ownership opportunities must
recognize and address these political realities.

Similarly, when addressing the product dimension of joint
development, DBEs muSt be sensitive to those factors which lead
to making prudent real estate investment _decisions. DBEstrategies for pursuing equity ownership opportunities mustaddress the financial impact of decisions both on DBEs and theirpartners.

IV. BENEFITS OF DBE EQUITY PARTICIPATION IN JOINT DEVELOPMENTPROJECTS

Equity participation in transit-related real eState
development projectS is very much like owning part of a business.
In the early years of the business venture, various tax
deductions, tax creditt and operating losses are cr.?..ated inexcess of income by the buSiness. Owners/investors can applytheir share of these lostes against their own income, thuslowering their tax bill. As the real estate venture develops,and as it becomes successful, the owners/investors are entitledto a share of the profitS. In most cases, this income it
partially or filly sheltered. Since tax benefits of real estate
projects are greatest in the initial years of ownership, this
tax-favored benefit i8 reduced over time. Then, generally the
real estate projer: is refinanced or sold and the net proceeds
distributed to the owners/investors.

Before expanding on the benefits of equity ownership in
joint development projects, let us examine the definition of
owners/investors" in a real estate development venture. The
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owners/investors or a reax esuaLe pLvje-4- aLc uaLc%.L.-Ly
responsible for the management and day-to-day decision-making on
the project and are commonly referred to as the "development
entity". In most commercial income producing real estate
development ventures, this development entity conSists of a
developer* or a developer and a group of initial joint venture
investors.

Since this manual is primarily directed to DBEs interested
in participettion as active equity owners in the management of
transit-related real estate development projects, a DBE
Development Entity is defined as follows:

A DBE Development Entity** Is the initial
groui, of minority and/or women
entrepreneurs and/or small business firms
owned and controlled by minorities or
women who combine their managerial and
ftnancial resources into a legal entity to
pursue the "development rights' and
ownership of a joint development
opportunity with the stated intention of
earnin_g a prplit and ret&ining an equity
interest in the project.

_This definition is in accord with the definition of a DBE
Set forth in U.S. Department of Transportation regulations under
49 CFR Part 23. However, this definition of a DBE development
entity does not imply or suggest that DBEs restrict participation
in an equity ownership opportunity to only DBEs. Rather, it is
imperative that DBEs formulate a strategy for organizing a
development entity which complements the resources and
capabilities of DBEs with the talents and experiences of non-DBE
developers, consultants and investors.

* The developer is the lead person in the development entity who
conceptualizes the project, organizes, coordinates and supervises
the Sources of capital, labor, and material throughout each phase
of the project from beginning to end. The developer normally is
an equity participant in the development entity but not
neceSSarily. Irrespective of the developer's equity potition in

the development entity, he/she will usually expect to earn fees
in addition to their equity return.

** Community based non-profit community development
corporations(CDC) can and do play the role of the "DBE
development entity" in joint development projects. The major
difference between a CDC and a conventional business/entrepreneur
is that the CDC must reinvest its profits back into the
community's economy whereas a business/entrepreneur's profit has
unrestricted use.
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DBEs have a variety of participation options inadevelopment entity. First, a DBE, based on his professional
experience, may choose to be the developer or general partnerresponsible for initiating, organizing, and managing the project.Second, a DBE may choose to be a limited partner, i.e. an initialinvestor in the project who hopes to receive a higher return onhis/her investment but chooses to limit his/her participation inthe management and liability of the project. Third, a DBEmay choose to reduce his/her financial risk in the project andtherefore reduce hIs/her financial return by Waiting to invest inthe project until the project is underway (i.e. another form oflimited partnor). Each DBE participant in the development entitymust decide which role best suits his or her managerial skillsand personal financial objectives (refer to Chapter Three).

A. Financial Benefitd

Since transit-related real estate development involves
income producing commercial projects, there are financial
benefits that can accrue to a DBE "development entity" and itsinvestors. In general, the financial benefits accrue to theequity owners by maximizing income from the following sources.These sources are:

Cash Flow The_ income_ generated _after cash
expenses and debt service have been paid out.

Tax Benefits - The sheltering of otherwise taxable
income. Tax benefitS are generated through
depreciation or payment of interest on debt.

Appreciation - The increaSe in the market value of
a property, which is largely attributable to
increases in cash flow resulting from increases in
rents or other sources of income.

Equity Build-Up - The gradual increase in equity
as the mortgage on the property is paid off.

Development/Management Fees - These fees are
normally paid to the member or members of the
"development entity" who are responsible for
managing the project from concept, design,
financing, construction, and during the operation
of the project. The amount of these fees is
negotiable among the participants.

A fundamental quality of the financial benefits generated
by income-producing_ properties (Such as joint development
projects) is that not all the benefits accrue at the same timenor in the same proportion to members of a DBE development
entity. In part, the level of benefits accruing to members of a
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development entity_dSpends on their level of financial
contribution, finatoial benefit structure, and the ownership
structure of a projedt.

With the exception of _deVelt*ment/management_fees, non-
project managing inVettbrt (i.e. limited partners)_also obtain
financial_benefits in the form of cash flow, tax benefits,
appreciation and eqUity build=-up. Again, the level of these
benefits idependt Oh the level of finenciE'_ contribution,
financial benefit ttrUdthre and ownership struct:re of a project.

B. Reduction in Fifiandial Rink

_Equity ownerthip in any real estate p_roject is a business
decision_tomaximite intteStMett relative to risk. _It is this
aspect of "risk tedUdtion" Which identifies_transit7related_real
estate development at_a unique opportunity for DBEs. _Joint
development offers a tinqular benefit it that_thelocal transit
agency accepts the initial business risk of_ preparitg_the_joint
development site ftir _eqUity participation. Under ideal
circumstances, a lOdal transit agencyAl) identifies the site;
(2) acquires control Of_the_"development_rights" to the_site; (3)

undertakes speCial StUdies to determine the marketability of the
site; (4) coorainateeo to_ the extent_postible,any zoning
requirements and obtains public approval for the site; _and (5)
provides finandial atd_nonfinancial :!.ncentives to attract
potential developert and investors to develop the site.

_In other Wordt, the lo_cal_transit_agency_is_of_fering the
DBE development_ehtity a _"packaged real estate investment
opportunity". Big Or her level of initial financial risk is
redu,led.The deVelOper is not required to invest "risk _capitar*
during this _pre.=development phase. All of these pre-development
activities take ConSiderable amounts of money and_time wbich
represent a ceitt savi_ngs to DBEs in the form _of _reduced
uncertainty and reduced financial risk. It is, however, thL
develOper'S task to evaluate the results of the pre7development
activities undertaken by the local transit agency._ If, based on
this evaluation, the DBE development entity is _satisfied that
there is a reasonable_financial opportunity, it_is at_this time
(and not before) that the DBE development entity must expend
their_nrisk_capital" to prepare a competitive_proposal to comply
with the criteria set forth in the transit agency RFP.

Other unique risk reduction benefits are the incentives
WhiCh the transit property provides to increase a development

* RialF7t-aricEal Is defined as the money needed to bring a project
concept to the point where institutional lenders and other
investora are prepared to invest their financial resources to
construct the project; Prior to this point, the initial
development entity has no guarantee that the project will obtain
financing.
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entity's chances for market success. Several types of risk
reducing incentives can be employed by a public sector agency
depending on prevailing market conditions -- strong, uncertain,weak -- and the overall purpose of a project. In a strong
market, public sector incentives might not be needed. To the
extent they are provided, such incentivet might be limited to
assistance with land assembly or the provition of specia3 zoning
designed to increase the amount of rentable space in a project.

A joint development project undertaken in what is
considered a weak market may call for more direct public sector
financial involvement. In such cases, a public sector agency may
provide incentives which substantially reduce the risks and costsastociated with a project, and which may facilitate lender
financing. Among the types of public sector incentives
applicable in a weak market situation are land writedown, tax
exemptions and graduated leasing arrangements.

Although most local transit agencies establish procedures
for evaluating joint development propotals well in advance, some
incentives deemed necessary for project feasibility can be
negotiated. It is, important that such incentives be recognized
early in the process and negotiated prior to the issuance of a
prospectus by a local transit agency.*

C. Management Participation/Control

Equity ownership in joint development ventures allows a DBE
development entity to participate in the management and decision-
m aking of the project during planning, constructing_ andoperation. This type of participatory equity ownership in
transit-related real estate development projects allows DBEs to
exert influence as to who gets the mott lucrative and prestigious
contracts during the planning, design, financing, construction
and operation of the project. Minority ownership implies
opportunities for other minority butinesses.

Heretofore, DBE opportunities in the majority of joint
development projects throughout the country have been restricted
to the low skill, labor intensive type of subcontracts; Thereare, however, qualified minority/women professionals in every
major U.S. city most capable of being the project attorney,project architect, prime contractors, commercial leasing agent,etc. The propensity to limit DBE participation in transit
projects to non-prOfessional business opportunities can only be
adequately changed through accessing the private sector decision-
making process. The price for this access is equity ownership inthe development entity.

*This point cannoCbe over-emphasized. Attempting to negotiatenon-financial and financial incentives after the joint
development Request for Proposal (RFP) it published may result in
non-compliance with the RFP.
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Once DBEs are active participants of the development
entity, they are in a position to participate in the management
decisions as to who gets hired. In sum, DBE equity participation
in joint development ventures can have a multiplier effect
beneficial to other DBEs traditionally unable to access premier
business opportunities needed to implement a joint development
project.

V. CARRIERS TO DBE EQUITY PARTICIPATION IN JOINT
DEVELOPMENT

Historically, equity participation by DBES in joint
development has been limited, which means that DBEs have been
excluded from participation in an enterprise which offers a prime
opportunity for longterm creation of wealth. Many factors
account for the low level of DBE equity participation in joint
development projects. Among the most common barriers affecting
DBE participation in joint development ventures are:

1. Lack of Risk Capital

Despite the fact the local transit agency has incurred all
the predevelopment cost (i.e. land acquisition, highest and best
use studies, etc.) and financial risk, substantial sums of money
are still needed for the private sector to properly evaluate and
develop a real estate opportunity into an economically feasible
project. Since there is no guarantee that the investment of
capital in the design of a "development plan" will result in
obtaining the "development rights" to a particular joint
development site, this investment capital falls under the
category of "risk capital". And, it is this lack of risk capital
which has been a major obstacle to many DBEs interested in joint
development opportunities.

This need not be the case. The pooling of financial
resources by DBE developers and investors is possible and an
absolute prerequisite in playing the real estate development
game. The key is to identify DBEs who can build a capital pool.

Given the magnitude of joint development projects it is not
uncommon to have as much as $100,000 to $300,000 tiedup in risk
capitaI. While it is important to have all the commitments from
the initial investors secured, all the capital need not be
expended at once. Rather, these funds can be spent in progressive
steps as the project feasibility is assured. At any time in the
evaluation process, when it is determined that the project is not
feasible, further commitment of funds can cease. And since this
initial risk capital is capitalized as part of a legal business
entity, any losses can be passed on to individual investors as
tax deductions on their personal income tax.

0
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2. Lack Of Equity capital*

Given the multi-million dollar development costs of joint
development projects, there is often a necessity to raise 20% to
30% equity ownership capital to meet the requirements of
construction and permanent lenders. Although this is a problem
faced by any person involved in transit-related real estate
development, it is one which particularly affects DBEs. Minority
investors in many instances do not have this level of equity
capital and, most important, when they go out to seek additional
equity capital they must often give up a substantial portion of
ownership to outside investors who have not taken the initial
risk.

A solution is to anticipate the equity requirements of
potential lenders. Once this has been accomplished, it is useful
to identify contingent sources of equity capital. Great care
must be exercised to structure ownership participation in such a
way that contingency capital is incorporated into the project
without substantially diluting DBE ownership position throughout
the life of the project.

3. Lack of Experience in Real Estate Development

The lack of a track record in a multi-million dollar real
estate development is a barrier difficult to overcome. Having no
track record usually means that the DBE lacks knowledge of the
unique requirements of joint development projects. However, many
outstanding real estate development efforts have been
successfully carried out by individuals with little or no
previous experience - and usually against great odds.

One viable solution to this lack of experience is to
organize a development entity which includes participants with
major real estate experience in similar projects. A development
entity must have credibility and experience in similar projects
if it is to attract the equity investors necessary to meet the
financial requirements of long-term lenders. Without this
credibility and experience, success is possible but not probable.

4. Lack of Knowledge in the Technical and Legal Aspects of Real
Estate Development

Real estate development is not a passive investment. It
requires that DBEs commit reasonable amounts of time to learning
about new and often highly technical terms and practices which
once mastered, are very useful. Although there is no quick

* Equfty capital ii-Taliled as "cash" derived from an owner's
personal assets. This type of capital is used to buy ownership in
the project. It is used as "risk" and "operating" capital.



solution for overcoming this barrier some cities have quasi
public resources which might be of assistance to DBEs in
mastering the technical aspects of real estate development.
Among these resources are transit agencies, planning commissions
and development council's seminars on the codeveIopment real
estate process. Additionally, many private sector businesses and
schools specialize in real estate investment and financial
planning courses. Identify and use all available resources.

5. Lack of Knowledge About How the Political Process Underlying
Joint Development Works

The joint development process can present insurmountable
difficulties if DBEs do not understand how transit agency
development policies affecting minority/women equity
participation are formulated and/or can be modified. Get to know
the local transit agency Board of Directors and staff. Read
their policies. Participate on taskforces, etc.

6. Lack of Minority Organizations

DBEs _l_ack_organizations_and spokespersons knowledgeable
about transitrelated real estate development. Remember that the
local transit agency is a public ent_ity_responsible to the
citizensp_and therefore responsive to_the local _politic3l
environment. DBE_participation_in joint_development is_a local
issue.which must be_negotiated between_the local transit _agency
and_ the DBE community._ UMTA affirmative action regulations;
although clear in their intent, must _be "actualized" at the local
level, DBE leadership and organi_zation are essential_to unite
the DBE community on key transit_ issues, One_of the most
effective methods for assuring that JDBE equity ownership
requirements_are included in joint develo_pment programs is tO
identify and support key members of the TranSit Board of
Director8 who advocate DBE equity partiCipation.
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CHAPTER TWO

JOINT DEVELOPMENT AS A DEaSION-MAKING PROCESS

OVERVIEW

The previous chapter introduced the concept of joint
development as a form of public/private partnership. A framework
for evaluating joint development opportunities was provided,
along with an examination of the potential benefits accruing to
DBEs as a result of equity participation.

This chapter focuses on joint development as a "process" of
discrete decisions by both public and private sector
participants, culminating in the establishment of a dealmaking
environment in which joint development will take place.
Particular emphasis is placed on the ongoing interrelationship
and preconditions necessary for creating workable ground rules
for bringing together public and private human and financial
resources to implement a joint development project. Although the
discussion in this chapter is general in scope, it does provide
DBEs with a basic understanding of the underlying issues,
objectives and decisions addressed by public and private sector
participants throughout the joint development process. The
chapter concludes with a discussion of alternative strategies
which DBEs can follow to insure reasonable and meaningful
participation in transitrelated equity ownership opportunities.
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I. JOINT DEVELOPMENT AS A PROCESS LEADING TO DEALi-MAKING

The ultimate purpose of any joint development program is to
integrate income-producing real estate development ventures into
the transit system in such a v.ay that both the public and private
sector participants are able to achieve their independent
objectives. As a result, the joint development process is
dynamic. It involves deal-making, that is, sustained
negotiations between public and private sector participants to
ensure their mutual objectives are satisfied.

The joint development process emphasizes the following:

Acknowledgment of the interest and objectives of public
and private sector participants.

Authority for local transit agency representatives to
acquire land, control land use and participate in
income-producing ventures.

Authority for local transit agency representatives to
negotiate those legal and financial agreements required
to "close" the deal.

Taken together these three factors constitute the major elementt
of successful deal-making necessary for the implementation of
joint development.

Deal-making includes all the legal and financial agreements
necessary to integrate public and private sector investments on a
particular joint development site. The use of the word deal-
making is appropriate to public/private co-developments of this
type because deal-making implies that both public and private
sector participants must be willing to give and take in order for
both parties to achieve their individual objectives.

Illustration II.A presents a schematic representation of
joint development as a process leading to a deal-making
environment in which the public and private participants come to
binding agreements on a particular joint development site. The
component boxes on the far left of the illustration proceeding
from top to bottom (i.e. Public Sector Determinants,
Participants, Roles, Goals, Joint Development Objectives and
Local Transit Agency Joint Development Site Preparations)
describe the collective input of the public sector into
establishing a successful planning and development framework
(i.e. refer to component box in center of illustration) leading
to the creation of a deal-making environment.
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Similarly, the component boxes on the far right of the
illustration proceeding from top to bottom (i.e. Private Sector
Determinants, Participants, Roles, Goals, and Joint Development
Objectives) describe the parallel collective considerations which
must be addressed by the private sector in establishing a
successful planning and development framework (i.e. refer again
to component box in center of illustration).

Once the public and private sector agree upon those factors
which will establish a successful planning and development
framework, the process leading to the selection of a specific
developer for a specific site begins.

From this examination of Illustration II.A, the following
should be readily apparent:

Dealmaking is the high point of the joint development
process. It is at this point that agreements regarding
public and private commitments and resources are
cemented.

Public and private sector participants in the joint
development process are driven to the dealmaking stage
as a result of specific objectives and benefits which
can be best achieved by working together.

Successful packaging of joint development ventures
depends on those essential preconditions which each of
the participants bring to the negotiating table.

All local transit agency joint development programs are
different in that they reflect the particular governmental,
organizational and political setting in which the local transit
agency must operate; For this reason, Illustration II.A is an
oversimplified model of the most basic public and private sector
components leading to dealmaking and joint development project
implementation; DBEs should use _this model as a _guide to
understanding the_decisionpaking_and organizational structure of
their particular local transit agency's joint development
program.

Carefully review Illustration II.A. This schematic
representation of the joint development process will be referred
to throughout the remainder of this chapcer.

II. ISSUESi PARTICIPANTSu ROLES AND OBJECTIVES OP THE PUBLIC
SECTOR IN JOINT DEVELOPMENT

ThiS is the firstof several sections of this chapter which
address each component box of Illustration ILA in detail. Keep
in mind that the joint development process entails a complex set
of variables (i.e. planning, engineering, financial, political,
legal, etc.) which must be integrated into planning and
development policies to oring about joint development
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opportunities. DBEs are strongly encouraged to augment the
following description of Illustration II.A with extensive reading
on this subject. To this end, refer to the bibliography provided
in the Appendix of this manual.

A. Public Sector Transit Issues

Depicted in Illustration II.A are some examples of public
sector transit issues:

Decaying Urban Infrastructaire

Urban Congestion

Reduced Federal Transit Subsidies

Public Resistance to Increases in Local Taxes

From the perspective of the local public sector, these and other
issues set the parameters and priorities as to how public
agencies will use limited public resources to address urban
transit problems and concerns. Many cities throughout the
country have committed part of their public resources to
upgrading existing rapid transit systems and building new systems
as a means of reducing urban congestion and revitalizing their
urban centers. In spite of this local commitment, however,
there is a growing recognition that Federal transit subsidies and
current levels of local taxes for transit are insufficient to
upgrade, expand, and operate these multibillion dollar transit
systems.

For this reason, local transit agencies have developed a
variety of innovative financing mechanisms for supplementing
public financial resources with private sector resources.* Joint
development is one form of value capture** which can help attract
privateinvestments to maximize the income producing potential of
selected transitrelated real estate development sites and
therefore improve the public sector's financial capacity to solve
or ameliorate urban transportation problems.

*Refer to A Guide to Innovativ_e Financing Mechanisms, Rice
Center, Holiston, Texas, 1982, DOT-1-82-53 for a complete
discussion of the various financial mechanisms used to support
mass transportation.
**VALUE CAPTURE is a technical term which describes a generic get
of toolS or mechanisms that enable public interests to actively
share in the economic benefits accruing from implementation of a
regional rapid transit system. These benefits may be secured or
"captured" directly through negotiated agreements with private
Sector developers, promotional and retailing interests, and
other parties who are sponsoring projects that profit directly
from the construction and operation of a rapid transit system.
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This "revenue maximizing" aim of the public sector must be
kept squarely in mind when DBEs formulate strategies to pursue
equity ownership opportunities in joint development projects.
DBEs must consider ways in which the local transit agency can
effectively address public sector transit issues while still
providing DBEs with the opportunity to participate as equity
owners in joint development projects.

B. Public Sector Participants, Roles and Goals

In order to successfully undertake transitrelated real
estate development projects, the local public sector must
coordinate, and in some cases modify, the goals and
responsibilities of various public agencies which have
jurisdiction over aspects of joint development projects.
Examples of some of the public entities usually involved in
planning and influencing transitrelated real estate development
goals and policies are:

Local/regional Governments

Redevelopment Authorities

Local Transit Agencies

Public Works Departments

The public entity most often directly involved in the
planning and implementation of joint development projects is the
local transit agency. The primary goal of the local transit
agency is to build and operate an efficient transit system.
Since it is the planning and operation of the transit system
which creates joint development opportunities, the local transit
agency is always a participant to joint development dealmaking.

The role of the "local transit agency in joint development
dealmaking may vary from city to city or from project to
project. In most instances, it is the transit agency which takes
the lead role in joint development planning and implementation.
In other instances, a local transit agency may parti-lipate in a
joint development project in cooperation with other public
agencies redevelopment authority, regional government,
etc.).

In review of Illustration II.A, some of the key goals of
these public entities are complementary while others are not.
The important point to be made here is that these diverse goals
may lead to conflicting policies and objectives hindering the
establishment and implementation of an effective transitrelated
real estate development program. This can be avoided through
proper coordination of goals, polcies and objectives with the
local transit agency.
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C. Public Sector Joint Development Objectives

The public sector through its representative agency or
agencies enters joint development dealmaking with specific
objectives that it seeks to achieve. Shared costs, financial
return and public benefit8 are some of the factors considered by
each agency before it attempts to acquire land and undertake the
predevelopment activities required to _prepare a joint
development site. Included in the set of objectives important tothe public sector are:

SHARED FACILITY CONSTRUCTION COSTS In many
instances where Strong narket conditiOnS exiSt, a joint
development project affords the public an opportqnity to
share in the construction cost of a transit facility.

ENHANCE REVENUES A relevant public sector objective is
to increase revenues through property taxes generated by
real estate development and sharing in the cash flow pro
duced from the project in the form of graduated lease
payments, percentage of Effective Gross Income (EGI)
and/or sharing in all lotses/profits as an equity owner.

INCREASED RIDERSHIP Joint development projects increase
the use of a site and hence ridership is increased. This
results in increased fare box revenues for the transit
system.

STATION AREA PLANNING AND DESIGN This objective refers
to the harmonious integration of transit facilities with
the design structure of real property development.

These joint development objectives have proven to be feasible if
properly integrated into the early planning of route selection
and station location. Too often, mass transit systems have been
planned in accordance with engineering cost minimization factors,
without due consideration of joint development potential. Jointdevelopment projects are incomeproducing real estate ventures
whose success depends primarily on location (i.e 1 cal economic
market). When joint development is consciously_aki.owed for in
transit planning decisions, successful achievement of joint
development objectives becomes much easier, and therefore results
in a higher quality real estate product of greater financial
benefit to the local transit agency.

Before examining how the public sector joint development
objectives contribute to the establishment of a successfulplanning and development framework, let us review the
considerations leading to the formulation of "private sector"
joint development objectives.
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IM ISSUES, PARTICIPANTS, ROLES AND OBJECTIVES OF THE PRIVATE
SECTOR IN JOINT DEVELOPMENT

The private sector is attracted to a joint development
venture by the opportunity to generate a financial return on
investment relative to other competing investments. In other
words, the joint development opportunity must provide sufficient
incentives and financial return on investment at least equal to
and preferably better than non-transit-related real estate
development opportunities. In recognition of this fact, the
public sector must not only provide financial incentives but must
also provide the means for reducing and eliminating barriers to
private sector participation in joint development projects. This
Section examines the private sector's prerequisites for
participating in a joint development project.

A. Private Sector Development Issues

Illustration II.A describes factors which deter private
developers from undertaking major real estate developments on or
near proposed transit stations without the active participation
of the public sector. The three major factors impeding private
sector initiatives around transit are:

Difficulty of Assembling Land in Urban Areas at
Reasonable Cost;

Limited Risk Capital to Buy Land in Anticipation of
Transit Development;

Uncertain Market Conditions in Urban Areas;

Examining these factors in closer detail, the problem of
assembling land can be insurmountable without the assistance of
the local transit agency. It is a time-consuming process which
may be delayed and complicatd by reluctant sellers of key parcels
of land. Furthermore, the announcement of an area's selection
for a transit station has a tendency to greatly inflate land
values irrespective of the local market conditions. These
problems can be overcome through the use of public powers (i.e.
eminent domain) to purchase land at market value. Without such
public assistance, land assemblage by the private sector at
reasonable prices is near impossible.

Another major deterrent to private sector real estate
development around transit is often the lack of capital to buy
and hold_land in anticipation of transit development. Ftit
example, it is not uncommon for a transit station to be proposed
flit an area ten to fifteen years in advance of_its attUal
construction4 As proposed plans become reality, the private
sector _may indicate an interest:in the land_ on or near the
proposed transit station but again the problem of land assemblage
reSurfadeS.
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Uncertain market conditions in specific urban areas often
discourage private sector developers from considering joint
development projects irrespective of the availability of the
land.

The public sector can ameliorate these types of private
sector determinants by taking the lead in assembling property,
holding the property until development is right, and providing
financial incentives to reduce the "business risk" caused by
uncertain market conditions. For example, the local transit
agency may include a combination of the following in a joint
development opportunity:

Reduction of project cost:
-tax exemption or abatement
-write-down of land costs
-graduated leasing of land to devel pé to reduce
initial project cost

-contribution of public facilities

Assumption of risk:
-incur pre-development cost
-provision of loan guarantees

Creation of a market for the project:
-leasing of space by public agencies
-financial support to prospective tenants
-provision of complementary facilities such as a
convention center or other facilities for public use
near or adjacent to the joint development site.

If these financial incentives are sufficient to overcome the
present and future risks inherent in these markets, new
opportunities for joint development may be created.

In any case, how local transit agencies address these and
other similar private sector development issues is a local
jurisdictional matter. Consideration must be given to the short
and long-term benefits of public actions necessary to entice
private sector participation in joint development projects.

B. Private Sector Participants, Roles and Goals

Among the principal private sector participants involved in
joint development projects are developers, lenders (both
construction and permanent) and equity investors. Each of these
private sector participants plays an integral role in the design
and implementation of a specific joint development project. The
goals of the private sector in joint development are diverse and
vary according to the individual participants involved.
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Successful deal-making by DBEs requires knowledge of each
participant, their role, and their objectives. The following
briefly describes the roles of each of the principal private
sector participants in the joint development process.

1. Developer

Without a developer there is no project. As defined in
Chapter I, the developer is the lead person in the development
entity (i.e. developer/group of investors)_who conceptualizes the
project, organizes, coordinates, and supervises the sources of
capital, labor, and material throughout_each phase of the project
from beginning to end. The importance of the developer's role
cannot be understated. Both the financial lenders and equity
investors will make their decision to contribute capital to the
project, bated on their verification of the developer's
credibility and track record in successfully completing similar
projects. It is the developer who determines the economic
potential of the joint development site. He or she must
undertake a preliminary economic analysis to determine the
appropriate commercial mix (i.e. hotel, office, retail, and
residential) for maximizing the economic returns on the site.
This economic analysis must reflect local economic market
conditions and incorporate all planning, design and financial
return requirements imposed by the local transit agency. The
results of thi8 preliminary economic analysis (refer to Chapter
IV for detailt) will determine the economic feasibility of the
project in meeting the local transit agency's requirements.
Additionally, thit analysin will define the type and level of
equity capital/financing needed for the project. Consequently,
it is the developer's role to define the scope and direction of
the project and provide the leadership to bring the project to
reality.

2. Equity Investors

Other major private sector participants in the joint
development process are the equity investors. The equity
investors can play, an active or passive role depending on their
financial objectives, level of investment, and timing of
investment. It it common for equity investors to join their
financial resources with the experience and track record of a
developer and form a "development entity". As active
participants, these initial equity investors are usually general
partners with the. developer. The initial investors put up the
"risk capital" and the developer puts his/her skill, experience
and sometimes capital into the venture. If the development
entity is successful in obtaining the "development rights" to a
joint development site, additional equity investors may be
required. Th':.se latter equity investors usually are passive
investors with no direct management responsibility or liability

beyond their investment.
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Whatever their role in the joint development process, the
equity investors' motivation to invest comes from a desire to
maximize possible returns from the real estate development.

3. Conventional Financial LendOES

Normally_a project has twb types of lenders: the construction
lender and the permanent or 166g-term lender. The construction
lender is usually a lbcal_batik WhiCh provides the money to build
the project on .the precondition that a permanent lender will take
over _the loan once the project is constructed.* Since the
permanent lender has no takeout source, the market value of the
completed project ie Critidal for it serves as collateral for the
loan._ Both the COnStrUdtion lender end the permanent lender seek
a_secure loan_based oh the credibility of the development team's
developer and market potential of the project respectively._ A
stable return Wi_th IOW _risk best describes the goals of the
lenders in the jOint deVelopment process.

Having lobked_at the major private sector_participants, let
us now_ turn t-o the various objectives that private_ Sector
partioipants attempt to achieve through the joint development
process.

c. Private SeCtor JOint Development Objectives

Joint development deal-making involves the sustained
negotiation by multiple parties around specific objectives. The
private sector participants seek to achieve objectives which can
guarantee their various financial goals are met. Illustration
II.A displays some of the objectives pursued by the private
sector through joint development.

FINANCIAL FEASIBILITY-Private sector developers, equity
investors and permanent lenders seek a competitive
financial return on their investment.

ABILITY TO ASSEMBLE LAND-Successful private sector
participation in joint development calls for public
initiatives which provide ability to assemble land.
Difficulties in meeting this objective pose serious
problems to effective private sector participation in
the joint development process.

FINANCIAL RISK REDUCTION-In weak and uncertain markets
public sector incentives which reduce risks are
important objectives in joint development deal-making.

*In some cases, depending on the credit worthiness and
credibility of the private developer, the local bank wilI take on
the roles of both the construction lender and permanent lender.
Normally the permanent loan is for no more than 5 to 7 years.
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MAXIMUM MARKET POTENTIALA key private sector objective
is that relating to maximum market potential for a
project. In particular, any restrictions imposed by the
public sector which limit income realized by the
project could be a significant consideration in the
availability of permanent financing.

ACCESS TO LARGE PUBLIC INVESTMENTSPublic transit
investments normally support high density activities
which allow a developer to maximize the yield on
investment.

MINIMUM TIME DELAYFrom the private sector perspective,
time delays represent additional expenses which must be
covered. The objective here is to minimize hurdles
which delay the process. Generally speaking, private
sector participants are not adverse to conditions which
improve the overall product or physical environment as
long as the costs are reasonable and can be recovered.

IV; FACTORS IN ESTABLISHING A SUCCESSFUL PLANNING AND
DEVELOPMENT FRAMEWORK

It should be evident by now that the success of a joint
development venture can be judged by how well it responds to the
objective c. of the public and private sector participants. For a
public/prJ.vate coventure to work, there must be public sector
institutional support and coordination for joint development
dealmaking. Some of the factors found to be of paramount
importance in creating a successful planning and development
framework are:

INSTITUTIONAL POWERS AND ARRANGEMENTSIn support of
joint development dealmaking, a public sector agency
must possess the necessary legal authority to condemn,
buy, sell and lease land, alter zoning and land use
designations, and enter into agreements with private
parties and other public sector agencies. The absence
of such authority can bring unnecessary time delays
which increase the risk to a developer.

STATION LOCATION AND ACCESS CONSIDERATIONSStation
location and access considerations are factors which can
predetermine the market value and design viability of a
joint development project. For this reason joint
development considerations should be included in the
earliest stages of the planning process to ensure that
the station location and access are compatible with
joint development.
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LAND ACQUISITION AND TRANSFER POLICIESWhere state law
allows, land acquisition policies can overcome one of
the most difficult aspects of urban real estate
development -- the assemblage of urban land for
development. The public sector should consider land
acquisition to avoid joint development land assembly
problems.

COORDINATION OF ZONING AND LAND USE PLANNINGFor joint
development to succeed, land around a transit station
must be available for development in appropriate uses
and densities. The land use and zoning conditions for
transit station development must be coordinated with
metropolitan jurisdictions along the transit route
alignment in order to insure that growth is directed
towards transit station areas.

CONTRACT BIDDING, AWARD AND PROCUREMENT POLICIESThis
area must be carefully examined for clarity of purpose
and reduced to essentials. Properly designed policies
and procedures in this area are of great assistance in
avoiding difficulties and wasting precious time for both
the public and private sectors.

These factors are essential to the implementation of a
successful joint development process. How these factors are
integrated into a workable joint development program can best be
evaluated by examining the local transit agency contract bidding
procedures and policies. DBEs are well advised to become
familiar with the underl'iing assumptions and objectives used in
the formulation of these contract bidding procedures and policies.

A. Issues in the Design of Contract Bidding Procedures and
Policies

The contract bidding procedures and policies determine how
effectively the joint development process satisfies public
objectives whle at the same time attracting experienced
develope:s. The contract bidding procedures and policies
establish the negotiation parameters between the transit agency
and its selected developer. Consequently, great care and thought
must be invested into designing bidding procedures and policies.
Some of the questions which Should be addressed in the design of
a contract bidding process are:

what are the local transit agency's objectives and
which of these objectives are nonnegotiable?

How final mus-t public commitments to project
implementation be at the time of the offering?

Will the offering have sUfficient civic and political
support within the community?
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o Will public financial support be required for project
feasibility?

HoW Can Variations_ in selection rules stimulate or
depress competitive interest?

How can informal solicitation efforts prior to the
offering be used in decision making?

How much personal financial information should be
required of submitting developers and how can it be
treated with confidentiality?

What is the level of detail required in the developer's
development proposal and how binding are the developer's
financial projections?

What are the standards by which development proposals will
be evaluated?

These basic questions are only an example of some of the
issues which mutt be addressed in designing contract bidding
procedures and policies*. Keep in mind that the answers to these
questions must be translated into procedures and policies which
will, in turn, establish the parameters of the dealmaking en
vironment. For this reaSon, DBEs should be concerned how DBE
business opportunity plans are incorporated into the contract
bidding procedures and policies.

DBE equity participation adds a new dimension to
traditional participation goals and plans developed by local
transit agencies in compliance with the DOT regulations.

B. DBE Equity Participation as Part of Contract Bidding
Procedures and Policies

DBE equity participation can either be a positive or
negative adjunct to the contract bidding process. Much depends
on how successful the local transit agency is in developing a DBE
equity participation plan which addS to the quality of the joint
development project and enhances the economic viability of the
venture. Remember, joint development projects are complicated
financial and legal arrangements between the local transit agency
and the private sector development entities. As a result, DBE
equity ownership plans must be carefully thought out in order to
ensure that DBE equity is real and does not hinder the economic
viability of joint development projects or the financial return

*Selecting a ReIlloper, National Council for Urban Economic
Development, No. 25, March, 1983. Many of the basic questions
and concepts expressed in this publication are reflected in this
portion of the manual. This publication is an excellent
introduction to selecting a developer.
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to the transit agencies. This requires that local transit
agencies establish specific DBE equity objectives with detailed
plans for implementing and monitoring the effort. Unfortunately,only a few transit agencies have gone beyond the establishment of
DBE equity objectives.

In order to establish an effective and positive DBE equity
participation program, barriers and issues must be defined,
objectives established, and an implementation plan, with specific
strategies and tactics responsive to identified needs muSt be
initiated. The following questions should be added in designing
a DBE equity participation plan as part of the contract bidding
procedures and policies:

What are the primary objectives of DBE equity
participation in the joint development program?

Is the local transit agency prepared to forego some of
its joint development financial return to help DBEs
access equity ownership opportunities?

What role should the transit agency play in identifying
qualified DBE equity participants and/or DBE investors
for upcoming joint development projects?

What role should the transit agency play in educating
the minor i ty/women's business community about the
opportunities in equity ownership in joint development
projects?

What weight, if any, will be given to various types of
DBE equity ownership (i.e. general partner vs. limited
partner) in the local transit agency's selection process
of a development entity for a specific joint development
site?

How important is DBE equity iN comparison to other DBE
businesS opportunities created by the joint development
project?

What are the limits to the legal authority of a transit
agency to enforce DBE equity ownership throughout the
real estate development cycle (i.e. origination,
operation and sale/ refinancing).

Based on national experience, what are the key factors
prerequisite to succassful_DBE equity participation as
general partners or as limited partners?

What are_the traditional barriers to DBE eqUity
participation and_what strategies or tacticS have been
attempted to elithinate these barriers?
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m--- ___________
development agreement to ensure that a minimum level of
DBE equity ownership is maintained throughout the real
estate development cycle.

What can be learned from selected joint development
projects throughout the country which have DBE equity
ownership participation?

What standards and monitoring procedures should be
established for ensuring DBE equity participation
throughout the real estate development cycle?

How local transit agencies respond to these DBE equity
participation issues is a local jurisdictional matter.
Ultimately, resolution of these issues must include the active
involvement of the DBE community, the cooperation of the private
sector development community, and the commitment of the local
transit agency staff to implement and monitor the effort. The
measure of success for the DBE equity participation plan rests
on the local transit agency's ability to maximize DBE equity
ownership, without jeopardizing the economic objectives of the
joint development program.

In conclusion, the local transit agency must develop a
planning and development framework which reflects the critical
factors necessary to implement a successful joint development
program. The contract bidding procedures and policies integrate
elements of these critical factors into an organized process by
which the private sector can respond to a joint development
opportunity and eventually negotiate the "rights" to develop the
site. Basic questions regarding transit agency objectives, DBE
participation and assumptions must be addressed in formulating of
these bidding procedures and policies. Again, how these basic
questions are answered and translated into procedures and
policies is a local jurisdictional matter.

V. LOCAL TRANSIT AGENCY JOINT DEVELOPMENT SITE PREPARATION

Once a local transit agency has established a planning and
development framework from which to sustain a joint development
program, the transit _agency is ready to address the
implementation of specific joint development projects; As

portrayed in Illustration II.A, the local transit agency must do
a considerable amount of work to prepare a joint development site
prior to private sector parcicipation. Typically, these pre
development activities include:

Transit Agency Land Options and Related Agreements

Transit Site FacilitieS

Site Selection Analysis
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Market Feasibility Analysis

Coordination of Site Development with Other Public
Agencies

Financial Feasibility Studies

41, Highest and Best Use Studies

Some Local Approvals

Allowances for Citizen Participation

Project Prospectus

In essence, the local transit agency plays the role of the
developer in the predevelopment stage. The transit agency
identifies the potential joint development sites along the
transit routes, analyzes their marketability, determines their
highest and best use, establishes economic feasibility, and
acquires the sites. It must be emphasized that the preliminary
financial analysis undertaken by the local transit agency do(Js
not represent the final financial plan for the project. The
purpose of this financial analysis is to assist the local transit
agency in evaluating developer proposals and eventually
negotiating a detailed financial plan with the selected
developer. The financial analysis of the site along with the
other studies serves to establish the parameters of the
prospectus.

A. The Offering Prospectus

A well prepared offering prospectus is essential for
solicitation of the "development rights" to a specific joint
development site. It should present a carefully worded
description of the development rights and _requirements, rules of
submission, criteria for selection, and the basic financial
parametors acceptable to the local transit agency. At minimum,
the prospectus should include:

Project Summary

Project Setting

Local Transit Agency Joint DeVelopment Program Objeotives

Objectives of Specific Project

Development Requirementt
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Offering_Ptilicies and Procedures
= Seld-ction Criteria
= Timetable_for Proposal Submission

Review and Approval Process
InforMatiOn Developer Must Submit

Since the proSpectus is the sole description of the project
to be offered publicly, it should be comprehensive and self=
explanatory. Should the local transit agency decide to make
their preliminary deSign documents and market/financial analysis
available to intereSted developers, the_ prospectus should
reference their availability as well as any other documents
pertinent to the project (refer to Appendices for an example of
a joint development project prospectus).

It is absolutely imperative that DBEs interested in
pursuing equity ownership opportunities carefully analyze the
joint development project prospectus. All questions regarding
the prospectus should be noted and answers should be requested
from the local transit agency. An appropriate time to obtain
clarification on the prospectus is at the "developer's
conference" which is 1 irmally held by the transit agency
immediately following the announcement of the solicitation for
bids.

B. The Joint Development "Packaged' Opportunity

In the final outcome, the local transit agency is bringing
a "packaged" real estate development opportunity to the
negotiating table. This up=front public sector commitment of

staff time and financial reSources in preparing the joint
development site represents a diStinct advantage of transit
related real estate development for the private sector.
Additionally, the predevelopment analysis by the local transit
agency will invariably produce economic parameters for the
project which are consistent with the local market. This pre
development analysis reduces the uncertainty and financial risks
to the private sector. The next Section will present the process
followed t) the private sector in the formulating of a
development program in responSe to the "packaged opportunity"
presented by the local transit agency.

VI. PRIVATE SECTOR RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR JOINT DEVELOPMENT
PROPOSAL

The predevelopment efforts by the public sector described
above set the stage for the private sector to respond. In some
cases requests for joint development proposals are solicited
through major national publications. At times, a public gector
agency may invite developers to briefings at which time joint
development opportunities are presented.
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Regardless of the procedures involved, a development
proposal is the private sector's response to a "packaged"
joint development opportunity presented by the public
sector. Various elements must be incorporated into a
development proposal. Among the most important are:

Complete Development Plan Responsive to Transit Agency
Criteria

Eccnomic Feasibility Study

Pro Forma Financial Projections

Sources of Financing

Credible Equity Participation and Development Team

Ownership/Legal Structure

Compliance with Any Transit Agency Requirements

Two points should be emphasized. First, regardless of
the method used to select a developer, a substantial amount of
money will be needed to put together a development team and
program which is acceptable to the local transit agency. With
competitive bidding, the initial investment of time, personnel
and money is at risk. There is no guarantee that a particular
developer will be selected. Consequently, it behooves DBEs to
carefuily evaluate their chances to develop a "successful"
development proposal for a Specific joint development opportunity
before securing the needed risk capital to prepare the
development proposal. Second, the development proposal is only
the first step in the process. If a proposal is selected, a DBE
development entity's work has just begun. It must immediately
begin to prepare the project for financing leading to
construction and eventual operation as an incomeproducing real
ettate development venture. Chapter Four of this manual will
address the preparation of the development proposal in greater
detail.

VII. SELECTION OF DEVELOPER/JOINT VENTURE TEAM

The selection of a developer does not, in itself, mean that
the chosen developer has been given the "development rights" to a
specific joint development site. Rather, the selection process
results in confirming the exclusive negotiating rights to the
selected development entity. Usually, this award is formalized
by a memorandum oi understanding between the Parties (normally
for renewal periods of six (6) months). Final negotiation of the
"development rights" occurs some months later after the developer
has completed the final design and refined his/her financial
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plans. A local transit agency may employ various approaches for
selecting a development entity. Among the most common approaches
are:

Development Entity Pre=-designation

This approach may be taken when the development entity
offers a uniqut "packaging" opportunity to the local
transit agency for a specific site. For example, a land
owner/developer may own a parcel of land adjacent to the
transit station property. Or, a development entity may
offer the transit agency community improvements in
exchange for the "development rights" to a specific site.

Direct Negotiated Selection

This approach is the basis for many unsolicited proposals.
It occurs when a development entity, at its own
initiative, makes a proposal to develop a transit agency
controlled percel of land in the absence of competing
offers. If the transit agency likes the development
proposal*, the transit agency has the option to enter into
serious negotiations with the development entity.

Competitive Seledtion

Competitive teleCtion is a common, approach usually
employed Wheri_there it_ a_strong development_interest in a
project or when a publit_agency wishes_to open up the
process _to at many development entities _as possiblei
CompetitiVe telectitin Of a_developmentuentity_may involve
non..price cotipetition where such f_ect_ors_as design
criteria and/ot deVelopment_p;ogram pley_a_key role in
selection of deVelOpMent entity. _In other instances, a
public agehoy may ettabflth_a fixed price_ end_development
entities COMO-et& on the basis of nonprice factors

Regardless of the method employed for selecting a developer
iie. competitive bidding or "sole source"=the transit agency

should:

Establish objeCtiVe criteria for reviewing and evaluating
development propotals*0

Check the developer's references and development team's
credentialti

*Each joint deVeltipMent _Site is_ unique Thp_local transit agency
must ensure that SelettiOn_Criteria are developed which reflect
the distinctive Characterittics of the site and its community
environs.
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Form a special selection panel or committee to review,
evaluate and select a development team; and

The selection decision should include a first and second
choice in the event the negotiations with the first choice
developer cannot produce an acceptable final agreement.

VIII. PARAMETERS OF DEALMAKING

Dealmaking is a highly creative aspect of joint development
and one which sets the groundwork for building a project through
binding commitments negotiated across a bargaining table. Since
many joint development prospectus are issued with nonnegotiable
items, such as design standards, minimum rents, etc., by the time
public and private sector participants proceed with negotiations
many of the parameters of the deal are already established.
Nevertheless, it is often common for public and private
participants to negotiate such items as:

Level of expected income based on market analyses;

Land acquisition and disposition agreement terms;

Access agreements;

Provisions for public facilities and/or public space;

Management of coordinated design and construction;

Adverse site conditions;

Operating agreements for efficient longterm management of
nontransit related facilities;

Construction specifications;

_Joint obligations;

Scheduling and management of combined construction; and

Preleasing agreementt.

In preparing for dealmaking, a DBE development entity must
recognize that successful negotiation with a public agency
depends on:

The financial and nonfinancial objectives established for
the project; and

The relative bargaining ability Ind strength of each
participant.
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The former is established in the cours- of preparing a
joint development proposal by analyzing three major areas of
project feasibility. First, a market profile that includes an
estimate of a project's development potential. Second, a short
term cash flow projection for that period when a project is most
susceptible to default (e.go the first 5 years). Third, a long
term capital investment analysis that establishes a project's
rate of return. Thse projections assist a development entity in
establishing a strategy in relationship to those items which are
negotiable.

The nature of negotiated commitments also depends to a
large extent on the relative bargaining ability of each
participant and the nature and complexity of the project. For
example, a joint development project in a weak market may
generate more concessions from a public agency than one located
in a strong market primarily because risk assumption by the
public sector may be essential to achieve its objectives.
Similarly, a large and complex joint development project may
involve provisions for pedestrian traffic flow between transit
and commercial components of the project. If substantial
structural alterations are required, the allocation of costs for
such alterations can be a subject of negotiation.

The results of the negotiations are translated into a firm
or legally binding commitment often expressed as a "development
contract" detailing the basic items agreed upon by the
participants. Once the contract is duly authorized, the
development team is ready to undertake the various phases of the
real estate development process (i.e. Final Design, Financing,
Construction/Marketing and Operations). Chapter Four will
address the development process in greater detail.

In conclusion, the success of the dealmaking depends on
how successfully the joint development process achieves the
following:

Preparing the site for joint development consideration;

Attracting the right development entities to compete for
the opportunity;

Selecting the right development entity; and

Satisfying both the public and private sector o jectives.

IX. DBE STRATEGIES FOR PARTICIPATING IN THE JOINT
DEVELOPMENT PROCESS

The public sector planning/policy process is key in setting
up the conditions for dealmaking. Public transit policies
establish the dealmaking environment in which investors,
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developers, lenders_ and public agencies_ will negotiate their
agreements. Therefore, it is absolutely essential that the
disadvantaged business community understand how the
planning/policies process works. Once the planning and
development policy framework of the local transit agency is
understood, the next step is to identify critical DBE entry
points.

Let us now examine some of the critical DBE entry points in
joint development process.

A. Local Transit Agency DBE Goals

Referring to_Illustration lIP, Public Sector Goals, please
note the DBE participation goals of the local transit agenc-.,.
The use af Federal transit subsidies in the design, planning,
construction and operation of the transit system imposes certain
DBE _goal requirements on the local transit agency.
Notwithstanding these DBE goals for Federal funds, DBE equity
participation_in joint.development is not Federally mandated. It
is_ a _local issue. _Consequently, the local transit agency
planning process will. respond to DBE equity participation
objectives to the extent that the DBE community is able to obtain
a commitment from the local transit agency Board of Directors.

DBEs must work with the local transit agency Board of
Directors and understand the following:

the limits of its authority;

the method and selection of decisionmakers (i.e. board
of directors, chief operating officers, etc.);

its functional areas of responsibility;

its planning process and key decision points;

its design process and key decision points;

its development process and key decision points, etc.;
and

its policy making process and key decisionmaking points.

Prominent DBE business leaders and nonminority leaders who
are sensitive to DBE participation and the benefits of joint
development, should take an active involvement on the Transit
Board of Directorsi especially on the joint development policy
committee. DBEs should also seek the assistance of the transit
agency Office of Civil Rights or DBE Office and solicit their
support to promote procedures for meaningful DBE equity
participation in joint development projects.
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B. Integrate DBE Equity Participation into the Private Sector
Joint Development Objectives

Traditionally, the private sector (i.e investors, developers
and l.tmders) have viewed DBE equity participation in multi
million dollar joint development ventures as a burden imposed by
a zealous transit agency. Unqualified DBEs have been lured to a
joint venture team to satisfy a DBE equity participation
requirement because the joint development competitive bidding
procedure required it. This type of token DBE equity
participation is not necessary. There are qualified DBEs and
minority investors (professionals, doctors, attorneys, etc.) in
every major city in the country.

This 1.8 an area in which the local transit agency, in
cooperation with the DBE business community, can play a most
important role. Having established DBE objectives in the joint
development program, the local transit agency should initiate an
outreach program to identify and inform DBEs of the upcoming
joint development opportunities. Equally important in this local
transit outreach initiative is an education program which
realistically sets out the benefits, risks and advantages of
joint development with an emphasis on the prerequisites to
playing the joint development equity game. Such a local transit
agency strategy can result in private sector willingness to
include DBEs as equity partners in their projects.

C. Competitive Bidding Procedures Which Require DBE Equity
Participation

The willingness of the private sector to accept DBEs as
equal partners in a joint venture team must be initiated by the
local transit agency through the competitive bidding procedures.
Remember, transit policies set the parameters of the dealmaking
environment with the private sector. DBEs must take an
aggressive approach to insure that the competitive bidding
procedures include DBE equity participation. In the absence of a
local transit agency's commitment to DBE equity participation in
the competitive bidding procedures, DBEs will continue to be
reluctant to commit limited financial resources to compete
against major developers and investors in acquiring the "joint
development rights" to a specific site.

D. Transit Agency Land Acquisition as a beans to DBE Equity
Participation

Without transit agency control or access to land on or
adjacent to a transit station, there will be no DBE equity
ownership joint development opportunities. The availability of
urban land rights is to joint development as water is to fish.
It is only when the public sector has control of the land or
access to the "development rights" of a site that the transit
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agency can maximize its share of the economic returns of the
transit-related real estate development project*. Equally
important, the control of the joint development site places the
local transit agency in the position to require DBE equity
participation in the project. Without initial control of the
land by the transit agency, DBE equity participation will be
difficult at best and likely non-existent.

Nevertheless, this is an important lesson to be learned.
In those situations where the local transit agency has control of
the land on or near transit stations, DBEs shouli work diligently
to ensure that all real estate development on these sites
includes DBE equity participation. Furthermore, DBEs should
identify all land owned and controlled by the local transit
agency and follow the proposed uses for this property.

E. DBE Equity Participation in Weak and Uncertain Joint
Development Market Areas

Regardless of public financial incentives, weak and
uncertain markets present unique problems and higher risks. In
weak markets a local transit authority can, through joint
development, assist in revitalizing the local economy. It can
write-down the cost of land so as to promote development. DBEs
involved in such projects can make a contribution to the
development of their community. However, special care must be
taken lest the local transit agency relegate DBE investors to
weak and uncertain markets. Remember, banks do not fund what
developers build; developers build what banks will fund. If the
real estate development cannot generate income, why should banks
risk their financial resources? The market feasibility of a
project is critical. Ignoring market realities can spell
disaster for a DBE entrepreneur as well as for a local transit
agency.

F. New Opportunities for Passive Equity Participation in Joint
Development

Although this manual places a strong emphasis on DBE equity
participation in which minorities and women are deal makers, the
economic benefits of passive equity participation in joint
development projects must not be overlooked. Minorities should
seriously consider the economic benefits of participating in

*The proposed Southern California Rapid Transit District (SCRTD)
Wilshire Corridor Mass Transit System in Los Angeles is an
exception to this rule. Because of its underground design along
a well established commercial strip, SCRTD is attempting to
negotiate value capital agreements with existing property owners.
This situation leaves little opportunity for imposing DBE equity
participation in these agreements. As of January, 1986, UMTA
financial assistance for this project is uncertain.
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joint development projects as limited equity investors. As
limited equity investors, minorities could invest their financial
resources in joint development projects, without the burden of
having to be involved in the daytoday decisions of managing the
joint development project, yet receive the benef its of ownership.

There are many ways of structuring limited equity
investments in real estate development investments. One variety
of the limited partnership structure as a means of attracting
equity investors is syndication.

"The way that syndication usually works
it this: the developer -- who up to this
point may be the sole owner of the project --
will form a limited partnership. Every
limited partnership must have at least one
general partner who has unlimited liability
for the debts of the partnership . . . and one
limited partner, whose liability is the extent
of his or her initial investment. The
original developer usually becomes the general
partner in the newly created limited
partnership. The general partner then sells
(or someone else sells on the developer's
behalf) partnership interests to other
individuals, who become limited partners in
the partnership. Limited partners will pay
cash to own partnership shares, entitling them
to share in the financial benefits produced by
the project. The shares are expressed as
percentages of ownership in the project. The
cash that they pay to become limited partners
is referred to as capital contribution."*

While a detailed treatment of syndications is beyond the scope of
this manual, one important factor about syndications must be
pointed out. Real estate syndications are highly regulated by
Federal and State laws (see Chapter III). Additionally, equity
investors must meet certain personal financial standards to
"qualify" as potential investors.

Most recent:7 finite life Real Estate Investment Trusts
(REIT)** have demonstrated ways to overcome the "suitability
standard" imposed by Federal and State laws while providing the
security of a syndication yet allowing investors to invest as
little as $1000. REITs and other new financial investment
methods could offer an innovative way for local transit agency's
to extend the economic benefits of a joint development project to
a wider range of potential minority investors.

* Real Estate Development Syndication, Howell, Joseph T., 1983.

** Fact Magazine, March, 1984.
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In concluding this discussion on DBE equity_ ownership
strategies, DBEs must recognize that the success of any strategy
or combination of Strategies to increase and promote DBE equity
ownership will depend on how well these strategies work:

Maximize DBE equity ownership;

Enhande the quality (i.e. managemen design, community
SUpport, etc.) of the project;

Improve the financial feasibility of the project; and

o Meet the public agency's objectives.

Achievement of these goals will require the full cooperation of
the local transit agency, DBE community and the nonDBE
development community.



OIAPTER THREE

JOINT DEVELOPMENT EQUITY OWNERSHIP
AS AN IWESTMENT DECISION

OVERVIEW

Despite the_financial benefits offered by transit-reIated
real estate equity ownership investmentsi these types of
investments are not for everyone. In order to assist DBEs decide
whether they should pursue equity ownership opportunitiesi this
chaptyr provides a general discussiom about real estate
investments. Moreover, the special_requirements of_transit-
related real_estate development projects_are discussed; The
chapter concludes_ with A self assessment_ to assist DBEs in
evaluating their financial objectives;_thereby,_ allowing them to
dedide_WhiCh form of equity ownership best suits their financial
objectiVeS.
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EQUITY OWNERSHIP IN JOINT DEVELOPMENT IS AN INVESTMENT
DECISION

With few exceptions, income-producing real estate
investments are one of the best forms of asset-building, tax-
saving and long-term wealth creation. Commercial real estate has
long been recognized by individuals, major corporations and
pension investors as an attractive means of diversifying an
investment portfolio. Based on its historical performance as an
investment, income-producing real estate investments have proven
to be a long-term hedge against inflation and downturns in the
economy. Transit-related real estate investments are one
particular type of income-producing real estate investment which
could be suitable for a broad range of DBE investors.

Before making an investment in a joint development
project, DBEs must determine their capacity to do so. Several
factors muSt be considered. First, DBEs must understand the
characteriStics, benefits and risks associated with real estate
investments in general and the specific prerequisites of transit=
related real estate development projects. This knowledge is
important for it allows DBEs to identify and structure real
estate investments which maximize total return relative to risk.
Second, DBES mutt be able to evaluate the potential financial
benefit8 and risks of equity ownership in _joint development in
light of their personal financial objectives.

II. CHARACTERISTICS OF REAL ESTATE INVESTMENTS

The benefits and risks in real estate investment derive,
in part, from its special characteristics when compared with
other types of investments such as intangible property (stockS,
bonds, etc.) and tangible purchases (gold, diamonds, antiques,
etc.). To some extent, nearly all the special characteristics of
real estate arise from its quality as a fixed location
investment. To this end, real estate investment is not a "get
rich quick scheme"; rather, real estate ownership is a long=term
process of wealth creation. If you understand the special
characteristics of real estate and the hidden cost, you stand
leSs chance of meeting unexpected expenses. Real estate exhibits
the following characteristics:

Immobility of Asset

Immobility of asset means that the physical investment
can not be moved from one location to another. This obvious
condition has some important consequences. Whereas other
investments such as bonds, stocks, gold, antiques etc. can
be sold elsewhere if there is no local market for resale,
real estate investments are a captive of the local economy
and environment. Given this inescapable tie to the "local
economy", selection of the right location is especially
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critical for income producing commercial property. Despite
their association with a regional transit system, joint
development projects are not an exception to this rule.

Value of Investment is Affected by Surrounding
Neighborhood

A parcel of real estate is affected by surrounding
properties and neighborhood improvements. This interplay
among local surrounding improvements may increase or
diminish the value and appreciation of the property. Of all
the types of real estate (i.e. residential, commercial and
industrial), commercial real estate is most sensitive to
location. It is therefore important to analyze the present
and future zoning, as well as land use and economic trends
in an area. These considerations should be set forth in a
detailed market study and site analysis. The investor
should be satisfied as to the present and future economic
potential of the site before a commitment to invest is made.

Useful Life

Useful life refers to the number of years over which
asset value of property will be allocated. There are two
factors which determine the useful life of a property.
There is (1) economic depreciation, and (2) physical
depreciation. Economic depreciation is a loss in demand for
a particular property due to economic conditions surrounding
the property. Physical depreciation is a loss in value due
to actions of the elements: wear and tear or structural
aging.

Lack of Liquidity

Real estate lacks ready "liquidity" which is the ability
to turn an asset into cash quickly. This is complicated by
the fact that a quick sell (seldom less than a month) may
force the investor to take a discount for his investment.

High Unit Cost

Nearly 2.11 pieces of real estate, even small properties,
are costly. Unless you can pool your capital with other
people, such as in a real estate limited partnership, there
are relatively few opportunities for small purchases. The
availability of mortgage financing and the level of interest
rates play a most important role in determining the
feasibility of the real estate development and its resale
potential.



Management Requirements

Real estate must_be_properly ;Ilan-a-god in order_ fOr it tO
produce economic returns_ _to its owners_and i_nvettOrs.
Tenants, repairs, maintenance anf operations all deMatid
attention. Care must_be_ taken to select_your pedpetty
management team and_arrange for all the guidelines, pOlidieS
and procedures necessary_ for operating an effecti_Ve_and
efficient incomeproducing property. _Moreover,_ tpedialized
services (i.e. tax accountants andlawyerS) are Often
necessary to maximize the overall return troth the
investment, because.tax laws seriously affect the investMent
returns accruing from ownership.

These basic characteristics of real estate must be kept
squarely in mind in the process of evaluating transitrelated
real estate equity opportunities. And of these basic
characteristics, location and the local economy market play an
essential role in determining the type and success of joint
develo_pment projects. Furthermore, investing in a joint
development project is like other real estate investments, in
that these are longterm opportunities requiring substantial
investment of capital and demand constant supervision of the
investment to ensure a maximum return.

Owning investment_real estate is not unlike owning a small
business. Some would claim that_it is easier than owning a small
business, while others claim real: estate development is a highly
specialized business. The fact of the matter. is that real estate
ownership requires no more technical knowledge than do modern
security inveStments_suCh as stocks and bonds. Neverthelessi one
thing must be kept clearly_in mind. Practically all the wealthy
real estate entrepreneurs_became so through organizing investors
into groups rather than through developing or acquiring income
producing properties by themselves.

III. BENEFITS OF INVESTING IN REAL ESTATE

When all the fanfare is over, there are only three basic
investor goals: (1) Security, (2) Income, and (3) Value
Appreciation. The financial benefits and financial risks of
real estate investment vary according to the kind of property,
financing, timing, marketability and location. Additionally, the
special characteristics of real estate itself greatly influence
the economic return obtained for the investment.

In Chapter One, the financial benefits of incomeproducing
real estate investments were introduced. These financial
benefits are restated in this section along with other benefits
generally attributed to real estate investments. Not every
property offers these benefits to the same degree. Nor can every
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investor use the same investment tc realize the same level of re
turn because everyone's financial status differs in terms of tax
status, credit standing, source of financing and other income.
Nine benefits of investing in real estate are:

Leverage

The use of debt financing (mortgage) has two major
advantages. First, debt financing means that real estate
can be purchased with a relatively small down payment (10%
to 20%) to gain control of large investments while taking a
long length of time for repayment. This enables you to
leverage your investment to control higher priced properties
and earn large returns on the cash Invested. Second, debt
financing on real estate projects are usually nonrecourse
loans (i.e. A loan in which the borrower has no persolal
liSbility, and the lender's only recourse in the event of a
default is the assumption of ownership of the collateral
security (real estate improvement and land) on the loan).

cash Flow

Real estate offers the opportunity for your cash
investment to yield an income stream during ownership (gross
income minus debt service and operating expenses). Before
tax yields of 10% 15% are common in real estate.

'Ji:ncome Tax Benefita

Real estate allows you to shelter your income. This is
possible because both interest and depreciation are
deductible from the net income of the property, and other
ordinary income. Income received from the sale of the
property after one year is called capital gains and is taxed
at a much lower rate than ordinary income.

TaxFree Refinancing

Proceeds from refinancing property are not taxable
income to the owner. Therefore, refinancing is a way to
recover your cash investment and, in some cases, your profit
is tax free.

Equity BuildUp

As the mortgage on an income producing property is paid
off, the value of your equity investment will steadily rise.
Most incomeproducing real estate mortgages are not fully
amortized since there are obvious advantages to refinancing
the property. For example, if a property is refinanced,
cash received on borrowing is not taxable, even though an
investor may have borrowed in excess of the property's
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basis. The owner's price_for_tnis privilege is_ the payment
of interest, an expense tht it normally deductible.

Appreciation

The value of commercial real estate increases not only
because of inflation but also because over time rents will
increase, thereby increasing the economic value on
capitalized cash flow of the project.

Stability of Growth

Real estate values and prices, although influenced by
current interest rates, have historically exhibited few of
the fluctuations of other investments.

Division of Ownership

Real estate investments have the unique characteristic
which allows the ownership to be divided among an unlimited
number of investors which reduces your initial investment
while at the same time reducing the associated risks of
ownership. It is an attribute of real estate investments
which allows you to invest in multimillion dollar joint
development projects as an equity partner.

Management Control

Real estate investments require a development team of
professionals to take the investment from concept to
operation. Throughout this development process you, as the
owner(s), have control over how, when and by whom the
project will be completed. Control over the investment is
the key to its success.

IV. RISKS OF INVESTING IN REAL ESTATE

None of the benefits of investing in real estate is
available to the owner of real property without some amount of
risk. Virtually all transitrelated real estate development
projects require new construction or substantial rehabilitation.
Consequently, joint development projects have no history of
operational cost and cash flow. By investing in the equity
ownership of a joint development pro3ect, certain cash outflows
are sacrificed for uncertain cash flow. Despite the fact there
are guidelines (refer to Appendix for sources) which have been
developed for various types of commercial projects* (i.e. hotels,
retail, residential, etc.), each real estate project is unique.

*These guidelines for commercial properties (i.e. retail, office,
hotel, etc.) include such things as cost of (CONTINUE NEXT PAGE)
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Forecasting the future cash flow from a real estate
investment is risky. Risk is associated with the inability to
forecast a number of variables accurately. Since it is very
difficult to forecast future events with accuracy, the difference
between expected returns and actual returns is the extent of the
financial risk.

How appropriate an investment decision is can only be
evaluated by how well the invettor, in this case the DBE
investor, knows his/her financial objectives and financial
strengths and weaknesses.

You may have heard the phrase "The higher the risk - the
higher the return." Perhaps this is true but many people take
unnecessary risk because they do not understand the causes of
risks and how to minimize risks. If you must rely on others for
all your real estate investment advice or if you have to make
intuitive decisions through lack of training or knowledge of the
nature of real estate investing, yoll increase the chance your
investment will not meet your financial objectives (see Chapter
Four).

The following provides a brief description of the six most
common risks associated with real estate development investments:

Business Risk

The "business risk" is the risk that the transit-related
real estate development project in which you are investing
will go bankrupt due to problems in construction, poor
market conditions or insufficient capital. Specifically,
the project could be delayed by an act of God from storms
and floods, storage of materials, labor strikes, and
construction problems (i.e.hitting rock, etc.). Delays in
project construction result in additional and unexpected
interest cost during a period when there is no income
stream. As a result, the greatest personal risk occurs

* CONTINUE FROM PREVIOUS PAGE -- construction, optimal size of
retail space by type of user, space efficiency of office
configurations, size of typical hotel rooms, expected financial
cott centers within mix of commercial space, local historical
leaSing rates and hotel room rates, management requirements, etc.
Lenders also use these guidelines in the explanation of real
ettate projects. Therefore, it behooves you to compare your
project design and financial projections with these guidelines.
If your project differs from these guidelines, you must know how
and why. Herein lies the unique aspects of your project which
must be justified. The Urban Land Institute in Washington, D.C.
has an excellent series of publications on real estate
development guidelines.
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during construction prior to obtaining permanent financing
(i.e. non-recourse loan). _Additionallyy, the revenue
projections may be incorrect_due to a_lack of understanding
of market conditions, economic_ recessiony or changes in the
market which could have negative impacts_on theprojectls
revenue. These types of business risk are fully assumediby
the real estate investors. As a general _partner or_majority
owner, you take on the major _liability_ in_case of_business
failure; The risk can be reduced by sharing it with_other
partners or participating in the investment as a limited
partner in which case your liability iS limited to your
investment contribution.

Interest Rate Risk

The interest rate risk has three major dimensions which
influence the potential return on investment:

- Interest rates may go up during the time you are
negotiating the purchase or seeking financing. This is
particularly a concern in large real estate
developments which may take several months from the
time the investment opportunity was identified to the
time construction and permanent financing is secured.

- Non fixed-rate financing has the potential to greatly
disrupt your construction cost projections and affect
your operational expenses.

- Increased interest rates can make it more diffidUlt t6
sell your property when_ the tim_e comes. _In_ other
words, your property may_he pr,-,:cing a relatively good
income, but the cost of financ1:1 d11-6_t-o_high interest
rates may make your property untonical to aidquire.

Market Risk

The market may change_ during_, suc.!on of your
project therefore negatively impactiç you_r projected
income; This may be the result of eitti: on%7eal-!stic market
demand projections or the result of reg,11.,..), national, or
international economic conditions whii.th ;ti.76 beyond yOur
immediate control.

Purchasing Power Risk

Although real estate values respond well to inflation,
there is still the risk that when you get your money back,
it will buy less than when you invested it. If the level of
business risk is acceptable, then the investment stands a
very good chance of preserving purchasing power during
periods of inflation.
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Political Risk

Adverse government action can and does affect the value
of the investment. Real estate investors face a higher
degree of political risk because their investment is tied to
the land which is subject to loral government zoning laws
and variances, road locations, etc. In regard to joint
development projects, local political riSk concerns are
usually resolved prior to the formal announcement for
request for proposal. Additionally, at the national level,
government regulations may modify tax shelter benefits and
affect the financial institutions lending policies.

Liquidity Risk

This is the risk that you may lose some or a major
portion of your investment in the process of converting your
investment to liquid assets, fe.g._cash) as a result of a
forced or untimely sale. Additionally, in the event you are
one of many investors in the development project, it may be
impossible for you to sell your minority interest at your
convenience. Therefore, you should have the financial
ability to carry your investment for a substantial number of
years.

V. 60Edikt dONSIbtRATIous xm iNvEsTilid
PROJECTS

Real estate investments can offer eXtraordinary returns on
your investment when compared to other traditional forms of
investment. But deciding to go into real eState_is only the

first step. You must carefully examine each and every real
eState investment opportunity to ensure it meets your personal
financial objectives, within the constraint of available
reSources.

In the beginning of this chapt-z, joint development was
defined aS a real -estate product which 7esults from an investment
decision. This investmer dec,son muse take into consideration
the inherent characteri edf transit-related :wai estate
development investments. It these characterist!.cs of joint
development which impo speal prerequisites ,-Ja equity
investors be they minorlt' or cc4erwise. Among t1,3e are the
following:

;-Magaitude of the Iawr.tmen:-

Althoug4Aoint
scope, for the_most at y

dOmmercial real estate 17t,
Shopping_ centers,
may_ liMit the level 6.5
equity investors.

pr:4 .:ts vary in size_and
are d011at
(hotei..7 office buildingSi
cr.'-cie of such per.jectS

of potentiat DBE



Competitive Bidding Procedures

With rare exceptioni_ obtaining the "development
rights" to a_ transitrelated real_estate development Site
owned or substantially controlled by_the local _trahtit
agency_regul_res the preparation of a competiti_ve bid
proposal. _Given the competition for a proposed_jOint
development Site, DBEs must eval_uate their ability to
prepare a winning proposal (refer to Chapter Four).

Multitude of Actors

Bringing a joint development project to fruition
requires the coordinated efforts of many professional
services and public agencies. Among these are:
architects, attorneys, developers, contractors, lenders,
public officials and political leaders. To succeed, it
must be a team effort made up of experienced individuals
who have undertaken similar commercial projects. DBEs must
carefully choose their development team and ensure t`
ongoing coordination and communication among .0-
appropriate development team members and public secto
representatiies.

Unique Product

In joint development projects, the equity investor:: are
buying a pro forma (hypothetical)_bottom line. As previously
noted, guidelines do exist for designing the project's
commercial mix andl structuring the financial projections
based on other Similar projects. Nevertheless, the proposed
project does not exist and no historical earning records canbe examined. Since there is_no history, the investors'
understanding of the marketp_l_ac_e and the needs of the uses
of space is even more-Important.
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The following Illustration III.A attempts to compare and

contrast the distinctive_characteristics of joint development
projects with typical real estate development projects.

Illustration III.A

CHARACTERISTICS OP TYPICAL AND TRANSPORTATION -
RELATED REAL ESTATE DEVELOPMENTS

CharacteristiCs
(Dimensions)

Typical Real Estate
DeVelopments

Transportation-Related
Real Estate
Developments

COtt (How Much)

Participants (Who)

May Range from Low_Cost
(Thousands) to High Cost
(Millions)

Architectd; Attorneys;
Developers, ContractorS,
Lenders, and Related

Type of Development Commercial, Industrial
(What) Nous Medical, Etc.

Length of Development Ranges from Less Than
Period (When) One Year to Longer

Depending on Project

Location (Where) VirtualIy_Unrestricted,
Wherever There Is
Opportunity

Development Process Real Estate Development
(How) Process

Purpoge (Why) To Respond to Need for
Specific Type_of_Real
Estate Development
Proposed

Normally Multi-
MilIion_Dollar
Projects

Includes Those
Involved in Typical
Real EState Develop!.
ments pluS the Local
Transit Agency and/_
or_Development Auth-
ority

Normally Income7_
PredUcing Commercial
PropertieS

Normally Long-_-Term
(5-10 yrs.) from
Start to Finigh

At Site_of Transpor-
tatien IMprOvement

Co-DeVeIopment
Process*

Same as_for Typical
Real Estate Develop-
ment PIUS TO Further
Public Transportation
Objective

*The ob.-development process is _simply:defined as a real estate developMent

in which both_the pUblic and private sector participant8 have an active and

responsible role in iMpletenting the variou_s phases of the real estate

development process (i.P. concept; feasibility, final design, financing,

constructien and operation).
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DETERMINING YOUR FINANCIAL OBJECTIVES

Equity ownership in transit-related real estate developmentcan offer extraordinary financial benefits. This is true_if andonly if you are sufficiently secure in your financial position toaccept the financial risks associated with this type of long-terminvestment.

For this reason' every DBE contemplating an equity investmentin a_jpint development project should have a finandial plan basedon current finandial peisition and income and on reasonableexpectations of fUtUte_financial position. Chanded arei if youare reading this ManUal, you already have a personal financialplan_and_an investMent portfolio. The important thing now is toevaluate where yoU ati in achieving your personal financialobjectives in Order tO determine what type of_ eqUity ownershipin a joint development project will best suit your investmentneeds;

We will briefly re-View three life _cycle investMent conceptsuseful in making teal estate investment dedisions. Theseconcepts are:

The

The

o The

inveStor life cycle

real estate investment life cycle

ownership life cycle

These concepts attempt to integrate yoUr personal financialobjectives over tiMe with the corresponding benefits and_risksinherent in_ real estate investmentS in _general and_transit-=related real eState investments_in particdlar. _IllustrationdescribeS the interrelationship among these concepts.

IliustratiOn IMES

INTERRELATIONSHIP OF LIFE CYCLE CONCEPTS

INVESTOR
LIFE CYCLE

Define amounts and
types of returns and
risks that are
acceptable

REAL ESTATE_INVESTMENT
LIFE CYCLE

Choose stage of life
cycle_that represent
acceptable retUrns
ahd risks

OWNERSHIP
LIFE CYCLE

Analyze returns and
risks using full
life cycle cash
flow forecasts

Let us now examine each of these life cycle concepts in detail.
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A. The Investor Life Cycle

It is commonly believed that all investors experience a
"life cycle" of their own, one that is related primarily to age,
in which they seek different types of returns and risks at
different stages. These stages are: the Feeding Stage, the
Growth Stage and the Benefit Stage. The Feeding Stage is the
period during which savings from one or several income sources
are used to create portfolio investment assets. The emphasis at
this stage is on a personal budget. Such a budget is essential
in planning for the systematic saving that will provide the
capital to be used in acquiring appropriate assets for your.
portfolio. The length of time you remain in this stage is
directly related both to your willingness to sacrifice immediate
wants in order to maximize saving and to the success of your
investments in producing expected returns.

The Growth Stage is achieved when the portfolio is capable
of producing income (ordinary income or capital gains) in
sufficient quantity so that your investment and reinvestment
goals become self-sustaining. At this point you may produce a
synergistic effect by continuing to feed savings into your
investment portfolio.

The Benefit Stage is achieved when tkie portfolio is
generating current incowl sufficient to satisfy your personal
financial objectivesL plus provide for management costs, thereby
allowing you, the DBE investor, to conserve the capital assets of
the portfolio. In this stage, your investments are generating
enough income to make you "financially independent".

The folic4ing are examples of individuals who have gone
beyond the Fet-'ing Stage.

Mt. James B. H0(5'Ard

Mr. Jaes B. Howard is currently a sAccessful
"aiack attorney specializing in internat;onai law.

1960 he graduated from law .school. That same
;ear he established a financial plan to acqu'z' a

net. t7,rth of $500,000 by 1960. As a law cilrk he
save:, ;100.00/month for two years. After r.issing
the bar examination in 1963, he incLeased his saving
to $300.00/month. By 1c)65 Mr. Howard lod $10,000
in savings. He used $F,'t400 for a down p.iyment on a
$22,5_00 home. He placed the othrir $5,003 in low-
risk blue cnp stoetc. As :as salary LIcreased, Mr.
Howard increased his savinqs.

By 1972, Mr. Hovard was ready to leave the
Feeding Sti:.ge and enter the Growth Stage. He had
$28,009 in savings. He borrowed $32,000 on the
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appreciated value of his home. He invested $60,000
in acquiring a twenty-unit apartment building. The
positive cash flow and tax benefits from this
income-producing property allowed him to save an
additional $50,000 by 1975. He sold the apartment
building and purchased an 80-unit apartment building
With part of his profit and savings. He diversified
hig financial portfolio with higher risk stocks and
bonds and with the other part of his profit and
saving8. By 1977 Mr. Howard had a net worth of
$500,000. He continued to buy and Sell
residential/ commercial real estate and continued to
save from his salary. By 1980 Mr. Hk-ward had a net
worth in excess of $1,000,000 at the ripe old age of
45.

By the standards set for himself, Mr. Howard
had achieved the Benefit Stage of his investor life
cycle in 1980.

ar. Gregory D. Garcia

Mr. Gregory)). Garcia is a succeSSful entre-
preneur in a variety of businesses. His parents
were migrant farm workers from Mexico. He finished
the eighth grade in 1952. That same year he started
working as a full-time cook in a Mexican restaurant.
HiS first major personal goal was to graduate from
high school, which he did in 1960. HiS Second goal
was to own and operate his own reStaurant. With
$1,500 in savings, he leased a two-story building to
start his own Mexican restaurant in 1961. With zis
family living on the second floor above the
restaurant, he was able to save extra money. With
his wife as an employee, he was able to further
reduce expenses during the formative Feeding Stage.

By 1967 Mr. Garcia was ready to expand. He
acquired a fifteen year lease on a larger building
in an excellent location to open his second
restaurant. In the Spring of 1970, Mr. Garcia
obtained financing to construct his own building for
hiS third restaurant next to a large shopping
center. With three successful reStaurants in
operation, Mr. Garcia was now beginning to save a
SubStantial portion of his income. He had now
entered the Growth Stage.

Between 1975 to 1980, Mr. GarCia purchased and
gold various income producing properties. By 1.080
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Mr. Garcia had a net worth in excess of $2.5 million
with ownership interest in his restaurants, a local
chain of hardware stores, residential property and
two shopping centers.

Despite the accumulative wealth of Mr. Garcia,
his personal financial objectives remain
unfulfilled. He continues to operate as if he just
started the Growth Stage.

The important thing to note from these examples is not the
amount of net worth, but rather the fact these individuals set
out to deliberately pass through each stage of the investor
cycle. According to the U.S. Department of Labor, less_than 3%
of the population_ in the Un%ted States retire financially
independent of "social secur:1/y" T. purpose, then, of_these
examples is to highlight the way 'i wilth an individual can pDss
through the investor cycle if heA.Ae establishes a financial plo-1

with specific financial objectiver,

The mctivating force underlying the "investor liLe cycle"
iS your personal beliefs and values aS they relate to savings and

investing. In other words, your personality and attitude towards
investing are important factors in determining the "st.itability"

of any real estate investment. InveSting in real estate,
therefore, requires that you determine how you feel about such
things as liquid investments, complicated documents and financing
arrangements, and the possibility of wreStling with the tax code.

Although there are no fixed decision rules, the following
personal financial assessment, Illustration III.C, can assist

.

you in determining your "suitability" in participating in
transit-related real estate development. As you go through this
pertonal financial assessment keep in mind that there are
different ways of investing in real estate development projects.
The method of investing in a project must be directly related to
your financial objectives, level of acceptable risks and desired

benefit.

The questions posed by Illustration III.0 must be addressed

and truthfully answered. This exercise will asSist in evaluating

your Strengths and weaknesses as a potential DBE investor*.
Knowing your strengths and weaknesses, you ard now in a position
to formulate a strategT to leverage your strengths and overcome
your weaknesses as an equity owner.

*The queStions posed by Illustration III.0 also apply to nor-
profit community economic development corporations. These
organizations must make an internal evaluation of their
organizational priorities, organizational capabilities and
financial resources to participate in joint development equity
opportunities.
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Illustration III.0

PERSONAL FINANCIAL ASSESSMENT

STEP 1. EVALUATE YOUR FINANCIAL POSITION

a. Is your househ,,ld income high enough to require you to set aside additional income in order
to pay large tax bills at tax time?

b; Have you tatitfied jou: own housing preference by owning or renting?

c. Ar._you AdAquately insured_Against_appropriate risks? For an individual five types_of
insqrance are usually necessary: Iife, health, hazard, business and personal liability and
disability.

d. HaVe yOU_set aside savings, cash value of insurance, and other liquid assets to provide for
emergencies?

e. Do you have an estate plan for your heirt?

f. Is your income level high enough to benefit from tax shelters?

g. Ate your liquidity reserves adequate for the risks associated with your current investments
and thOge you contemplate in the next few years?

These questions should be sa_t_i_sfactorily answered in the positive before you seriously consider
investing in transit-related real estate investment projectd.

STEP 2. ESTIMATE YOUR NEED OBJECTIVES

a. Are your investment needs Iong-term or short-term?

b. Do you seek income or capital growth?

C. Is your level of risk aversion high or low?

d. Wh_a_n_is the minimally acceptable average annual rate of return (after taxes) for a real
estate investment?

If your financial need_ohjectives are_lonstermi_ _capital growth, and risk aversion is relative.low
(e,g-you-can afford to lose your inve8tment withOut_cauRing a major-financial burden on yourselfand family), -transit-related real_estate_investments_may_be_apprOptiate for youn financial p,:rt-follm._ This is particularly the case in joint development projects becausAi as_Ari invtator,_you_are
investing tn pAo_plA's ability to bring-a-project from concept to reality. You atA IA:Wetting in a
financial pro formAL_of _"_what_may occUe" if all the financial and marketing assumptions underlying
your financial projections are correct;

STEP 3. DETERMINE YOUR TIME COMMITMENTS

a. Do you have time to 55II6w YOUr local political scene regarding transit-related real estatedevelopment?

b. Do you have time to investigate transit-relate real estate investment opportunities?

c. How much time can you devote to identify, organize and manage_the_lauMan and financial
resources necessary to take advantage of a joint development opportunity?

d. What adjustments to your svhAdule_can be made to allow you to spend the time in more fully
participating in this joint development opportunity?

A_reaI estate development imvestment involves much more than the_placementof inVe8tMent funds.
Depending_on_the investor role you choOse in the project (i.e. developer, initial equity_invadtor,limited partneri etM), yOUr tiMe commitment can vary from that of a full-time active participant tothat of a passive investor.

STEP 4. IDENTIFY POTEN7IAL INVESTMENT ASSOCIATES

a. Do_youLknow other friend§ and associates who have a similar interest in transit-re/ated
investments?

b. Can you identify individuals who are experienced and knowledgeable in real estatedevelopment or joint development?

c. Do_you have estabIithed bUsiness relatIonships with local lending instiritions which Canassist you in identifying ahd securing financing?

Given the special characteristics of_joint_developMent_projects, DBEs-must reccgnize the necessityto complement their skills and fimancial reeources_wtthmthers of diMilan financial objectives.
Bringing together the right group of inyestors_and_devAlopmAnn e_xperience id an essentialprerequisite. Without the financial resources or the development experience

totl pureue joint
development equity opportunities, DBE equity participation is near hepossibte.
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B. The Real Estate Investment Life Cycle

The real estate investment life cycle divide8 real estate
inveStments into three distinct stages: (1) Origination, (2)
Operation, and (3, Termination. Each stage of the investment
cycle offers unique financial benefits and risks. With their
peraonal investor life cycle in mind, DBE investors must
determine in which stage of the real estate inveStment cycle
(i.e. origination or operation) their personal financial
objectives can best be met.

Tc otain a better understanding of thi_s real estate
inVestment. principle, it may be useful _to analy2e the "life
-cycle" a realestate investment a little cl_Oser. During the
CP-iginaZ*.ijn Stage of a joint development prdject_(usually new
Construction), the development entity is eatablishing_ the
financial feasibility of the project, preparing the architectural
plans, securing_ financing and constructing the project. Since
the project is not generating income, but _rather incurring cost,
tha financial benetzl! Oriring this initial period are primarily
in the form of tax benefits ii.ei deductiOnS from _personal
income) to the developm4qAt- entitl participantt. As such, should
you decide to be one the initial participants in the
development entity, your investment is _totally_ at risk. You are.
inVesting_ in your_ ability and that of your investbr group in
bringing the project from concept to reality. The_financial
tiaka_ar0 high, but the financial benefits can_be great. In this
titUation,_you mLst determine the level of finandial resources
you_can place in _total risk and you must deterMine your
participation in the project.

Ordinarily, imastors most willing to participate in the
Origination Stage of a project are in the Growth and Benefit
Stages of their investor life cycle.

During the Operation Stage (i.e. project built and
generating income), the financial benefits accrue primarily in
the form of cagh flows and in the form of tax benefits. Cash
flow or income_generated by the project can be distributed to
pacticipanta after debt financing and operating expenses are
covered. Further, both cash flow and tax benefits are
distributed to equity participants according to their prearranged
ownership ttructure of the project. Based on your capabilities
and financial objectives, you may decide to take a limited equity
ownership* role in the Operation Stage. The decision to invest
may be made after the "development rights" to the site are
secured by the initial development entity. Under this scenario,

* In order to raise the necessary equity capital, a development.
entity will usually seek out limited equity investors. For their
investment, the investor is usually offered a certain proposed
rate of return on the investment, liability limited to the amount
of the investment and freedom from management responsibility.
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pnase ot the Origination Stage. The actual commitment of fundsis usually made contingent on final approval of permanent
financing (NOTE: Permanent financing is normally approved only
after the project is built and has received a certificate ofoccupancy). In this manner, your investment avoids theuncertainty of the Origination State.

The Termination Stage in the real estate investment cycle
is the point where investors obtain their final return on theirinvestment (i.e. equity buildup and appreciation). Thesefinancial benefitS are achieved as a result of telling orrefinancing* the project. At this stage, the project -investorscan accrue two important benefits. First, if the project is sold
after one year, the profits generated are taxed at a lower level
(capital gains rate). Should the investors decide to refinance
the project, any profit made from such refinancing is normallytax free.

Illustration III.D provides a schematic presentation of the
passlble financial benefits accruing to a "hypothetical" DBE
development entity composed of a developer/equity investors and
limited equity investors.

.1147=ii.

Illustration III.D

FINANCIAL BENEFITS OF SELECT EQUITY PARTICIPANTS
THROUGHOUT THE REAL ESTATE INVESTMENT CYCLE

WUITY PARTICIPANTS ORIGINATION OPERATION TERMINATION/

Developer DeVeloper 3 Fee** Management Fee
or Tax Shelter Tax_Shelter Profit from SaleDeveloper Group Cash FlOW Or Refinancing

Other Fees

Initial Equity TaX Shelter Tax Shelter Profit from Salervestors Cash FlOW Or Refinancing

Limited Partner Tax Shelter Profit from SaleInvestors Cash FlOW Or Refinancing(passive investorS)

*Under the current tax structure, the cash flow (i.e. income to investors)usually exceedS the tax benefits seven (7) to tan(l0) years into theOperation Stage. At this point, it is in th,-, best interet of theinvestors to either sell or refinance the projct.

**In most major real estate development projects, th73 developer has ailequity share in the project. Since there is no income being generated bythe project during the Origination Stage, the developer, as an equity
participant, receives tax shelter benefits only. As an active manager in
bringing the project to reality, the developer also receives a "fee" forhis effortS. The amount and timing of this fee is a n3gotiable matter
among the project owners.
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Several cav..lats apply to the above chart. Since real estate
development can involve a variety of privat (.! sector participants,
the chart describeS only the most comon and simple development
entity compositiong. Again, almost every aspect of equity
ownership in real estate development is negotiable. There are no
set patterns for allocating financial benefits_among private
sector participants. It is nevertheless important that all
participants understand what type of financial benefits can be
expected at different stages of the investment cycle.

C. The Ownership Life Cycle

The ownership life cycle has become a very popular way of
describing the antici ated costs and benefits of an investment
over the expected ownersh p period. While an ownership life
cycle can conceivably cover the entire life of a real estate
asset (from construction to demolition 40 to 50 years later), it
generally encompassea a much shorter time span. The ownership
life cycle, under current economic conditions and tax laws,
usually varies from one to ten years depending on the financial
objectives of the equity owners.

Within the expected ownership Period, all anticipated
financial benefits can be calculated for each stage_of the real
estate investment cycle. The steps used in leading to an
investment decision are summarized in Illustration III.E.

STEP 1:

Illustration III.E

SUMMARY OF OWNERSHIP LIFE CYCLE FINANCIAL ANALYSIS

PROJECT CASH--FLOW AND APTER-TAX INCOME
INVESTMENT CYCLE

INVESTMENT CYCLE INPUTS

ORIGINATION

The investment
Tax structure
Financing
Total investment
After-tax investment
Sources of funds

Cash flow
Tax effect
Total current benefit

STEP 2:

STEP 3:

OPERATIONS

Scheduled gross returns
Effective revenues
Operating expense
Opera",ing income
Debt service
Tax effects

ESTIMATED RETURN SCHEDULE

Cash flow_
Tax effect
Total current benefic

THROUGHOUT

TERMINATION

Net sales priCe
Taxable InCoMe
Tax Oh sales income
use Of fends
Loans

Cash flow
Tax_effect
Total current benefit

MEASURE PROFITABILITY AND RATES OF RtTURN =

Using the estimated return schedule in Step I,
calculate the profitability, rate-of-retUth estimates,
risks and sensitivity to changes in aSsumptions;

THE INVESTMENT DECISION
The decision_ta pUrChasc_negotiatei or reject is based

on Step 2 _and fatters_semh_asi pmtehtial for increased
ihdome, aIteenative financing, reallocation of risks,

ete.

10.
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In Step 1, projections of cashflow and aftertax income must
be calculated for each phase of the investment cycle. This is
absolutely critical for all equity and debt participants in the
proposed project. DBE development entity participants need to
know their projected costs and benefits at each phase of the
project. Similarly, limited partners and other equity investors
need to know how to compare this specific real estate investment
with other competing investment opportunities. Last but not
least, the permanent lender needs to know what net operating
income (NOI) to expect for repayment of the longterm loan.

In Step 2, the base data developed in Step 1 is transformed
into different measures of profitability to satisfy the internal
criteria of the various investors.*

Step 3 ii, the decision point. One of two things can happen
at this point:

Based on the data developed in Step 1, all parties are
pleased with their po_tential return on investment; or

Based on the data of Step 1, all parties are not pleased
with their potential return on investment; and therefore,
an adjustment must be negotiated among the participants.**

The ultimate purpose of Step 3 is to come to an investment
deciSion. The important point to understand here ie the emphasis
Olaced on assum tions. All parties are making investment
decitions based on f nancial projections derived from assumptions
about the marketability of the project, total cost of the project
to build, expected revenues, and eventual sale price one to ten
years in the future.

*Each investor must compare competing investment opportunities
with their own financial objectivet and their acceptable levels
of risks. A simple rule of thumb for comparing investment
opportunities is to use the after tax return on low risk
investments such as Treasury Billt, money market funds, municipal
bonds, etc; as a bench mark. If the proposed lfter tax return of
a real estate investment can Substantially increase your return
given an expected risk, real estate investments may be right for
inclusidn in your 1;'.nancial investment portfolio.

**The data developed in step I can be modified by changing the
assumptions, changing the design, changing the basic relationship
among the participants, and/or getting new participants with
different profitability criteria.
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VII. CHOOSING THE RIGHT TYPE OF EQUITY OWNERSHIP

We now come to the heart of the matter the selection of
the proper legal form of business organization.

The importance of the legal business organization form of
the investment cannot be overemphasized, because to a great
extent the organizational fcrm dictates the level of debt
possibl:a in relation to equity. Moreover, selection of an
appropriate ownership vehicle can substantially influence the
control on the investment by the investor, his/her personal
liability, income tax benefits, and the ability to transfer or
use_ ownership interests as collateral. Consequently, the
following factors must be considered when selecting an
appropriate ownership vehicle:

nature of the property;

risk associated with the venture;

financial resources of the investor;

6 amount of liquid investor assets (i.e. cash);

desire to maximize tax benefits;

desire to reduce personal liability; and
project.

desire to manage the construction and operation of the
project.

A. Selected Real Estate Investment Ownership Forms

Illustration III.F provides a summary of the features .1f
the_ most commonly used forms of ownership for real estate
Ventures. _Each_form of business organization offers a unique set
Of characteristics which addresses the above stated factors to
varying_degrees Of these ownership forms, the three most common
ways of teking ownership of real estate are: corporately,
individually or with others in general partnershipi or
li_mited partnership. DBE investors are well advised to seek the
advice of a tax accountant and an attorney 3pecializing in real
estate_ventures before entering into a legal agreement to invest
or participate in J joint development equity ownership opportunity.
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B. Syndications

Syndications are a very important form of group ownership
deserving of special attention by DBE investors. The concept of
srndications was introduced in Chapter Two as a potential
strategy for DBEs to participate as passive investors in a joint
development equity opportunity. Basically, a syndication may be
thought of as a mechanism through which equity capital is raised.
The organization of investors and management of the investmlnt
(i.e0 state and Federal reporting requirements) is handled by the
syndicator, who often is a general partner in the syndication.
At minimum, a syndicator should have the following credentials:

knowledge of real estate;

knowledge of the joint development property being
syndicated;

understanding of real estate finance;

some knowledge of construction, management, and
marketing;

understanding of the local market in and around the site;

good comprehension of current income tax laws;

network of contacts among lenders anl financial
institutions; and

a good "track record".

The business form these syndications take vai".es acc.rding
to the nature of the property, its economic value, the necessary
equity monies to be raised, and the financial strength and desire
for tax shelter or risk minimization by the investors. Based on
these considerations, an appropriate legal entity is selected to
accomplish the investors intended purpose. The Syndicator then
does the following:

Prepare the "offering" in accordance with the rules and
regulations set forth by the Security and Exchange
Commdssion (SEC)*;

* Sell participation in the venture to raise equity
capital;

This equity capital is then leveraged with debt
financing to obtain all of the money needed to
undertake the j64nt development project.

*The Security and Exchange Commission is a U.S. government
regulatory and enforcement agency which supervises investments,
trading activities and administers securities statutes. Real
estate investments are considered to be "securities".
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It is important to note that an investor in a syndication
may be su'aject to SEC securities regulations. Before investing
in a real estate syndication, the DBE investor should carefully
review the rules and regulations set forth by the SEC. In
particular, Regulation D of the SEC defines an "accredited
investor".*

Registering a syndication offering is very complex,
expensive and time consuming. There are two major exemptions to
registering a syndication offering with the SEC. They are (l) a
private offering or (2) an intrastate offering. A private
offering exemption is one in which there are fewer than 35
investors who do not meet the test of "accredited investor" as
defined by Regulation D of the SEC% Additionally, the use of
general solicitation or general advertising for investors is
prohibited by the private offering rule. Very important, the
private offering rule does not eliminate or reduce the
responsibility of the syndication to full disclosure all risks
associated with the project. DBE investors should insist that
syndicators follow the disclosure guidelines of Regulation D of
the SEC in preparing the prospectus for the protection of all.

In order to meet the intrastate offering exemption, All of
the following tests must be passed if the offering is to escape
jurisdiction under the intrastate exemption:

l. The issuer (limited partnership or corporation) must be formed
under the Iaws of a s!ngle state.

2. AI1 -f the limited partnership interests or corporate shares
must -Ad and offered to residents of the same state. Note
that a single nonresident is offered or buys a single
security, the exemption is lost. The use of nominees to disguise
the fact that a real buyer is a nonresident will not help you.
Also, sales to residents who then resell to nonresidents make
trouble for you. Indeed, any resale to a nonresident within nine
months of the date of the last sale of the offering will
disqualify the exemption.

3. The issuer must be a restnt of the same state in which the
securities are being offered.

* An accredited inve_stor is, in short, an investor who is too
smart or too wealth to require SEC protection. The SEC has eight
categonies of accedited investor ranging from institutional
investors to the test for individual income. For example, there
is the "Two Hundred Thousand Dollar Income Test". This test
requires that the investor must have an income in excess of
$200,000 in each of the last two years preceding the purchase of
the securities and who reasonably expects an income in excess of
$200,000 in the current year.
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4. At least 80 percent ot the issuer's assets must be located
within the same state as the investors and offerees. Also, the
issuer must derive at least 80 peYe:ent of its gross revenues from
within the state, and at least 80 percent of the proceeds derived
from the offering must be used within the state. In other words,
the property, the investors, ana the syndicator all must be
located within a single state to escape SEC jurisdiction under
the intrastate exemption.*

As may be seen from this brief discussion on syndications,
syndications are complex legal and financial transactions.
Nevertheless, with proper preparation and professional counsel,
syndications can offer an excellent way for DBE's to participate
as passive equity owners in joint development projects.

The importance of professional advice in transitrelated real
estate investments is paramount. With few exceptions, joint
development projects are intangible in the sense that the
proposed project does not exist. You are investing in an "idea".
Bringing that idea from concept to reality depends on your
ability to estimate the following: the marketability of your
idea; the total codt of constructing your idea; the gross income
and operating expenses of your idea; and, the expected economic
returns of your idea. Given this task, it behooves you to
minimize the uncertainty and financial_ risks of this proposed
idea by soliciting the assistance of professionals experienced in
bringing real estate investment ideas from concept to reality.

The principal purpose of this chapter was to raise questions
which make you think about real estate investment decision
making. It is your responsibility to refine these investment
decisions and seek the assistance of expert-s to evaluate the
options available for maximizing your retut 'Al investment of
money, time and human resources.

*Berman, Daniel, S., How to Put Together a Real Estate Syndicate
or Joint Venture, page-100. DBEs are encouraged to read this
book and others on the subject of syndications.
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OIAPTER FOUR

NOW TOSEr YOUR PROMa TO THE
DEAL-MAKING STAGE AND BEYOND

OVERVIEW

Let ut now review what t e manual has attempted to
accomplish thut far:

The manual began by defining joint development as
both a public/private sector decisionmaking
process and as a real estate product. The benefits
of DBE equity ownership were described as well as
the traditional barriers to DBE equity
participation in joint development opportunities;

Chapter Two examined the joint development process.
Emphasis was placed on the interaction between the
public sector_development policies and the private
sector investment objectives leading to a deal
making environment. Within thit framework both the
public and private participants negotiate
"development rights anel legal commitments"; and

e Chapter Three focused on joint development as a
real estate product.:s a.réal estate product, DBE
equity ownership jolnt development is an
investment requirina an investment decision. This
investment decision must take into consideration
both the unique nature of transitrelated real
estate development opportunities and the
"readiness of DBEt to take advantage of the
financial benefits and ritkt associated with equity
ownership_

This chapter is designd to show DBEs how a real estate
dslvelopment project is put togu.. is analyzed; and how
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it is packaged to obtain financing. Emphis is placed on the
type of information needed to make 64screte yet cumulative
decisions leading to a transit-related real estate investment
decision. To this purpose, the chapter is divided into two major
parts:

I. How a Real Estate Development Project is Put
Together

II. How to Undertake a Preliminary Economic Feasibility
Analysis
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I. ROW A REAL ESTATE DEVELOPMENT PROJECT IS PUT TOGETHER

The life cycle of any real e te development project
includes its planning or origination, ale ongoing operation and
eventual sale/refinancing or termination. To understand how real
estate development projects are put together, DBES must go beyond
these generalities and break down each stage of the investment
cycle into distinct phases to examine the discrete investment
decisions which must be made. Collectively, these phases are
commonly referred to as the "real estate development process."
Illustration IV.A describes this interrelationship.

Illustration IV.A

INTERRELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE REAL ESTATV
INVESTMENT CYCLE AND TaE

REAL ESTATE DEVELOPMENT PROCESS

REAL ESTATE ORIGINATION OPERATION TERMTNATION
INVESTMENT CYCLE STAGE STAGE STAGE

Real_EStatd Concept Phase Operation ermination
DeVeldpment
Prodess

asibiiity Phase
lai Design Phase

Phase Phade

aancing Phase
xruction Phase

In regard to joint eovelopment prcects, the development
ocess "phases" may be arranged slightly differently to reflect

the códeveIapment involvement of the public and private sector
participants. As portrayed in Illustration IV.B , this
rearrangement begins with the public sector being the initiator
of the Concept Phase (i.e.project conception). Both the public
and private sector participants share in the Feasibility Phase
decisionmaking. Since the Concept and Feasibility Phases lead
to the selection of a developer, these phases are referred to as
"Predevelopment". The public sector's planning and design
criteria may also influence how the developer undertakes the
engineering and architectural/physical design of the project
(i.e. Final Design Phase). Participation of the public sector in
the Financing Phage is a possibility in some situations. The
Construction Phase may require coordination with the public
sector's own construction schedule. Together the Final Design,
Financing and Construction Phases are combined into the
"Development" stage. Lastly, Operation and Termination Phases
are called "Post Development" and may involve public/private
management of the project.

It should be noted that the phases within the codeveIopment
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FEASIBILITY AND PLANNING STAGE

ECT
PTIO61

("Predevelopmen:..")

Feasibility Analysis

ILLUSTRATION 17.8

THE CODEVELOPNENT li,ROCESS

Marketing
t Il
t II
i . U

4
DEVELOPMENT DEVELOPRKIIT DERELOPEP IDEVELOPMENT BUSINESS
PROSPECTUS PROPOSAL DESIGNATION PLANNIWG D2AL

-.141
t -,-

1

1
t Financing

I

t
---I

CONSTRUCTION STAGE

Vlerelopment")

OpERAT:

41 ("Postdel

YiaArIZIAL Rimaric
L _WICKNGING COMMITMENTS ONSTWMTX041

..... ...

Phyttidal Detign

Legal Counsel

YEAR 1 YEAR 2

MARKETING

Propel

YEAR 7

The Sequence above-is substantially s_implified, since tndividual steps (denoted by solid
lines) may occur in a somewhat- different-order, and often merge and overlap in time.
Mo_reovez certain activities_such as_feasibility amalysis and phyical design (denoted by
dotted-lines) continue_tbsough several steps in codevelopment. Pinally, -the time-required
for_codeveIopment is highly variable and depends upon a pro3ect's complexity, public review
proceduresi fttc.

Source: Gladstone Associates.
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process, as with the traditional real estate development pro-ess,
overlap. This is often necessary and desired LI orde. to
maintai... a continuous and integrated flow of activities lead.
ti the timely construction and operation of the project.

Furthermore, irrespective of how a particular public or
private sector entity breaks down the phases of the real estate
development process, all real estate development projects must
address the discrete investment auestions posed by each phase in
addition to undertaking the agks required by each phase. Let us
now examine the activities, financial commitments and human
resources needed to perform each phase of the co-development
process* leading to a joint development project.

A. Concept Phase

The purpose of the Concept Phase is to define the real
eatate development "concept". No money has be:1 borrowed. No
Site has been purchased. No staff resources harre been committed.
The "conceot" definition begins with matching development project
ideas with markets, either by selectitg an area and searching for
development opportunities or selectiLj a development concept and
searching for an appropriate area; This is the idea formulation
phase in which (..-oncepts are matched to alternative development
strategies and specific development goals and objectives.

1. Role of the Local Transit Agen,

In joint development projects, th.i local transit agency
takes the lead in initiating the Concept Phase. The purpose
of the Concept Phase is to identify potenti:41 joint
development site$:-, along the transit station network. Once a
site has been identified througli some site selection
criteria, preliminary information on land cost, local market
conditions, etc will be gathered to begin to define the
"development concept" for each specific joint development
site.

In essence, the local transit agency assumes the
financia, and human resource expense of undertakina the
Concept Phase. Additionally during this phase, the sites'
"development rights" are acquired (outright purchase or
long-term option agreements) by th local transit agency,

*Readers of this manual are encouraged to augment the information
presented in this section with extensive reference material found
in local libraries and trade association libraries. One of the
best sources of inf,)roation on real estate investments and the
real estate Li:.we1c-mr7:i. process is th ::. local chapter library of
the National Board of Realtors Association in your community.
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thereby giving the agency i'ownership rights" in determining
the future use of these of these properties. The commitment
of public funds for these initial activities may be viewed
as seed malty_ to promote transit-related real estate
dev4i;pment projects which will provide the transit agency
with added sources of revenue. Illustration IV.0 provides a
graphic description of some of the factors which must be
considered in leading to a transit agency's decision in
selecting specific joint development sites.

SELECT
TRANSIT
SYSTEM

-tSH
INT_

DEVELOPMENT
EVALI PROGRAM
ALTERNAZIVEJ
FINANCING

MECHANISKS

Illustration Iv.0

CONCEPT PHASE

MODIFY CONCEPT

SURVEY MARKET CONDITIONS

CHECK COMPETITION

IDENTIFY CRITICAL TIMING FACTORS

BEGIN TO IDENTIFY SITES

ES-2ABLISH FINANCIAL OBJECTIVES

DEVELOP THE VENTURE'S STRUCTURE

\----1.----DRAFT A FINANCIAL PLAN

SECURE PUBLIC AGENCY AGREEMENTS

YES, BUT--

--CONCEPT
OK? YES

OP'

OBTAIN-
CONTROL

0 OF----
PROPERTIES

STOP
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The duration of the Concept Phase may vary. Much
depends on the time schedule established for completing
various transit lines within the transit system. Some joint
development sites may be constructed as the transit system
is being built. Other joint development sites may have to
lay idle for years until the proper combination of transit
services and market conditions emerge to make the project
economically viable.

2. Role of the Private Sector

Despitz the lead role played by the local transit
agency in the Cncept Phase, DBEs should not be idl:u during

ts phase. DBEs should do the following:

Coladuct their own analysis of the proposed transit
system to determine which ---tential joint
levelopment site(s) best meet theiz objectives;

Maintain ongoing contact with the transit agency's
Board of Directors, policy committees and joint
development staff planning activities, and

op Document and update all transit agency lane
purchases and/or land con'-. ' by the
transit agency.

The Conc-pt Phase is also an cxce, Int time for addressing
the issue of DBE equity ownership Tioals as part of the joint
development program. DBEs should strive to obtain specific
DBE equity ownership policies from the transit agency Board
of Directors. Equally important, DBEs should work for the
establishment of an implementation plan by which DBE equity
ownership goals will be achieved and monitored. Policies
without implementation plans are of no value.

IL Feasibility Phase

The purpose of the Feasibility Phae J. to_determine the
chances of success for a specific "de4.elopment c6ncept" or
"building program% As such, the Feasibility Phase_is concerned
with properly identifying the investment problems, structuring_::r
evaluating objectives (i.e. planning, design and financial
requirements) and formulating an acceptable action plan_to
accomplis-a these objc,L.tives; Furthermore, the_actual feasibility
analysis is more than a numbers analysi_s. It is an atteMpt_t6
subject the proposed "development concept" to rigorous financial
and economic market analysis, legal and.political_feasibility and
compatibility with both the public and private sector' 8
objectives.
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The definitior or i6Llsibility Phase presented applies
equally to both t1-. rd priw;Ite sector participants.

1. Role of the L5.- AgeLf:ly

For the transit ag'6V, the Fea1h1iity Phase is a time
for refining the "de-we:opment concept" for specific sites.
The process consists :f maximizing the site's potentill
(i.e. adequacy o' .and parcels for development,
accessibility, propel- zoning, etc.) and neutralizing and
minimizing the obszacles (i.e incompatible land use,
unwilling sellers, uncrtain local market conditions), in
order to attract the right developer and private investment
into the project. These predevelopment activities not only
allow the local transit agency to determine the potential
use for the site, but also provide a basis upon which to
evaluate the potential financial returns to the agency and
the type of financial incentives, if any, necessary for
private sector participation. This feasibility analysis
results in a "project package".

With this "project package" in hand, the local transit
agency can do one of two things. It can negotiate the
"project package" with a preselected development entity on
a nonc' apetitive basis, or it can transform the "project
package' into a prospectus* (refer to Chapter II, Section V
and VI) and undertake a competitive bid process. In either
case, the potential developer or developers must prepare a
response to the local transit agency's "project package",
which reflects the design parameters and financial retur,
requirements imposed by the agency.

24 Role of the Private Sector

For the private sector, the Feasibility Phase sets the
stage for many critical decisions which will guide the
project through the investment cy.;:le. During this phase,
the following tasks must be accomplished:

Selection of development entity;

Commitment of "risk capital";

*It is absolutely critical that every effort be made to identify
the parameters (i.e. expected financial return to transit agency,
proposed highest and best use for site, special architectural
design requirements, zoning, etc.) which will be imp.rweJ on the
joint development site(s). If these parameters are unacceptable,
discuss these issues with the local transit agency prior to their
preparation of a prospectus. Arguing these issues after the
prospectus is on the street more than likely will be fruitless
and may jeopardize your development entity's chances to get the
"development rights" to the site.
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o Conduct a Preliminary Economic Feasibility Analysis;

ó Organization of development team; and

ó Preparation of feasibility analysis/development proposal.

Each of these tasks has a cumulative affect on the
potential success of the development entity to: (1) acquire
the "development rights" to a specific site; and (2)
accomplish the financial objectives of the real estate
venture. For this reason, each of these tasks will be
amplified in the following discussion.

a. Selection of the Development Entity

The importance of _selecting the riaht development
entity cannot be _overemphasized. Without eiceptioni the
success_of the DBE equity partners depends on their ability
to_complement their_strengths with the financial resources
arid credibility of individuals with extensive experience in
developments similar to that proposed for a specific sitei
consequently, _the task of putting together.a development
ehtity_should_be done well in advance of the local transit
agency's completion of tileir feasibility analysis on the
Site your group wisherl _to acquirei DBEs are strongly
encouraged to carefully plan_a strategy for identifying and
selecting the appropriate indivduals for their development
entity.

Two things are essential in the selection of a
development entity: (1) the ability of each partner to
provide risk capitel and financing for the project; and (2)
the ability of each partner 7,o bring organizational skills
and real estate expertise to the project. Potential
partici_pants in the developuient entity must bring one or
both of these assets to the table. The greater their
contribution to the project, the greater their "interest" in
the project. Illustration IV._D describes several factors
which tLe DBE should consider in the selection of
development entity partners.
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Illustration IV.D

FACTORS TO CONSIDER IN THE SELECTION OF A DEVELOPMENT ENTITY

FIRST: Identify partners who complement your personal resources.
If you have risk capital but little e%verience in r4,ai
estate development, identify someone proven record
as a developer. Conversely, if If( h-Je experience in
real estate development but littl? 0,:ney, identify an
investor or-a group of investors.

SECOND: Identify par:. rs who have dissimilar financial
objectives. 1 , allow you to alocate the various
financial ber:1t. to your mutual benefit. Some of the
things you sh(..j, !onsider are the following:

Legal constraints on acceptable investments
TeX law constraints on acceptable investments
Fstate planning objectives
Diversification requirements
Passive vs. active management
Regular income vs. capital appreciation
Safety of principal vs. potential yield on investments

THIRD: If money is a problem, consider negotiating equity in the
project for essential professional services (i.e.
attorney fees, architect fees, etc.). But be extremely
careful in using this approach. Make absolutely certain
you can get these individuals out of the deal if they do
not perform. Consult your persmal attorney on how to
protect yourself in this matter.*

FOUR: Reduce all development entity agreements and specific
responsibilities to writing. This will avoid untold
difficulties in the future. Secure legal counsel in this
matter acceptable to all parties participating.

FIVE: Strive above all else to establish a win-win situation
among all development entity participantt. All of you
will have to live with your investment decision for a
long time.

>There is one cardinal rule in real estate development. The
longer you and a selected few trusted partners can hold out
before bringing in other equity investors during the Origination
Stage, the m :e equity tn the project your group will be able to
keep for yourselve_ Carefully anticipate your "risk cc2itai"
and human resources so that yr are dealing from a position cL
:;trength shou :a. auditionaI equit, partners be needed.
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Once you haw -en your development entity, you
and your partners are y to review the type of _human
resources and expertise necessary to accomplish the
objdttives of each phase of the Development Process.

b. CommitMent of Risk Capital

During the period the developrnt 1:!ty is being
orgdnized, concurrent efforts must n,de.to secure
financial commitments to undertake the project. The initial
"risk capital" must come from individual partners of the
development entity. These fi:.ancial resources are termed
"risk capital" because there i no guarantee, at this point
in the process, that the lccal transit agency will accept
the development proposal (assuming a competitive bid
process) prepared by any one of the development entities in
competition for the "development rights" to a specific site.
It is common for development entities to spend in excess of
$100,000 each in the preparation c a competitive bid
proposal to acquire the "development rights" on a particular
joint development site. Therefore, great thought must be
given as to how best to attract this level of initial
investmeLt.

There is another important cost which must be
incorporated into your "risk capital" pool. As part of the
cost of bringing the project through the Financing Phase
(i,a. to a point where the project can obtain outside
financing), your development entity must be prepared to have
sufficient capital to meet all initiul deposits and
subsequent lease payments imposed by the local transit
agency. Additionally, funds must be available to pay for
expenses in the Final Design and Financ'ng Phases. BY the
time the project is ready to obtain the construction loan,
the development partners may have as much as $500,000 or
mora invested in the project as cash or liabilities.

Consequently, the magnitude of finarwial requirements
is a function of the size complexity of ths p_roject.
Before pursuing equity ownership in a joint development
project, DBEs must have a clear understanding of what
financial commitments are necessaryv when these funds must
be available; and what sources can be expected to provide
this financial support. As insurance, it is wise to seek
out development entity partners who have sufficient_personal
financial net worth to sign for guarantees, letters of
credit, and loans should the need arise (NOTE: Such
guarantees for the development entity partners may require
added ownership for those taking the added risks).

c. Conduct the Preliminary Economic Feasibility Analysis

By the time the tr;-ns t agency has completed its
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feasibility analysis and prepared a solicitation, the DBE
development entity and SOME initial risk capital should be
in hand. The first task is to conduct a "Preliminary
Economic Feasibility Analysis" (see Chapter IV, Section II
for details) to determine if this particular joint
development equity opportunity is appropriate for your
group.

This preliminary analysis is the most important step in
the entire Real Estate Development Process. As will be
shown in the latter part of this chapter, the preliminary
ai-alysis is a low-cost comprehensive approach to evaluating
your chances for success. It pr,-vides the necessary
information by which to make a "go" or "no-go" decision to
pursue this opportunity.

d. Organization of the Development Team

Assuming the results of the pzeliminary analysis were
positive and a decision was made to _airsue this joint
develk..ament opportunity, the organi'ation of the development
team must be completed. Invariably some of the members of
the development team were co.-,ulted as part of the
preliminary economic feasibilii.f analysis. Now other
development team members muL,c. be brought into the
feasibility analysis and developr ,nt proposal preparations.
Illustration IVJE provides a graptac description of the type
of professional expertise needed during the Feasibility
Phase.

Illustration IV.E

DEVELOPER/DEVELOPMENT TAM ORGANIZATION
DURING FEASIBILITY PUS: OF DEVELOPMENT PROCESS

DEVELOPER(S)

MARKETRESEARCH
MANAGER

PROJECT
CONSTRUCTION ARCHITECT(S) ATTORNEY

LEMING I I MORTGAGE
MANAGER BROKER/BANKER

_MANAGER

MARKET RESEARCH
AMALYST/ ENGINEER(S)
CONSULTANT
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in the selection of the development entity, the
sele-.:Jem of the development team members is critical to
winning the "development rights" to a specific joint
development site. The deveiopment entity's developer must
have the experience and personal knowledge to select the
right expert for the right job. For example, a certain
consultant may have an excellent reputation in preparing
financial feasibility studies for commercial office projects
but may be an unknown in preparing financial feasibility
studies for hotels. With an experienced developer in the
development entity, misuse of consultant talents can and
must be avoided. For it is the reputation and credibility
of the development team members which lend confidence to the
feasibility analysis. Without this confidence, the transit
agency (let alone 'C.;, lenders) will be reluctant to
seriously consider th development proposal.

e. Preparation oz. Feasibility Analysis/Development Proposal

In co-development, the private sector's role in the
actual Feasibility Phase is to prepare the development
proposal submitted to the _public agency in res-i-onse to a
solicitation. The details of wha:- is !ncluded in this
development proposal may vary among transit agencies (refer
to Chapter II, Section VI). Therefore, it is important to
follow the submission guidelines Fc?-t forth in the
Prospectus. At some point, a detailed teasibility analysis
will have to be undertaken in supporc of the development
proposal. Although the degree of emphasis depends on the
objectives to be accomplished, all feasibility analyses are
made up of similar components.

OBJECTIVES: The development entity must outline all the
public/private objectives to be achieved. Problems and
constraints regarding the achievement of these o%jectives
must be clearly defined. This is extremely important
because the definition of the problems will predetermine
the solutions and alternative strategies available.

PROJECT DEST.731.: The propo :... ding program" must
reflect the plannthg, design, 7ianc1a1 requirements
set forth by the transit agn. , Einal commercial mix
in the project w:A.l be dictated by the Iccal market
demand; Sematic architectural drawings of the_proposed
"building program" must be prepared as part of the
submission;

PIARFCEM STUDY: The identification of market trends is
necessary to develop alternative approaches to
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contingencies in permanent financing be negotiated fully
and to the mutual satisfaction of everyone involved.

ii. Construction Loan Closing

As mentioned earlier most construction loans are
made once assurances of permanent financing are obtained
by a development entity. Further, most construction loans
are secured by a mortgage for future advances. Essential-
ly this means that the construction lender has a first
lien on the land and all subsequent improvements as funds
are disbursed for materials and labor used in the
construction of the project.

Construction financing poses special risks to a
development entity, in particular, one with little
development experience. For example, construction may be
slowed down as a result of inclement weather or labor
Strife._ If a slowdown occurs, interest charges, overhead,
and real estate taxes can accumulate. 7his may require
that your development entity invest additional equity
funds or that the bank increase the loan over the initial
amount of the construction loan commitment. Another area
of ritk net in the possibility of poor construction
management as a result of a firm's inexperience in a
particular field of construction. These conditions can
lead to cost overruns and delays which can threaten the
financial viability of the project.

A further consideration in negotiating a

construction loan relates to the take-out commitment of
the permanent lender. You may recall that most take-out
commitments usually have contingencies attached.

Due to the various risks associated with the
construction of a project it is common practice for the
construction lender to review your financial and marketing
plans with great detail. In general, the construction
lender will review the financial and marketing plans of
your development entity to determine how much should be
loaned based on the economic value of the project.
Normally, the construction loan will be made for the hard
project costs. The construction lender will also perform
a detailed ratio analysis of projected operating
statements to determine if the assumptions made_conform
with local economic conditions. After thit detailed
analysis is completed the construction lender will make a
final determination as to whether the project should be
financed.

Once you have received a commitment from a
construction lender the closing of the loan is the next
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accompliShing the stated objectives. The strength of
competitive suppliers or users must be examine'd to
determine whether the market can easily absorb the
proposed "building program%

COST ANALYSIS: The project cost must be determined with
the assistance of the developer, architect, construction
contractor and the mortgage banker.

FINANCIAL FEASIBILITY: The financial feasibility will
identify all revenues and expenses broken down into
several categories based on alternative occupancy rates
supported by the market analysis. A financial plan
(including pro forma balance sheet and cash flow analysis
for a ten (10) year period) is prepared, packaged and used
to seek capital for the project.

POLITICAL/LEGAL FEASIBILITY: The development entity must
carefully review the transit agency's commitments. All
legal constraints, if any, must be examined. All
pertinent governmental agency coordinations and
restrictions muSt be reviewed to include comprehensive
land use plans, capital improvement plans, major street
plans, etc. Familiarity with transit agency regulations
on zoning and building codes is essential.

llustration IV.F graphically describes how the
components of the feaSibility analysis interact and lead to
a decision regarding the potential feasibility of the
project.

Illustration

FEASIBILITY PHASE

MARKET ANALYSIS
MODIFICATION (Check prime tenants)

41-- ----MODIFICATIONS

YES, BUT...

FINANCIAL

TO CONCEPT
TEASIBLE?

PRELIMINARY -INTERNAL__
PLANNING KVALUATION

OF
PRELIMINARY ALTERNATIVE
ENGINEERING CONCEPTS

FINANCIAL
PACKAGE _

SEEK CAPITAL

LEGAL FEASIBILITY (Initiate Approval processes)

POLITICAL FEASIBILITY

(Begin tO seek community support)

_ _MEETS _

OBJECTIVES?

NO

YES_
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Once the feasibility analysis is completed, it must beintegrated into the development proposal requirements set
torth in the transit agency's prospectus (refer to Appendix
Four for an example of a joint development prospectus).

The importance of the Feasibility Phase to successfully
acquiring the "development righte to a specific joint
development site cannot be overemphasized. The proposed
building program must be economically feasible in meeting
the financial objectives of all inveStors and the transit
agency. The feasibility analysi S' conclusions must be
supported by independent and reputable consultants. The
development entity must also demonstrate its financial and
managerial ability to build the project. Furthermore, the
proposed development team (i.e. architect, contractors,
leasing agents, etc.) must be credible to the local transitagency, lenders and potential future equity investors.
Conditional letters of financial commitments from permanent
lenders and equity capital sources muSt be included in the
proposal. Care must be taken to address every detailed
requirement of the_request for propoSal. Most importantly,
rehearse the presentation before going to the local transit
agency review board should your proposal be one of the
finalists selected. Know who will review your proposal.
Last but not least, bring your best negotiators to the deal
making table when the time comes.

C. Final Design and Financing Phases

Upon award of the "development right8" to a specific joint
development site, your development entity must begin the Final
Design and Financing Phases. The purpoSe of the Final DesignPhase is to finalize all prerequisite studies, architectural andengineering plans, financial projections, and legal documents
necessary to obtain permits to build the project and to secure
financing_ (equity and debt capital) to build the project. ThepurpoSe of the Financing Phase is to integrate the final products
of the Final Design Phase into a marketable package to attractanchor tenants, solicit new equity investors, and secure
construction/longterm financing for the project.
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The activities of both the Final Design and Financing Phases
are interdependent and, as such, address similar issues and
concerns. Consequently, both of these phases are presented
together in this section.

1. Role of the Local Transit Agency

The role of the local transit agency in the Final
Design Phase varies by project and circumstance. In a
situation where the joint development project is implemented
after the completion of the transit station, the transit
agency may only have to monitor the developer's compliance
with the planning and design requirements of the joint
development agreement. The matter is complicated if co
construction of the transit station and the joint
development project is contemplated. In this latter
situation, both the transit agency and the development
entity must coordinate their respective design components,
construction schedules, etc.

The local transit agency would enter the investment
decisions of the Financing Phase only if I) the selected
development entity is unable to secure financing under the
terms and conditions 6:TrDie agreement; or 2) the transit
agency has committed certain financial incentives as part of
the private investment arrangements. In the former
situation, the transit agency may either modify the
financial terms and conditions or terminate the agreement
and seek a new development entity. The latter situation is
a matter of working out the details of the public financial
contribution.

2. Role of the Selected Private Sector Development Entity

The development entity's developer takes the lead ro?e
in accomplishing the activities of these phases of the eal
estate development process. Specifically, the developer
must undertake the following interdependent activities:
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Final Design Phase

Coordination and scheduling of overall project
management plan;

Supervision and preparation of all architectural and
engineering plans and specifications;

Financing Phase

Reassessment of feasibility analysis and comp:ete leasing
strategy;

Identification and negotiation of additional equity
capital; and

Identification and commitment of debt financing.

Before discussing these major activitieS, it should be
noted that the primary source of funding to perform the
Final Design and Financing Phases* must also come from the
"risk capital" pool of the development entity. Emphasis is
placed on the risk nature of the investment because, despite
the fact the_development entity now haS the "development
rights" to a specific site, many of the critical elements of
the project (i.e. architectural plans, financing, ownership
structure, etc.) have yet to be committed or finalized.
Nevertheless, there is some reasonable expectation, based on
the results of the Feasibility Phase, that if the project is
properly organized and executed, the chances of successfully
completing these phases are good. It is precisely at this
point that an experienced developer becomes an invaluable
asset to the development entity.

a. Coordination and Scheduling Overall Project Management
Plan (Final Design Phase)

The overall project management must now be finalized.
The developer must undertake the critical task of

*In the Financing Phase, great caution must be taken to
avoid the small percentage of unscrupulous money brokers who
will claim to deliver financing for an up-front fee. Better
to identify well-established sources of capita', mortgage
bankers and lenders, than to pursue exotic sources of
financing. Properly planned, the Financing Phase should
require little if any up-front expenditure of your limited
risk capital pool beyond that required to accomplish the
activities of the Final Design Phase.
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coordinating and scheduling the various staff and
consultants to complete the various prerequisite activitieg
needed to prepare the plans and documents of the Final
Design Phase. These products of the Final Design Phase must
be integrated and/or modified into several marketing
packages to attract anchor tenants, solicit equity capital,
and secure construction and longterm financing for the
project. Items which should be considered in the
preparation of the final overall program management plan are
the following:

Reevaluate the role of the development entity partners
based on their performance during the preparation of the
development proposal and subsequent negotiations with the
local transit agency, and modify roles accordingly*;

Reevaluate the performance of the development team members
to deliver in the preparation of the development proposal
and make final substitutions and/or additions to the
development team*;

Schedule of al' product deliveries should be set,
deadlines established and priorities agreed upon fdeteiled
documentation and requirements of all activities in
schedule should also be developed);

Reevaluate change of command and areas of responsibility
for all development entity partners and development team
members; and

Establish administrative and fiscal procedures and
responsibilities.

These considerations should be part of an overall project
management plan. The need to plan and organize the execution of
the project is critical to the success of the project.

*There is no better way to test the competence of a partner or
consultant than their performance under fire. The Feasibility
Phase just completed provides excellent data for evaluating the
strengths and weaknesses of the development entity's partners and
development team members. If changes must be made, they must be
made at this point. No project exists. Project liabilities are
at a minimum. From this point onward in the real estate
development process, it will become extremely difficult to make
changes to the development entity and the development team.
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b. Supervision and Preparation of all Architectural/Engineering
Plans (Final Design Phase)

Without the architectural and engineering plans, there is no
project to fund.* The conttruction lender will need to see all
final plan documents and building permits before funds are
released to build the project. Since ths architectural design
and engineering plans are reimbursable expenses from the
construction loan, the development entity normally pays
"negotiated" portion of the architectural and engineering plans
as they are prepared from the "risk capital" pool.** Included in
the preparation of the architectural and engineering plans arethe following:

Definition of pxoperty operations and management
requirements in project phytiCal design;

Definition of property operations, management, maintenance
and security requirements;

Preparation of complete architectural _and engineering
design and working drawings fOr_construction approvals by
lenders, investors, anchor, and key tenants;

Preparation of complete conSteuction contract bid packages;

Preparation of a "final" floor plan, and merchandising
plan; and

Obtain building permits.

*In some situations (especially where lenders are participating
as equ_ity partnert_ in_ the project),_ the finalarchitectural/engineering design costs are pa i_d _from the
construction loan prodeeda as the plans_are being _produced. Insuch cases, the building peemits, title search and permanent
financinl commitmentS obViodaly must be obtained prior to the
Final Design Phase.

**One common way of_MiniMiling out-of-pocket cost during the
Final Design Pha_sep it tO negotiate reduced yp7-front fees with
firms or individualt providing professional services (i.e.
architect_general Contractor, attorneys, etc;)_in exchange for
equity in the prOjeOtBe careful in using this cost reductiOn
approach and _aViaid it_if possible. Remember_,_ the developMent
entity still_has td taiaa additional equity_capital to_teet_the
lending requireMentt of the construction and permanent lender.
Depending -Oh the negotiated contractual arrangements with _yoUt
professional Contultants and size and complexity of the prOjedt,
the F_Inal Detigh_Phase may require an additional $200,000 to
$500,000 or more depending on the scale of the project.
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The completion of these activities requires the participation of
various consultants. Illustration IV.G graphically depicts the
development team needed in this phase.

Illustration IV.G

DEVELOPER/DEVELOPMENT TEAM ORGANIZATION
DURING DESIGN PEASE OF DEVELOPMENT PROCESS

OWNER(S)
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INVESTOR(S)

DEVELOPER(S)
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DIRECTOR ATTORN EY
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ARCHITECT(S)
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DESIGN
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PROJECT--
CONSTRUCTION
MANAGER
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MANAGEMENT
DIRECTOR



Reassessment of Fdatibility Analysis and Complete Leasing
Strategy (Financing Phase)

The Financing Phase really began as part of the FeasibilityPhase. Your development entity would never have committed the
"risk capital" to prepare the development proposal unless there
was some reasonable chance to attract equity capital and longterm financing. Now your development entity must transform these
reasonable chances for financing into binding commitments fromspecific equity investors and lenders.

The market Study and financial plans (i.e. project cost, proforma cash flow prospectus, assumptions about the local market,
fAc.) submitted as part of the development proposal to the localtransit agency must be reevaluated. This is especially important
if the initial Studies and financial plans are over one year old.
Modifications should be made by the original c...nsultants* whoprepared the Studies or the financial plans.

Along with the reassessment of the feasibility analysis, thedeveloper must complete the leasing strategy for attracting
anchor and key tenants. This leasing strategy should include thename of the leasing agency, detailed description of marketing
plan, list of potential tenants, leasing schedules and commissionarrangements. Ideally, the developer should have a firm
commitment from an anchor tenant** to include as part of theproject package submitteJ to potential equity investors andlenderS.

d. Identification and
(Financing Phase)

In the preliminary

Negotiation of Additional Equity Capital

economic feasibility analysis, as part of

* Of all the consultants on the development team, the financial
feasibility and market study consultants are critic_al to theconfidence investors and lenders will place on the economic
viability of the project. DBE development entities are stronglyencoJraged to hire financial/marketing consultants known andrespected by local banks and potential longterm lenders.

**In the rush to get firm commitments from an anchor tenant (i.e.major hotel, regional department store, etc.), be careful to
avoid situations in which the anchor tenant dictates the terms ofthe leas6 or requests an equity p,sition in the project. Thesearrangements may be satisfactory if and only if they areacceptable to all equity investors and permanent lenders. It isbetter to hold off from entering into a sweetheart deal with apotential tenant until all sources of financing have been
identified. All potential fin...ncial participants in the project
should be aware of all financial implications affecting thereturn on their investment.
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the Feasibility Phase, the amount of equity capital needed waS
determined. Now the developer must reevaluate the best sources
for equity capital. These sources include, in order of priority:
(1) the project's development entity; (2) limited investors
known by the developer or development entity partners; (3)

limited investors organized by a syndicator; and/or (4) the
permanent lender.

Collectively, the partners of the development entity may
have the equity capital necessary to satisfy the loan-to-value
requirements of the permanent lender. If the development entity
partners contribute additional equity capital into the project in
the same proportion of their contribution of risk capital, the
equity ownership structure may remain the same. Otherwise, the
ownership percentage may have to be modified to reflect the new
amounts of equity capital contributed by partners of the
development entity.

Investors known by the development entity partners are the
second best source of equity capital. The primary advantage of
dealing with known investors is that these investors can be added
as limited investors to the existing development entity legal
Structure. Another option is to organize the known investors
into a private offering syndication (refer to Chapter III,
Section VII.B). The cost of preparing such a syndication could
be substantially lower than a public offering syndication. Of
course, the development entity would still have to prepare the
syndication in accordance with all the rules and regulations of
the Securities Exchange Commission and state laws.

It may be necessary to use a syndicator to identify equity
capital inveStors. If this is the case, hire a syndicator with a
good reputation and track record in securing equity capital for
your type of project. The primary disadvantage is that good
Syndicators are expensive and require substantial equity
ownership in the project.

Th6 permanent lender is also a scv-rce of equity capital.
Herd again the greater the equity capital requirements, the less
eq ty ownerthip %4 i l be available to the development.
Additionally, permanent lenders may also require a substantial
change in the management of the project.

/t it the retpontibility of the developer, in coordination'
with the development entity partners to negotiate the best deal
possible. Above all, the developer must avoid giving the
impression that the development entity's position is a desperate
one deSpite the reality of the situation. If new equity capital
investors perceive weakness or a sense of desperation on the part
of the development entity, the development entity may be forced
to give up more equity ownership than need be.

The best way to ensure a strong negotiating position when
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seeking equity capital is tu:

Prepare a complete and comprehensive financial package of
the project;

Identify several alternative sources of equity capital;

Seek out independent professional advice on what are
acceptable and reasonable terms; and

Negotiate with time on your side.

Following these recommendations will greatly enhance the ability
of your development entity to negotiate workable terms in
acquiring the needed equity capital.

e. Identification and Commitment of Debt Financing (Financing
Phase)

Perhaps the most difficult part of implementing a transit-
ralated real estate development project, is to obtain the
necessary financing from lenders. In most types of income-
producing projects this is usually done in two stages- _A first
stage calls for your development entity to obtain a p,_rmanenzloan commitment from a lender. A second stage requires the
commitment of a cong_truction loan to finance the construction of
the project. Once the pro-fenTs built, the permanent lender
"takes-out" the construction lender.

There is a very important distinction between the two types
of loans. The construction lender (usually a bank) is in the
business of short-term loans and therefore must be guaranteed
that the loan will be "taken out" by a reliable permanent lender
at the completion of construction*. The development entity must
work with both types of lenders to ensure that both lenders aresatisfied with the financial agreements.

Your developmenL entity would be well advised to seek
professional assistance from a reputable mortgage banker in
arranging this financing and any contingency financing (i.e.
Stand-by loans, gap loansu etc.) which may be required by lenders
as insurance against construction delays or problems which may
arise in the Operation Phase.

i. Permanent Loan Commitment

Permanent loan commitments are difficult to obtain due

*In some situations, if the developer has an excellent trackrecord_ and the development entity has the necessary equity
capital, the construction lender can provide a snort-term "mini-
permanent loan" ranging from three to seven years,
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to their longterm structure.* Once a permanent loan is
obtained it becomes relatively easy to attract construction
financing since construction loans usually have a relatively
short loan period. Construction loans of 1-3 years with
interest rates pegged at 1-2 pointt above the prime rate ar8
common.

In preparing a loan package for consideration by a
permanent lender, several requirements have to be met by
your development entity. If the products of the Final
Design Phase are complete, the staff responsible for the
Financing Phase should have no problem in meeting the
informational requirements of the lender. Although these
requirements may vary from lender to lender, at a minimum
your permanent loan package should include the following
items:

Evidence of development rights;

Architectural plans;

Site analysis;

Map and narrative description of site;

Narrative description of project including overall
concept, market orientation and type of construction;

Market enelySiS;

Evidence of permissible zoning;

Narrative material on proposed members of deVelopment
entity including capability of key members;

Demonstration of developer's capability;

Financial position of developer;

*A word of warning is in order regarding the acquisition of
permanent financing. We are now in a time of fundamental change
in the real estate industry. The persistence of astronomical
U.S. national deficits and the uncertainty of rekindling of high
inflation has had a profound impact in the way real estate
development projects are financed in the United States. As a
result, the days of a fixed interest rate, thirty year mortgage
are gone. Permanent lenders often require a combination of
adjustable rate mortgages (ARMs), share in the cash flow, share
in the equity proceeds upon sale, etc. Again, your development
entity Is encouraged to seek professional advice on how best to
structure financial arrangements with permanent lenders.
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Detailed pro forma statements indicating financial
feasibility;

Explanation of loan request accompanied by line item
budget;

Management plan for development project; and

Marketing plan.

Should the permanent lender approve the loan and once
the terms of the loan have been agreed upon, the lender will
issue what iS generally known as a "take-out commitment".
This representS nothing more than a commitment to be the
permanent lender to your development entity. In otherwords, since the project has not been developed the
development entity must find a construction lender to
finance the construction. However, construction lenders are
usually unwilling to make a loan unless they are assured
that your development entity has found a permanent mortgagelender who will provide financing to pay off the
construction loan when the project is completed. The take-out commitment by the permanent lender provides such
assurances.

Since permanent lenders finance projects after
construction is completed it is common to impose
contingencies on a development entity. Such contingencies
are imposed by the permanent lender to assure that the
borrower carries out specific responsibilities during the
development period. Common contingencies which are imposedprior to a loan commitment include:

Allowed time for obtaining construction financing;

Completion date for construction of project;

Minimum rent-up requirements for permanent financing
to become effective;

Provision for gap financing should rent- up requirement
not be met;

Expiration date for loan commitment;

Provisions for design changes and approvals.

Contingencies imposed on a loan by a permanent
lender need to be fully understood and taken seriously by
your development entity. Should established contingencies
not be met, the permanent commitment can expire thereby
releaing the permanent lender from the responsibility ofmaking the loan. It is important, therefore, that
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contingencies in permanent financing be negotiated fully
and to the mutual satisfaction of everyone involved.

ii. Construction Loan Closing

As mentioned earlier most construction loans are
made once assurances of permanent financing are obtained
by a development entity. Further, most construction loans
are secured by a mortgage for future advances. Essential-
ly this means that the construction lender has a first
lien on the land and all subsequent improvements as funds
are disbursed for materials and labor used in the
construction of the project.

Construction financing poses special risks to a
development entity, in particular, one with little
development experience. For example, construction may be
slowed down as a result of inclement weather or labor
Strife._ If a slowdown occurs, interest charges, overhead,
and real estate taxes can accumulate. 7his may require
that your development entity invest additional equity
funds or that the bank increase the loan over the initial
amount of the construction loan commitment. Another area
of ritk net in the possibility of poor construction
management as a result of a firm's inexperience in a
particular field of construction. These conditions can
lead to cost overruns and delays which can threaten the
financial viability of the project.

A further consideration in negotiating a

construction loan relates to the take-out commitment of
the permanent lender. You may recall that most take-out
commitments usually have contingencies attached.

Due to the various risks associated With the
construction of a project it is common practice for the
construction lender to review your financial and marketing
plans with great detail. In general, the construction
lender will review the financial and marketing plans of
your development entity to determine how much should be
loaned based on the economic value of the project.
Normally, the construction loan will be made for the hard
project costs. The construction lender will also perform
a detailed ratio analysis of projected operating
statements to determine if the assumptions made_conform
with local economic conditions. After thit detailed
analysis is completed the construction lender will make a
final determination as to whether the project should be
financed.

Once you have received a commitment from a
construction lender the closing of the loan is the next
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most critical step. Up to the point when the construction
loan is closed, you and your development entity are
spending limited risk capital to get the project to the
closing table. At closing the lender advances funds that
reimburse you for most of your outofpocket expenses and
agrees to continue to lend funds to cover the cost of
constructing the project. After closing you have the
benefit of using someone else's money and the risk is
shared.

What conditions must be present for a successful
closing of a construction loan? Although these vary from
lender to lender, in most cases, your development entity
must provide all or most of the following:

A firm commitment for permanent financing;

A building permit;

An executed construction contract for an amount not
to exceed loan commitment;

Construction_contract drawings and any specifications
executed by the_developero the_architect, the lender or
insurer, the builder, and the bonding company;

A valid executed "development rights" agreement with
the local transit agency;

Evidence of clear title and insurance;

An executed agreement between the owner and architect;

Evidence of legality of mortgagor entity;

Evidence of ability to fund cash equity requirements
and working capital needs;

Performance and payment bonds for the general
contractor;

Evidence of builder's risk and hazard insurance;

A survey of the property and a legal description
acceptable to the lender;

Various legal opinions and certifications that the
method of financing is legal and complies with state
and federal laws; and

An approved management plan, management agreement, and
marketing plan.
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In sum, satisfying the above conditions provides
evidence to the construction lender that the project can
proceed. Few loans are closed because all of the
details have been worked out. Rather, most loans are
closed because the parties involved have established a
mutually acceptable closing date and commitment to work
out any problems which may exist. Once the loan is
closed, all parties are obligated to conform to the
requirements established, and construction can begin.

Illustration Ill.!" suggests an ideaI composition of
the development team during the Financing Phase.

Illustration IV.H

DEVELOPMENT TEAM IN FINANCING PHASE

SYNDICATOR
(EQUITY CAPITAL)

CONSTRUCTION
LENDER

PERMANENT
LENDER
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Illustration IV.I describes the major activitieS
undertaken durihg the Final Design and Financing PhaSe.
As may be seen, these phases are interdependent and
parallel.

SCHEDULING

Illustration IV.I

FINAL DESIGN & FINANCING PHASES

-CREATE OWNERSHIP ENTITY

TITLE SEARrH

LIME TENANT'S COMMITMEE)

OBTAIN PERMITS

PERMANENT FINANCING

COMMITMENT

SUBMIT_
CONSTRUCTION LENDER

LOAN ANALYSIS
APPLICATION

CONSTRUCTION

MASTER PLANNING--

ENGINEERING OBTAIN CONTRACTOR BIDS GRAWT_MASTRUCTION
LOAN CLOSING

INITIATE MARKETING/

LEASING PROGRAM

CONTRACT

D. Construction Phase

Up to this point of the Development Process, your
development entity has been using their "risk capital" to move
the project along. You now have the construction lender's money
to construct your project. Depending on the arrangements
negotiated with your construction lender and your new equity
partners (i.e. assuming your development entity had to find
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additional equity capital), the new equity capital may or may not
be immediately available. But it will be needed to augment the
construction lender's loan to complete the project. It iS
important to keep in mind that the willingness of lenders and
equity investors to commit their financial resources was a direct
result of:

Your development entity demonstrated ability to
construct the project; and,

Their perception that the project would produce a given
rate of return on their investment.

Your development entity now carries an awesome
responsibility to bring in the project on schedule and within the
budget. During the Construction Phase, there is no substitute
for detailed scheduling, competent contractors and professional
management. It i8 here where your planning and attention to
detail will pay off.

1. Role Of the Local Transit Agency

Unless there is a coconstruction requirement, the
role of the local transit agency is supervisory. This
monitoring role must not be taken lightly. The transit
agency does have the power to stop construction if the
planning and design requirements are violated.
Furthermore, the transit agency will demand periodic
reviews of each Stage of the construction to include
reviews of DBE affirmative action plans and other
administrative requirements.

DBE development entities are well advised to maintain
close and ongoing contact with the transit agency during
the Construction Phase. Any modifications to planning and
design requirements should be thoroughly reviewed with the
appropriate transit agency staff. All approved
modifications must be in writing.

2. Role of the Development Entity

With the construction loan closing behind you, your
development entity is now ready to start construction. The
Construction Phase brings together a variety of activities
which must be coordinated and managed simultaneously. The
building must be constructed, marketing of the project
must be accelerated, tenant's specifications must be met,
etc. Keeping the Construction Phase on schedule and within
budget is a critical factor to the success of the project.
The following functions must be accomplished during the
Construction Phase:
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The following_functions must be accomplished during the
Construction Phase:

Fully staff the project management team;_
Initiate staffing and contracting for services for on-
going property management;
Start site_improvements;
Fully staff the construction management team;
Refine marketing research data for use in advertiSing
and_promotions;
Continue architectural (engineering) review for change-
orderS and design:modifications;
Initiate fUll.sdale leasing activities;
Len-ft.:- approval of progress payments;
Continuity of overall construction, develOpmeht And
operations; =

maintain project cash flow management;
Bid and award all'maintenance and. security Cbrittadt
Preparatton and initiation of preopening arid gearid
opening advertising and promotions;
Lender approval of completed construction and ekedUted
leases (iiei occupancy permit and occupancy leVel);
and,
Take out construction loan.

_ Im order to accompIish_these functions arid other
taskS,_the development entity must utilize the expertise
of varioUs prOfessionals as shown in Illustration

Illustration IV;J

--DIVELOPSS/DIVSLOPPENT OSEASIIATIONI
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Successful completion of the Construction Phase is
marked by the permanent lender "taking out" the
construction lender from the project. In order for the
permanent lender to accept the loan, two critical outputs
must be achieved in the Construction Phase: (1) an
occupancy permit must be obtained for the project; and (2)

the development entity must achieve the prescribed tenant
commitments for the project.

The occupancy permit for the project results directly
from constructing the project in accordance with the
construction specifications set forth by th:,- local transit
agency and other related public agencies. Without the
appropriate occupancy permit(s), the construction lender
will refuse to approve the completion of the project, and
therefore the permanent lender will also refuse to take out
the construction loan. For this reasonj it is absolutely
imperative that the development entity focus its attention
on complying with these construction specification
requirements. Remember, the construction loan is usually
at an interest rate higher than the permanent loan. As A
consequence, as the project nears completion, every effort
must be made to minimize and avoid delays in securing the
occupancy permit(s).

Equally important, the permanent lender will demand
that the project be financially sound and provide a
reasonable expectation of profits on the funds committed to
the project. One practice used with great frequency is to
commit permanent financing to a project based on its
ability to reach a predetermined occupancy level (i.é .

signed tenant commitments, sucts as 60%*. This is referred
to as a "floor loan" and might be for 60% of the amount of
the fully funded loan called the ceiling loan.

Although the permanent 'lender may be willing to make a
permanent loan equal to the amount of the construction
loan, it will do so only if the development entity has
arrenged for an interim loan that makes up the difference
between the floor and ceiling loans. This gap, or stopgap,
loan is arranged at the time the construction loan is
arranged. Thus your development entity would arrange for a
permanent loan, then the construction loan, and next the
gap financing, with all these loans probably being
finalized at the same time. Some gap lenders will record
the gap loan when the construction loan is closed in order

*The predetermined occupancy level established by the permanent
lender is usually tied to a minimum Net Operating Income (NOI)
necessary to make the debt service payments. Therefore, it must
be a tap priority of the development entity to identify and
secure leasing commitments equal to or exceeding the floor loan
percentage requirements prior to completion of construction.
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to prevent any intervening liens later endangering their
investment.

If the occupancy schedule falls behind schedule, this
gap loan will have to be used. Once the development entity
gets into this type of difficulty, the project is
jeopardized even further because the devtllopment entity has
two mortgage payments one, the lower interest rate
permanent loan on the floor loan and the other at a
considerably higher interest rate on the gap between the
floor and ceiling loan. This adds to the aggravation of an
already weak cash flow situation. Avoiding this situation
must be a paramount consideration of the development entity.

Illustration IV.K portrays the concurrent tasks which
must be accomplished during the Construction Phase.

FINAL
SITE

IllustratiOn IV.K

CONSTRUCTION PRASE

LEASING_

BUILDING-
ACQUISITION
AGREEMENTS

FINANCING (Construction loan

PERMANENT- -6,-
LOAN CLOSING
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E. Operation Phase

Upon finalizing the permanent loan arrangements, the
developmr-nt entity must nc,w make the transition into the
initial 0,eration Phase*. Several functions and tasks must
be performed. Some of the more important are the
following:

Close out all development process accounting,
accounts payable and other documents;
Complete all leasing;
Complete construction punch list and final
acceptance of construction work by tenants;
Finalize project management team and operations; and
Begin full scale property management.

Unless there are unique co-operation arrangements of
the project with the local transit agency, Illustration
IV.L provides typical development team requirements for the
Operation Phase.

ASSISTANT
Immo Pmorr-
DIRECTOR

Illustration IV.L

DEVELOPER/DEVELOPMET_TEAM -ORGANIZATION
DURING INITIAL OPERATIONAL PHASE

MWWMMT
MRECTM

LEASING
RA/MG ER

OMER(S)

INWSTOR(S)

DEVELOPER(S)

--
MARKET
RESEARCH
PI A AGER

ADMINISTRATION
AND FISCAL
MANAGEMENT

MARKET--
RESEARCH
ANALYST/
CONSULTANT

PROPERTY
SECURITY
MANAGER

MMRITY
MMOMIL

* At the begnialig of the Operation Phase, the project is
turned over to either a professional management firm under
contract to the development entity or to the property
management section of the development entity's own
organization.
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This concludes our discussion on how a real estate
development project is put together. As was shown, each
phate of the Real estate Development Process presents
discrete investment decisions and requires that a pre-
described set of tasks be accomplished. All real estate
projects must respond to the investment decisions and must
accomplish the tasks discussed in order to successfully
bring a project from concept to income producing operation.

I. HOW TO UNDERTAKE A PRELIMINARY ECONOMIC FEASIBILITY ANALYSIS

In the first portion of this Chapter, the real estate
development process phases were used to explain how a joint
development project is put together. This section is designed to
assist DBEs in undertaking a systematic "Preliminary Economic
Feasibility Analysis" of a specific joint development project
opportunity.

Next to choosing your development entity; the "Preliminary
Economic Feasibility_Analysis" of the project ig the Mott
important factor i_n determining your decision to pursue equity
ownership in a joint development_project. As emphasized_thrOUgh
this manual, a real eptate development venture may Ailtithately
prOduce substantial_financial rewards. But in Order to_get t6 a
point where a _project can attract lenders and additiOnitl liMited
equity partners4 your development entity MOst Spend a lot of
money. Since there is no real_prOieCt ih the_ OrbUnd _Oiar to
beginning construction, your entire Investmerit it in a high=-risk
situation._ Thus, it is extremely important that your development
entity know from the outset whether a potential project is likely
to make economic sense.

A decision to commit financial resources to prepare a
development proposal in response to a joint development
solicitation should not be done without first undertaking this
preliminary analysis.

This preliminary analysis is essential for two reasons.
First, it establishes the basic assump_stions for estimating
financial benefits and risk.--117-ttrintic assumptions fail to
produce economic projections which can be supported by the local
marketplace, the project it likely to be unsuccessful in
attracting financing. Furthermore, this preliminary analysis
answers the following basic questions:

What is the amount of "risk capital" required to bring the
project to a point where outside financing (i.e limited
partners and lenders) can be obtained?

How much money can the aevelopment entity borrOw from a
commercial lender based on the economic'Value of the
project?
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Based on the estimated financial benefits of the project,
what sources of equity capital will be committed to the
project?

hre the project development costs reasonable and
acceptable to the sources of debt and equity financing?

Win the project need financial incentives from the local
transit agency or other public agencies to meet minimal
financial viability standards?

Second, t',is initial analysis can be done relatively
quickly and cheaply (under $15,000). Remember, it's your "riSk
capital" which your development entity must commit along each
phase of the Real Estate Development Process prior to obtaining
the construction loan. If your "idea" does not make economic
sense, you and your development entity are far better off finding
out earlier rather than later.

Illustration IV.M provides a step by step display of the
preliminary economic feasibility analysis leadincl a go/nogo
decision to pursue the "development rights" fol the joint
development site. Before undertaking the preliminary analysis,
it is strongly recommended that a legal structure among the
development entity partners be formed.* At minimum, partners of
the development entity should have a written agreement
delineating financial contributions, inkind contributions (i.e.
professional services, etc.), responsibilitieS, and limitations
of responsibility. In regard to this matter, it is recommended
that an indeztndent attorney experienced in real estate
transactidaand t-a-17 law be chosen by the development entity for
consultation.

The remainder of this Chapter will address the specifics of
each step of the analysis.

*Although the final equity oWnerShip of the development entity
participants and additional equity investors is unknown, it is
common to create a legal entity for the project which allows the
development entity participants to deduct their "risk capital"
from their personal tax liability income.
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Illustration IV;M*

SUMMARY-OF PRELIMINARY_ECONOMIC_FEASIBILITY
ANALYSIS ON JOINT DEVELOPMENT OPPORTUNITIES

ACTIVITY

STEP 1.
Review Local
Transit Agency
joint development
offering
(i.e.prospectus).

STEP 2.-
Formulate BUitding
Program

STEP 3.
Conduct a market
study for Building
Program

STEP 4;
Determine future
operating_cost_of
Building Program

STEP S.
Calculate the econ-
omic value of the
Building Program

STEP 6.
Estimate_the_total_
sources of cash for
Buidling Program

STEP 7;
Determine the total
project development
Cost

STEP 8.
Make a go/no-go
investment decision
to pursue the pro-
posed joint develop-
ment opportunity

PURPOSE

Delineate all financial,
design, and development
policy requirements and
restrictions.

BaSed_on_aIl known_para-
metersi_trans7ate_devel-
opment_entity's develop-
ment concept into a
hypothetical Building
Program

Determine whether a-market
exists for hypothetical_
Building Program._ Based
on findings,_modify assump
tions, redefine design. etc;

Prepare five year budget
for Building Program, line
item by line item.

Based on current mortgage
market rates-and proposed
equity owner's_return on
investment,_calcuIate _
capitatization_rate. Know-
ing Net Operabing_Income___
and_the_capitalization ratei
calculate the economic value.

Based on economic value,
and projected financial
benefits of Building
Program, calculate the
potential mortgage amount
and-estimate the avail-
Ability of equity capital.

Prepare a detailed_break-
down of_all project
development cost.

Based on the financial
analysis, determine whether
the sources of funds are
equal to or greater than
thS_cost to develop the
project.

RESULT

Real Estate
Development
tdea

HyPothetical
Building
Program

Refined
BUilding
Program

Net Operating
Income (NOI)

Economic_Vatue
of (Wilding
Program

Total ?otential
Sources of Cash

Hypothetical
Finanlial Anal-
ysis of Build-
ing Program

Go/No-Go
Investment
Decision

* This chart was designed and developed for this manual. The idea
for this approach came from Mr. Joseph T. Howell's book entitled
Real Estate Development Syndication (refer to bibliography).
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A. Initiate a Detailed Review of the Joint Development
Prospectus

The local transit agency's prospectus will set forth the
parameters of the project (i.e physical characteristics, ingress
and egress, zoning, recommended use, design considerations,
financial requirements, etc.). Your development ei.tity must
carefully review this prospectus. Based on this review, your
development entity should be able to begin to formulate some
alternative development programs whicu meet the transit agency's
requirements. Select the real estate development idea which,
based on your development entity's knowledge of the local market,
best suits the parameters of the site and puolic sector criteria.

B. Prepare a Building Program

Once your development entity has formulated a potentially
feasible idea, begin to formulate a building program (i.e. size,
type of building, public space required for transit, amenities,
etc.). This building program should be prepared by your
developer in cooperation with your architect.* Initially, your
building program can consist of typical space requirements for
the type of building your development entity desires. Having
determined what type of building you believe is marketable in the
area, your next task is to obtain detailed information on similar
projects throughout your local market and other parts of the
country.**

C. Conduct an Initial Market Study

Depending_ on the professional background of your development
entity, your development entity may desire to conduct their own
initial market study or seek the advice of a professional market
research consultant who knows the area. The latter is preferred
for several reasons. First, an independent party can be more
objective in recommending marketable components for the building

*There are differing opinions as to who should prepare the
building program. In most cases the developer takes the lead in
determining what should be built on the site. This should not
preclude the active participation of your architect or other
knowledgeable members of your development team.

**It is in tht longterm best interest of each partner of the
development entity to take an active role in analyzing other
similar projects. As mentioned previously and listed in Appendix
One (Sources of Commercial Real Estate Marketing Data&
Statistics), there are several sources for obtaining guidelines
for various mixed uses in commercial projects. These guidelines
should be studied and used to compare your proposed building
program.
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program. Second, good market research consultants maintain
extensive historical data and information on current trends of
the local market. This information can be most useful in
formulating realistic assumptions upon which to base financial
projections. Third, attempt to identify market research
contultants who have established good reputations with local
lenders. A well known market research consultant can add
credibility to your development team.

Your marketing consultant's task is to obtain detailed
information on similar projects which will assist your_developer
in refining your building program to the marketplace. The
following is a general inventory of the type of information your
development team (i.e. developer and market research consultant)
should obtain on similar projects:

name and location

date completed

number of units and size (for residential)

leasable square footage (for retail/office)

number of units and size (for hotel)

rents per square foot

amenities

absorption rate (retail/office)

room rates (for hotels)

average occupancy rates (for hotels)

cur:ent vacancies

estimates (if available) of construction and land
costs, and operating expenses

etc.

In addition to the above stated information, your
development entity_should_visit projects similar tO yOur proposed

Coritidet_ going to other cities if your localcompetition is unwilling to share their experiences. Speak tothe owners or management agents._ These visits will provide yOu
with insights into tome of the problems to anticipate in yourproject.
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Careful analysis:of:all the information gathered must be
undertaken. This analysis will assist your development team
(i.e._developer_and marketing research consultant) in formulating
a refined development concept which is appropriately responsive
tO the:local market. Included in this refined building program
Should be the following:

o type of building (hotel, retail, residential,
mixed-use)

o unit mix

o special transit agency requirements for public
space, design criteria, etc;

o parking requirements

o amenities

o net leaseable spade (for retail and commerCial
offices)

o estimate of room rates (for hotel)

Now that_you have a clear_ idea of what'your building program
should bei the income generating pOtential_of your project must
now_be_ your next priority. (N-Ote: Throughout this preliminary
economic feasibility analysis, it may be premature:to have your
architect fit your butlding program to the specific site. If
your_project is economically feasible, there is time enough to
involve your architect.)

D. Estimate. Future Operating Cost

Now the income potential of the building program must be
estimated. Thit is a most important consideratiod. For it is
the building program's net operating income (NO1) which equals
gross income minusLlosses for normal vacancies and operating
expenses which in large measure determines the amount of cash
available from the project to service long-term debt and provide
a return on _equity investor's money. In order to determine net
operating income, the development team (developer and market
research specialist) must estimate gross income, vacancies and
collection losses and operating expenses.

Projected gross income can be determined by utilizing the
market _rents currently existing for competitive projects* and
projecting forward to the time when your project should be at the
mid-point of the first year's operation.

* If there is an absence of existing competitive rents in your
local market, estimates can be obtained by referring to various
publications (see Appendices).
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The vacancies and collection losses category can vary from
market to market ranging from 3% to 7% of gross potential
revenue.

As for estimating operating cost, the best method iS to
prepare a detailed five year budget, line item by line item.
Your developer and marketing research specialist should prepare
this detailed cost breakdown. Illustration IV.N is a general
format for describing the interrelationships among the various
income factors used in calculating net operating income. Also
included in Illustration IV.N are the typical items used in
determining operating cost or operating expenses.

Illustration IV.N

TYPICAL ITEMS USED_IN_DETERNINING OPERATING
EXPENSES

Gross Potential Income
Vacancies and collection losses

$ xxx,xxx
x,xxx

Effective Gross Income $ XXx,XXx

Operating Expenses:

management fee xxx
advertising xxx
legali accounting, and audit fees xxx
elevator maintenance xxx
fUel xxx
electricity xxx
licenses and perm!ts xxx
telephone xxx
water and sewer xxx
gas xxx
garbage and trash removal xxx
payroll xxx
security 'xxx
decorating_ xxx
repairs and maintenance xxx
insurance xxx
grounds expense xxx
reserve for_repIacements xxx
(future capital expenditures:)
real estate taxes xxx
personal property_taxes xxx
employee payroll taxes xxx
payroll benefits xxx
char or cleaning_service xxx
(for commercial space)

Total Operating Expenses

Net Operating Income(NOI)

$ xxx,xxx

Ti)77,57
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E. Calculate the EdonOmic Value of Your Building Program

With the net operating income determined from the _first
stable year's estimated budget, how much can your development
eTiETEV expect to borrow from a permanent lender? Depending on
the type of lending institution and type of transitreiated real
estate development project, a permanent lender may lend between
70% to 90% of the economic value of the project.

_
The concept of economic value is one of the most important

concepts in real estate investment. Lenders use it to make
decisions on bow much to lend. Investors use it to determine
how much to invest. For these reasons, it is critical that DBEs
and their development entity partner8 thoroughly understand the
concept of economic value and how it is calculated.

Basically the "economic value" of a project is the value of
the investment today, computed by measuring the future benefits
of the investment and converting those benefits to reflect their
worth in terms of current monetary value. In other words, an
investor will pay an amount equivalent to the economic value of
all income produced by a property over its economic life.
There are several ways of determining the economic value of a
project. The most common method used it to determine an overall
rate of return or "capitalization rate" which can be used to
convert the estimated future income stream of the project into a
net present value or economic value. Once the capitalization
rate is determined, the economic value of your building program
is found by dividing the estimated net operating income (NOI) by

the capitalization rate.

Economic Value

Ill

..

Net Operating Income

Capitalization Rate
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The most commonly accepted Method for determining the
capitalization rate_for newly dOnStructed projects is the"weighted average approach." In_thiS Method due consideration isgiven to the fact that thP capitaliZation rate is a composite
tate which must reflect the, retUth oh inVestment of the permanent
lender and the return on investment of the equity owners. It isdetermined as follows:

WEIGHT COMPONENT
LENDER'S Percentage Loan to Debt Service Lender's Weighted
PORTION Value Ratio x Constant* = Average

EQUITY Percentage Equity Owner s Equity Weighted
OWNER'S Portion x Desired Rate = Average
PORTION of Return

TOTAL CAPITALIZATION RATE

_Let us look at an example taken frOt _the North Street Joint
DeVelopment Project case_study (AppehdiX One). _ The development
entity i_n the North_Street project chedked With their mortgage
banker for the best_mortgage terMS aVailable. They found_a
lender who_was willing to_ provide a tWel_Ve (12%) percent loan
rate amortized over thirty (30) yeart With a balloon payment**
after 10_ years. The loan was based on_a Seventy-five (75%)
perdent loan-to-value ratio. _Additionally, the equity owners
deSired a ten (10%) percent cash on cash return before taxes. As

*The debt service constant is defined as a number which when
multiplied by the or iginal loan amount gives the payments
necessary to amortize,_ or pay off, principal and earned interest
on the unamortized loan balance at a given interest rate over a
prescribed number of years. Ellwood mortgage tables are readily
available from lenders, realtors and real estate investment
textbooks for determining debt service constants.
**Balloon Payment - The final installment payment on a note when
that payment is greater than the preceding inst!allment payments
and pays the note in full.
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may be seen, twentyfive (25%) percent of the economic value of
the project was in the form of owner's equity capital. With this
information in hand, the capitalization rate was calculated as
follows:

LENDER'S SHARE 75%(loan to value ratio) x .124144 = .093108

OWNER'S SHARE 25%(owner's equity) x .100000 = .025000

TOTAL CAPITALIZATION RATE = .118108

Combining this capitalization rate with the projected net
operating income (NOI) estimated for the project ($3,022,500),
the economic value was calculated as follows:

Economic Value =
NOI

capitalitation Rate

$3,0220500

.118108

Economic Value = $25,590,984

With this example in mind, please note that the economic
value is determined by dividing the net operating income (NOI) by
the capitalization rate. Consequently, if the capitalization
rate goes up, the economic value of the project goes down.
Conversely, if the capitalization rate goes down (i.e. lower
mortgage rates and lower equity returns on investment), the
economic value goes up. For this reason, great care must be
taken in formulating a realistic capitalization rate which
properly reflects the type of permanent financing availeble and
correctly states reasonable levels of return on equity before
taxes.
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If the only type of permanent financing available producet
economic values below what your development entity believes to bethe cost of developing the project, then by definition the
building program is not feasible. There is no need to continueexploring the economic feasibility of the project.

P. Estimate the Amount of cath AVailable for the Project

With the economic value calculated, your development entity
is now ready to estimate the total amount of cash whichpotentially can be rated for the project. There are usually tWo
primary sourct.ts of cash for major rea1 estate developmentprojects: debt capital (i.e. long-term loans from financial
institutions), and equity capital (i.e. capital from the original
development entity participants and other limited partners).*
The total amount of cash raised from these two sources must be,at minimum, equal to all the costs associated with thedevelopment of the project. If the project can be built for theamount of cash available from these sources, the project isfeasible. If it cannot be developed for this amount, the projectis not feasible. Let us now examine how these sources of cash
for the project are estimated.

1. Estimate Debt capital for the Project

One of the unique Advantages of real estate investmentt
is the ability to "leverage" your capital (i.e. equity
capital) with borrowed funds to enhance the buying_ and
earning capacity of your capital. The amount of loan fundt
available to leverage your equity capital is determined by
the lender based on certain criteria:

IndeOendent appraisal of the economic value of the
project;

Loan-to-value ratio policy (amount borrowed relative to
economic value);

Acceptance of minimum financial ratio standards for the
project; and

Underwriting polidies.

*There are a variety of financing alternatives available beyondthe traditional debt/equity formula described here. Theseinclude participating mortgages, bullet loans, open endedconstruction loans, etc. Irrespective of the financing
alternative, there is a combination of debt and equity which
results in a corresponding sharing of financial benefits. Theseand other various financing alternatives should be explored bythe development entity.
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As noted above, financial ratio analysis is one of the
criteria used by lenders in determining the ability of the
borrower to repay the loan. It is important to note that th:.s
analysis will be used by the lender to compare your property with
similar properties to judge the accuracy of the project's pro
forma financials. It must be emphasized that no one ratio
computation made by the lender is sufficient to indicate whether
a loan should be made or not. The lender must rely on a series
of ratios and evaluate all of them together as part of an overall
financial analysis.

The underwriting policies of lenders include several
objective and subjective considerations. Whether these
considerations are negotiable or not depend on the state of the
mortgage market, the financial strength of the development entity
and market potential of the project. Thus, the lender's previous
experience with the development entity's developer, the type of
building program, and the development entity developer's previous
record of suc-ess with the proposed type of project can Influence
not only the amount of the mortgage loan the lender will make,
but also the terms of the loan as well. Understandably, loans
which the lender views as posing greater risks will serve to
reduce the amount of loan the lender is willing to make or to
impel the lender to refuse the loan entirely.

For the purpose of this preliminary economic feasibility
analysis, a good indication of the potential capital available
from long-term lending institutions (i.e. permanent lenders) may
be obtained from mortgage brokers and mortgage correspondents.
They are aware of the policies of mortgage lending institutions,
and they know which institutional lenders are actively engaged in
making mortgage loans on your type of project, at what interest
rate, and on what terms. Assemble the following information from
your mortgage banker(s):

Bated on the type of projet.:t (hotel/retail/ office/etc.)
and type of lenders, obtain the prevailing loan-to-value
ratio;

Obtain realistic long-term mortgage rates and mortgage
terms (repayment period, repayment method, etc.); and

eip Obtain the current acceptable levels used by potential
permanent lenders for selective financial ratios*. Some
of these financial ratios could include the following:

*Current acceptable levels for these financial ratios and other
ratios may also be obtained from the American Life Insurance
InStitute, Washington, D.C., Mortgage Bankers Association,
Washington, D.C., and other associations representing long-term
lenders.
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Operating ExpenSe Ratio -
Operating Expenses

Effective Gross Income

_ Operating Expenses + Debt Service
Break=-EVen Ratio -

Effective Gross Income

Net Operating Income
Debt Coverage Ratio -

Annual Payments of Principal & Interest

With thia infOrMation your development entity_and mortgage
bank are now in_a position to estimate the potential debt Capital
available fin- the project.

2. EstiMating the Equity Capital Needed for the Project

Now that the development entity has a reasonable idea of the
potential loan amount and terms, the equity capital potentially
available to the project must be estimated. The amount of equity
capital available to the project is a function of several factcrs:

Total financial.benefits* produced by project;

Market for these financial benefits; and

Risks the development entity is willing to take to
attract the necessary equity capital.

Let's examine each of these factors influencing the availability
of equity capital for the project.

First, the amount of equity capital potentially available is
a function of the total financial benefits produced by the
project. As discussed in Chapter Three, the financial benefits
are measured by the return on investment produced from cash flow,
tax shelter benefits and the eventual projected cash to be
received from the sale or refinancing of the project. These
financial benefits must be balanced by the inherent risk in

*Refer to Case study one in the Appendix for a detailed
examination of how the total financial benefits of a project are
determined.



owning a portion of your particular project (i.e. type of
commercial property, location, and perceptions of your
development entity's ability to construct and manage the
project). Additionally, the amount of cash needed and the timing
of this investment may be a consideration especially if
additional amounts of equity may be required.

Second, t).. c amount of equity capital available is a function
of the market for the financial benefits offered by the project.
Your development entity may find that high interest rates and
other alternative investments (i.e. stocks, bonds, commodities,
etc,) make your financial benefits less than competitive. Or,
the cost of syndicating your project through a syndicator may be
more than your project can afford and still provide competitive
financial benefits. These and other factors may make your
financial benefits difficult to attract investors. It is
therefore absolutely essential that your development entity
realistically analyze the financial benefits available and match
these financial benefits with a group of known limited equity
investors. If a group uf known limited investors is
unavailable, seek the advice of a well respected equity capital
syndicator to determine the marketability of your financial
benefits.

_Third* the amount of equity capital_available is a function
of the riak the development entity is willing to take to attract
the_required equity capital. _In order to attract the needed
equity capital from known limited investors or through a
syndicatori_ the development entity has to reduce its share of the
project's financial benefits and increase its financial risks;
For example* the development entity may have to sell 99 percent
of the_ project's financial benefits yet retain unlimited
liabilities for obligations of the project. Additionally* the
development entity may be required by the limited investors to
provide guarantees against construction overruns and initial
operating deficits; To the extent the development entity agrees
to limit their participation in the financial benefits and agrees
to these guarantees* the project may become very attractive to
potential investors at the expense of the development entity.

The development entity must carefully analyze the project's
total financial benefits, market for these financial benefits,
and the risks necessary to attract equity capital. Compromises
must be made. But most important, an amount of equity capital
realistically available to the project must be determined.

If the project can be built for the amount of money
availablc for debt capital and equity capital, the project is
feasible.
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G. Determine the Total Project DevelopMent COSt

Before a final decision can be made regarding the economic
feasibility of a project, the total project development_cost mustbe determined. An important consideration in determining_these
costs is what type and level of costs will be acceptable to thelender. If there is sufficient economic value in the project,
the lender normally will allow any justifiable cost to beincluded in the project. On the other hand, the level of feesallowable in the project often becomes a point of extensive
negotiations.

below:
The basic formula for breaking down project cost is shown

SOURCE OF FUNDS
Loan proceeds
Capital contribution from limited partners

USE OF FUNDS
All project develcpment costs:

site acquisition costs
construction costs
financing costs
all other project soft costs

All syndication costs:

legal fees
syndication fees
sales commissions

Developer fees:

developer fed
construction guarantee fee
operating deficit guarantee fee
development management fee
reporting fee

(as required by transit agency)

Another way of describing this basic formula from the viewpoint of the development entity is ag follows:

TOTAL SOURCES OF FUNDS
Loan proceeds
Capital contributions

Less all project development costs
Less all syndication costs
Equals amount of money available to
development entity for profit, over
head, and related fees.
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In preparing the preliminary economic feasibility analysis,
it is recommended that the development entity's developer (with
the advice of appropriate consultants) prepare a "detailed
project cost breakdown" of all anticipated costs. Even costs
which may be eventually disallowed by the lender should be
included. This project budget serves two purposes: First, the
project budget will put the development entity on notice as to
the amount of "risk capital" needed to prepare the development
proposal and carry the project to the point where outside
financing can be obtained. Second, the project budget will
provide not only a measure of f.inancing needed (debt capital and
equity capital), but it can be an effective management tool for
controlling cost and evaluating risk to the development entity
throughout the development process.

Illustration IV.0 provides a general guide of the project
expense items which should be used in estimating the overall
project cost. This example was developed for an average $15
million to $25 million commercial project in 1980. The range of
costs by item should be updated before using these figures to
estimate project cost. Furthermore, it must be remembered that
project item cost varies according to the size of the project.
Therefore, the main objective of Illustration MO is to show the
project expense items commonly included in determining total
project cost. Minimal value should be given to the range of cost
presented without first updating these 1980 figures.

Any additional costs incurred or anticipated but not
included in Illustration IV.0 should be added to the development
entity's project budget. For example, there may have been real
coSts initially incurred in getting the development entity
partners together or costs incurred to identify and interest
limited equity partners in the project. Someone in the
development entity incurred these real costs. Including these
and other real costs in the project budget may well avoid hard
feelings among partners of the development entity. Additionally,
a close accounting of all project costs will ensure that all
partnerg of the development entity clearly understand the short
and longterm financial impact of the project.
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IlluStkation IV.0

OVERALL PROJECT DEVELOPMENT COST

PROJECT EXPENEE_TTEm

(LAND/PROPERTY)
-PuRCHASE_PliCE
-SALE TRANSFS TAXES
-PuRCHASE SETTLENENT EXPENSES
-APPRAISAL

(FEASIBILITY STIJOY1
- MARKET ANALYSIS

=SITE ANALYSIS

-PRELIMIWAY DESIGN
=MAJCR TENANT PROSPECTS
-PROJECTED CASH FLOW__
- FINANCIta FEASIBILITY

CCONSTRUCTION/REROVATION)
-BUILDING_IMPROVEMENTS
-SITE IMPROVEMENTS_

-ARCHITECTURE/ENGINEERING___
=INSURANCE_DURING_CONSTRuCTION
- CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT
-TENANT IMPROVEMENTS

(PROJECT MANAGEMENT)

-ORGANIZATIONAL PERSONNEL
- PROFESSIONAL SERVICES

(MARKETING)

=REAL ESTATE BROKERS/LEASING
=MODEL UNITS FURNISHING
-BROCHURES
-1305-IME & MISCELLANEOUS
0LEASING ADVERTISING

(OTHER EXPENSES)
-REAL ESTATE TAXES
-LEGAL _

=FISCAL PLANNING & ACCOUNTING
-PROPERTY MAINTENANCE & EQUIPMENT
=TRASH REMOVAL

(FINANCING)__

4CNSTRUCTION LOAN DiSCOUNT POINTS
-CONSTRUCTION LOAN INTEREST

-BROKERAGE FEES - CCNSTRUCTION LOAN
-MORTGAGE LOAN DISCOUNT POINTS
-MCRTGAGE LOAN STANDBY FEE
-BROKERAGE FEES = MCITGAGE LOAN
-EQUITY FUNDIKG COST

(CONTINGENCIES)

GENERAL-RANGE OF =ET

(15-20% OF PROJECT COST)
(.5.7.S_0f PLRCmASE PRICE)
(4-6$ OF PURCHAsE FR:CE)
(S1000-54,000)

(S 5,000=410,000)

(S,0000415;000)
(S12000-$18000)
CS 5i000-S10,000)

(S 1000-$ 2,000)
(S 1;0004 2,000)

(52O-SO/SQUARE FOOT)
(S 7-420/SQUARE MOT)
(3-6%_OF_CONSTRUCTION COST) _

(1-10S_OF CONSTRUCTION cam
(4=6% OF ONSTRUCTION COST)
(52-S5/SQUARE FOOT)

(S30,000-S80;000)
(S 5,000-$25,000)

(5-7%_oF ALL RENTAL INCOME)
($1000=S %SOO)
($34000-410,000)
(S20004 S,000)
(S5i000-S10;000)

(LOCAL PROPERTY-TAX FCRMULA)
C$25,000-$40,000)
CS 2,000-S 3,000)
(S 3,000-4 MOO)
(NEGOTIATED)

(2-5% OF___LOAN AMOUNT)

(24 INTEREST POINTS OVER THE
PRIME LEWINO RATE)
(MS Of LOAN AMOUNT)

.

(2-5: Of LOAN AMOUNT)
(I-2% OF LOAN AMOUNT)
(lan OF LOAN AMOUNT)___
CI-10% OF CAPITAL RAISED)

(I-SS OF PROJECT COST)
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H. Make a Go/No Go Investment Decision

Based
feaSibility
position to
development
produCed the

on the results of the preliminary economic
analysis, your development entity is now in a

begin your final evaluation of the present joint
opportunity. So far, the information gathered has
following:

A refined_BUilding Ersgral responsive to t e
demands of the Site;

local market

The Net Operating Income (NOI) generated by t e
proposed building program;

The potential Economic Value of the building program;

An estimate of the maximum Debt Capital and Equity Capital
potentially available for the project; and

A detailed breakdown of Total Pro'ect Cost.

With the above stated information in hand, the development
entity must begin to ask some hard questions as a precursor to
making an investment decision to pursue this equity ownership
opportunity.

QUESTION ONE

Does the proposed "building program offer a unique advantage
over competing proposals? If so, is this competitive edge
sufficient to win the development rights to the site?

QUESTION TWO

Does the development entity possess the experience in similar
proj_ects and a track record of successfully completing similar
projects? Does the development entity's developer have
credibility with the transit agency, possible lenders and
potential limited equity investors?

QUESTION THREE

Does the development entity have the available "risk capital" to
prepare a competitive development proposal? Does the development
entity have the financial commitments to carry the project to the
point where outside financing can be obtained?

QUESTION FOUR

Is the estimated debt capital and equity capital sufficiently
available to cover all proposed total project costs? Are these
sources of debt capital and equity capital reliable?
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QUESTION FIVE

Does the development entity have a contingency plan to cover cost
overruns?

QUESTION SIX

Are all partners of the development entity satisfied with the
proposed return on investment and risks associated with the
project? If no, are alternative partners with equal background,
experience and/or access to financial resources available?

The answers to this set of questions will assist in making
your investment decision. If the answers to these questions areall affirmative, the chances for Success are excellent and
therefore the development entity should seriously consider
competing for the project. If all of questions one through four
are positive, the development entity still has a good chance to
compete for the development rights to the site. If any of the
set of questions one through four iS negative, the development
entity should seriously rethink its chances for success and
possibly consider terminating its efforts to compete for the
present joint development opportunity.

Irrespective of your development entity's decision to
pursue a particular joint development opportunity or not, the
preliminary economic feasibility analysis is a valuable and
essential analytical tool. Should your development entity decide
to respond to the joint development solicitation, your
development team now has specific guidelines and direction
developed from the preliminary analysis. Should your development
entity decide not to pursue the equity opportunity based on the
results of the preliminary analysis, your partners may be wiser
and better off for thir decision.

The importance of the preliminary economic feasibility
analysis cannot be overstated. Its proper execution is at the
essence of a successful project. Your development entity is
encouraged to use this preliminary analysis approach as aprerequisite to preparing A formal development proposal in
response to a transit agency joint development site solicitation.

This concludes Chapter Four. For a practical example of
how the principles and concepts of this chapter come togetherplease refer to Case Study One, The North Street Joint
Development Project in Appendix One.
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APPENDIX ONE

CASE STUDY ONE: NORTH STREET JOINT DEVELOPMENT PROJECT



NORTH STREET JOINT DEVELOPNENT PROJECT

OVERVIEW

This case study is based on an actual transit-related real
estate development project. The circumstances surrounding the
case study have been modified, for instructional purposes, to
reflect optimal conditions leading to the preparation and
submission of a proposal to acquire the "development rights" to a
joint development project. Specifically, this case study
demonstrates how a minority/oman entrepreneur was able to
maximize her resources and structure a major equity ownership and
management role in a joint development project. The case study
emphasizes ownership/organizational issues, the financial
structure of the deal and the mathematical analysis underlying
the financing.

ENVIRONMENTAL SETTING

The city used as a background for this case study
received its first Urban Mass Transportation Administration
(UMTA) grant to commence its rapid transit system planning and
design in 1967. By the mid 1970s, the transit system (i.ee
referred to as METRO) was well under construction. Although the
local transit agency had completed almost half of the proposed
transit system by 1980, minority and women owned businesses had
obtained less than five (5%) percent of the dollar volume of all
local business opportunities generated from the development of
the transit slTstem.

As ;,1 result of pressure from the city council and the
minority/women business community, the local transit agency Board
of Diretors established new joint development policy guidelines
which include a strong commitment for minority/women business
participation in joint development projects. The following
Disadvantaged Business Enterprise (DBE) goals were instituted for
all new joint development projects:

o Twelve (12) percent participation by minority investors in
equity ownership of development projects;



Twenty (20) percent DBE participation during the development
period in the following categories:

(1) construction of_building (as prime or subcontractor);
(2) nonconstruction services;
(3) professional services;
(4) building management;
(5) supplies and services; and

Ten (10) percent goal for the initial leasing of retail rental
space to DBEs which shall continue for five (5) years from the
date of full occupancy; and,

Fifteen (15) percent goal during the entire term of the lease
for DBE participation in the management and operation of thebuilding, inclusive of all purchases, supplies, building
services, including janitorial services.

Shortly after the release of these DBE joint development
goals, the local transit agency announced they were preparing aprospectus (i.e. request for proposal) for the _"developmentights" to the North Street joint develo_pment site.
Consequently, the North Street joint development site represented
the first test case for the new DBE joint development policies.

PROPOSED JOINT DEVELOPMENT SITE

The proposed joint development site was located at the
corner of North Street and Broadway Avenue. The site waS
originally owned and cleared for development by the local
redevelopment agency. Construction on the site was delayed ID?the redevelopment agency until after the alignment of the METRO
lines and transit station sites were determined. As it turned
out, the local transit agency's internal studies indicated that
this redevelopment agency site would be ideally suited as a
transfer point transit Station to lines leading to the suburbs.

After years of delay and disagreement between the local
redevelopment agency and the local transit agency as to who would
be the public agency responsible for the joint development site,
the local transit agency was selected (through the "political"
process) to be the lead agency. The site was named the North
Street Joint Development Project.

Not only was the North Street joint development site a
transfer point; the site was strategically located. The site was
haIf way between the older downtown business manufacturing
section of the city and the new financial/commercial officebusiness section of the city. Although the immediate
neighborhood around the site was in transition between old and
new, the market potential of the area was untested.
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THE LOCAL DEVELOPMENT COMMUNITY

The city's major developers were displeased with the way the
predevelopment activities on the North Street joint development
Site were progressing. The city's major developers would have
preferred the redevelopment agency as the lead agency on the
North Street project due to their long term relationship with the
agency. Additionally, several of the major developers were
ambivalent about including DBE equity partners in their proposals
for the upcoming solicitation on the North Street project. They
were worried there were not enough competent and bondable DBE
contractors to do the work. Furthermore, the major developers
claimed they did not know how to identify DBE investors to
include as equity partners in their proposals,

The issues raised by the major developers were legitimate
concerns, which the local transit agency was unprepared to
adequately address prior to the scheduled solicitation for
proposals on the North Street site. Under pressure from the
major developers, the local transit agency attempted to compile a
list of all the city's DBE subcontractors and a list of all the
minority/women professionals (i.e. as potential DBE investors)
they could find listed in the metropolitan area's telephone
books. Major developers remained unconvinced. (NOTE: On
subsequent joint development site solicitations, the local
transit agency did address the bonding issue and developed an
excellent list of potential DBE investors.)

THE MINORITY/WOMEN'S BUSINESS COMMUNITY

Despite the local transit agency's commitment to DBE
participation in joint development projects, the minority/women
business community was uncertain how best to organize itself
to pursue equity ownership in the upcoming North Street joint
development project. In general, DBE construction sub
contractors were more interested in obtaining work for their
firms than in pursuing equity ownership opportunities. As a
result, they preferred to wait to see which of the major
developers/contractors would call them to participate as
subcontractors on the project. On the other hand, several
meetings were held among prominent nonconstruction related DBE
investors to discuss the equity opportunity potential of the
North Street site.

One of the prime movers behind the effort to get meaningful
DBE equity participation in joint development projects was the
owner of a very successful commercial leasing and real estate
company, Ms. Maria C. Gonzales. After the announcement of the
new local transit agency DBE policies on joint development
projects, Ms. Gonzales attempted to organize a group of potential
DBE investors (outside the real estate industry) to join with her
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to submit a development proposal on the North Street project.
Although these DBE investors respected Ms. Gonzales as a business
person and as a knowledgeable commercial leasing agent, her lack
of experience as a developer caused them to reject her initial
proposal.

THE EMERGENCE OF A DBE DEVELOPMENT ENTITY

Ms. Gonzales' experience in trying to convince DBE investors
to follow her lead did result in a valuable lesson. Despite her
success in commercial leasing and extensive experience in working
with the major developers in the city, she realized she lacked
the credibil_LIL needed to attract equity capital and
lenders. She therefore decided to seek out a joint venture
partnership with a major developer to complement her resources.

MS. Gonzales believed her resources offered _a distinct
advantage to any development team competing for the_"development
rights" to the North Street_joint development proj.ect. First,
she knew the local commercial leasing market_as Well as anyone.
Second, based on her experience in working the North Street andBroadway Avenue area commercial leasing market, she
underStood what type and mix of commercial _space (i.e. building
program) would be most appropriate at the joint development site.
Thirdi she knew several successful entrepreneura who were still
interested in investing In _major real estate projects despite the
initial rejection of her earlier_proposal._ Last, her commercial
leasing and real estate firm had an excellent reputation among
the local banks and major develo_pers._ TheSe were valuable
resources which she wanted to_trentlate_ into an equity ownership
position on the North Street joint development project.

Ms. Gonzales approached several of the major developers in
the city to solicit their interest in a joint venture on the
North Street project. She was careful not to share her building
program ideas with the developers. Instead, she stressed the
benefits of her other reSources. None of the major developers
was willing to accept her investor group as a major partner.
Nevertheless, all of the major developers were willing to
consider her investor group as limited partners and some were
interested in her services as a commercial leasing agent for the
project.

Undaunted by these rejections, Ms. Gonzales reflected on
why her resources were not valued by the major developers. She
discovered that in her presentation to the developers, she
referred to her initial investor group (both DBE and non-DBE
investors) as her partners. This left the impression with the
developers that her initial group of investors also wanted to be
general partners. This was not the situation at all. It was she
who wanted to be a general partner in a joint venture with the
developer. The initial investor group would be limited partners
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fi.e. provide equity capital with no management participation).
This Was an important clarification the developers needed to
know. This was an important discovery for her. Most developers
are_reluctant to be_general partners with an imdIvIdual who_ has,
intle or no experience in real estate develo ment_. friTs-ri
raTtirry-The case because d'e-WIUTeiT767Rot have t-g-Time nor do
they want to accept the liability of educating partners on the
job.

In discussing her dilemma with a group of trusted land use
attorneys' she was advised to discuss her _proposal with a
prominent developer, Mr. Benjamin Samson. Mr. Samson had an
excellent reputation for developing mixeduse commercial
office/retail space in the Northern suburbs outside the city;
The attorneys also indicated a desire to participate with her as
initial liMited partners if this developer was willing to enter
into a joint venture with her.

After verifying Mr. Samson's reputation as a we 1 1
ettablished commercial developer, Gonzales and Samson met. The
meeting resulted in a tentative agreement to initiate a joint
venture. The highlights of the joint venture-agreement were the
following:

MS. Gonzales and Mr. Samson would be the general partners
of a company created for the project and retain 17.5%
ownership respectfully;

The _general partnership would attempt to raise equity
capital by selling off 99% of the tax benefits, 99% of the
cash flow, and 65% of the net proceeds from the sale of
the project or refinancing after 7'years;

As a way_ of enticing Samson into the project, Ms. Gonzales
agreed to commit $25,000 in cash to pay for all the
initial outofpocket expenses associated with determining
the economic viability of the project. If and only if Mr.
Samson was satisfied with the results of this preliminary
analyeisu Would he .be obliged to contribute his cash
contribUtion.

MS. Gonzales would be responsible for obtaining firm
commitments for all additional "risk capital" needed lrom
the time_ the "development rights" would be obtained until
construction financing was secured; Ms. Gonzales agreed
to take no commission for raising these monies. These
monies _would be committed_to the project upon notification
the_jOi_ht venture won the "development rights" to the
North Street Site;
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If the preliminary analysis proved to be economically
viable and if Ms. Gonzales obtained firm financial
commitments for all the "risk capital" needed (as
determined by the preliminary analysis) Mr. Samson would
commit $200,000 cash for all outofpocket expenses
associated with preparing the development proposal to the
transit agency;

Mr. Samson would be responsible for securing additional
equity and debt capital for the project;

Mr. Samson would be the developer and provide a guarantee
against construction cost overruns as part of his
developer fee (4% of project cost plus $200,000 bonus if
project was brought in on scheJule). If the project was
completed behind schedule, the developer fee would be
reduced to 2 1/2 % and no bonus.

Ms. Gonzales' commercial leasing and real estate firm
would be the exclusive leasing agent for the project;

Operational management of the project would be done by the
joint venture company;

All operating deficits would be guaranteed by both
Gonzales and Samson;

Both partners agreed to include DBE consultants and DBE
subcontractors in every phase of the development process
and operation of the project in excess of the minimum DBE
participation goals established by the local transit
agency if possible.

With this joint venture agreement in hand, Ms. Gonzales had
the beginnings of a formidable development team. She now had the
credibility she needed with equity investors and lenders. She
had a development team partner capable of competing with the best
of the city's major developers.

Her next task was to obtain commitments from DBE consultants
and DBE contractors to join her development team. With the
assistance of her partner, a tentative agreement was reached with
a well respected but little known DBE architect to join the
development team. The two largest construction contractors were
contacted to solicit their interest in participating on the
development team. As a condition of their participation, they
were requested to joint venture with smaller DBE contractors who
had good reputations but not the experience, equipment, staff and
bonding to undertake the construction of the project by
themselves. One of the large construction contractors agreed to
participate on the development team in joint venture with the
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largest DBE contractor in the city. Her development team now not
only had credibility, but was setting the standard for DBE
participation in joint development projects.

Prior to signing the joint venture agreement with Mr,
Samson, the agreement was reviewed by her land use attorneys.
They advised her to sign the agreement and renewed their
commitment to invest as part of the initial limited partner
group. The joint venture agreement and the commitment for equity
capital from the attorneys were well received by Ms. GonzalG.s'
potential DBE investors. A verbal agreement was obtained from
the DBE investors to consider her need for equity capital once
the financial requirements were known.

PRE-SOLICITATION ANALYSIS AND TACTICS

While identifying and selecting a development team, Ms.
Gonzales' staff began to gather as much information on the North
Street joint development site as possible. The staff research
indicated the following:

the local transit agency favored a mixed-use commercial
office/retail development plan for the site;

the local transit agency would require the developer for
the site to set aside a minimum of 25,000 square feet for
public upace within the proposed building;

the local transit agency was considering a minimum iand-
lease guarantee payment of $12 per square foot per year
for the development rights to the site; and,

the local transit agency was planning to allow 90 days for
developers to submit their development proposals for the
North Street project.

Based on her knowledge of the local market, the size of the
site and zoning height limitations on the property, Ms._ Gonzales
was concerned that the public space requirements and minimum
land-lease rent requirements would cause a substantial negative
cash flow in the initial years of operation. Only the largest of
the city's major developers could risk such a possibility.

Ms. Gonzales organized a group of prominent DBEs (part of
her limited partner group) and interested major developers to
meet with the local transit agency to verify her information
about these issues. Her information was correct. After several
hours of discussion, the local transit agency agreed to re-
evaluate the public space and landlease requirements before
finalizing the solicitation.
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The local transit_agency was less receptive to extending the
solicitation period of:90 days on this project. Extending the
solicitation period would require transit system design delays in
other_parts of the system. In response to the local transit
agency's apparent reluctance to reconsider this issuei Gonzales
and the developers pointed out that a comprehensive market
analysis_aldhe Would take 90 days. The architectural desivi
would take another two months. Finalizing the development
proposal would add another two months at minimum. Despite these
arguments for additional time in which to prepare a competitive
proposalo the local transit agency staff were noncommittal on
thiS itsue.

DETAILED REVIEW OF THE LOCAL TRANSIT AGENCY PROSPECTUS

When the prospectus was published by the local trantit
agency, Ms. Gonzales, Mr. Samson, the architect and the project
attorney reviewed the document. Among_ the salient points of the
North Street joint development prospectus were the following:

the proposed "development rights" were for 24,500 square
feet of cleared land at the corner of North Street and
Broadway Avenue;

interested bidders would have one hundred and eighty (180)
days in which to submit a proposal in compliance with the
specific requirements set forth in the prospectus;

landlease period on the property was to be fifty (50)
years with an option to renew based on reappraisals for an
additional period up tc fortynine (49) years;

landlease proposal must contain an offer of a minimum of
eight (8) dollars per square foot or a specific percentage
of effective gross income;

proPosals must be accomplished by a bid bond Cdettified
check or bank letter of credit acceptable tO METRO_in the
amount of $50,000 to guarantee that such proposal Will not
be withdrawn for a_period of 60 days during METRO'S reVie%4
Of said proposal; said bid bond returned to ell
unsuccessful parties within ten (10) days after METRO's
review period);

a cash sum of $100,000 shall be paid to METRO upon
execution of the contemplated lease (the lessee's original
proposal guarantee deposit may be applied);

proposal must include a Statemcnt of Qualifications
containing: the developer's corporate charter, partnership
agreement or other organizational documents,
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qualifications of developer and each member of the
development team and a record of past performance on
similar projects demonstrating timely and successful
completion;

complete statement on the financial ability of the
prospective party to accomplish the planned development;

lessee will be required to develop the site in conformity
with development plans approved by METRO (i.e twelve
story limitation, highest commercial mixed use, station
area planning with a minimum of 10,000 square feet as
public area within the project, etc.)

proposal must include a graphic description of the
proposed development consisting of preliminary plans and
outline specifications prepared by a qualified architect
and must include a site plan, schematic floor plans, and
elevations and cross sections;

proposal must include financial pro forma analysis of
gross and effective gross income expectancy after initial
full occupancy of the contemplated improvements;

proposal must contain Disadvantaged Business Enterprise
(DBE) plan to include equity participation, contracts for
professional and technical Services, construction
contracting, purchasing of materials and supplies, and
building leasing and management in accordance with minimum
DBE participation goals.

Upon review of the prospectus, Ms. Gonzales and her
development team were pleased to discover that the local transit
agency had lowered the minimum guaranteed rent requirement and
the public space requirements. Despite the local transit agency's
initial reluctance, the development team was pleased by the 180
day period provided for preparing a response to the solicitation.
Attendance by the development team at the bidders conference held
by the local transit agency also proved extremely helpful in
clarifying the prospectus and financial objectives of the
transit agency.

The joint venture general partnership agreement was now in
effect. MS. Gonzales opened an account for the general
partnership with her $25,000 cash. Mr. Samson also made
arrangements to fulfill his financial commitments to the project
if the preliminary analysis proved positive.

FORMULATION OF A BUILDING PROGRAM

Based on Ms. Gonzales' experience in assisting clients to
lease commercial space in the North Street Transit Station area,
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she believed she knew the local market as well if not better than
anyone else. Her general partner, Mr. Samson, was less familiar
with the needs of the local market but had extensive experience
in formulating successful building programs. The proiect
architect was an excellent designer with extensive background in
construction costing. Together, they began to formulate a
building program.

Their development concept attempted to take advantage ot
three market factors. First,_the area along Broadway Avenue
needed more Class A office space to_accommodate the growing
office requirements from the nearby light industry manufacturers.
Additionally, many office automation vendors and service
providers desired offices located somewhere between their
manufacturing and business clients in the financial center of the
city. This site was ideally located for both these commercial
office demands. Second, the area lacked good, attractive
restaurants for executive lunches and dinners and fast food
restaurants for the local daytime work force. Third, upscale
retail Stores were unavailable within the immediate area for the
day time work _force and occasional commuters. A building program
which combined these factors could only be enhanced by the fact
that the North Street Transit Station was a transfer point for
commuters working in both the manufacturing and financial service
sectors of the city.

Consequently, a building program was created which included
office, retail, restaurant, parking and public space. Now the
queStion was: "Is it economically feasible?"

THE MARKET STUDY FOR THE BUILDING PROGRAM

Ms. Gonzales and Mr. Samson were well aware of the
importance of a good market study. Not only would the market
Study verify their hunches of what should be built, the market
study results would allow them to refine their building program.

The general partners agreed to hire a welleStablithed and
reputable certified public accounting firm which also maintained
a division which specialized in commercial real estate market
research. A small fee ($3,000) was negotiated for the initial
market study based on an agreement to use this Same firm to
undertake the more formal market study and preparation of
financial pro formas for the project.
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The market study verified Ms. Gonzales' assumptions about
the matket. Based on this market analysis, Mr. Samson and the
architect finalized a twelve-story, 348,000 S.F. (gross) building
complex consisting of the following net space allocations:

- 200,000 S.F.
30,000 S.F.
70,000 S.F.

- 10,000 S.F.

(office)
(retail)
(parking)
(public space)

co ESTIMATING THE PRCYJECT'S FUTURE OPERATING COST

One major advantage of hiring a well-established commercial
real estate market research firm was their access to historical
data and comparative data on commercial property leasing income
and operating expenses. Combining the market research firm's
income/expense data with the general partners' information on
projected income/expenses proved most helpful. As a result, the
general partners were able to develop the following operating
income and cost estimates:

INCOME:
200,000 S.F. (office) @ $19/S.F.
30,000 S.F. (retail) @ $21/S.F.
65,000 S.F. (parking) @ $4/S.F.
10,000 S.F. (public space) @ $0

POTENTIAL GROSS INCOME
VACANCY (5%)
EFFECTIVE GROSS INCOME (E.G.I.)

$ 0300,000
630,000
260,000

0
$4,690,000

234,500
$4,455,500

EXPENSES:
200,000 S.F. @ $5.75/S.F.
30,000 S.F. @ $2.75/S.F.
Land Lease Payment to
Transit Agency @ 4.5% of EGI* 1,433,000

NET OPERATING INCOME (NOI) $3,022,500

* With a land lease payment of 4.5% of EGI, the transit agency
will get precisely $8/square foot on the site. As the project
EGI increases, the land lease revenues will increase.
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From the operating cost calculations, the general partners
were able to obtain the Net Operating Income (NOI). Now to
calculate the capitalization rate in order to convert this income
stream into an economic value.

To determine the capitalization, Mr. Samson was able to
check with his mortgage banker. According to Mr. Samson's
mortgage banker, the going interest rate for longterm financing
was twelve (11 3/4%) percent with a balloon payment at the end of
five to ten years. The loantovalue ratio varied from 70% to
90%. This information was combined with the fact that the
general partners' equity investors were expecting a cashoncash
return before taxes of approximately ten (10%) percent. With
this information, the general partners were able to calculate a
reasonable capitalization rate for the project:

WEIGHTED
PORTION RATE RATE

Mortgage Loan
(principal and interest) 75% .121864* .09140
Investor's Equity 25% .100 .02500

CAPITALIZATION RATE .11640

Therefore, the economic value was calculated as follows:

Economic Value =. NOI
Capitalization Rate

= 830022t500
.11640

Economic value = $25,966,495 _

say $26,000,000

fEls number is the debt service constant for 12% amortized over
30 years (refer to mortgage tables).
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ESTIMATING THE TOTAL SOURCES OF CASH FOR THE PROJECT

Mr. Samson's mortgage banker's quote of a twelve percent
(12%) long-term loan rate was more than just a guess. Mr. Samson
had an excellent reputation with several permanent lenders. As a
result, his mortgage banker had already been checking around to
see what were the best mortgage terms available for a first rate
developer such as his client. With Mr. Samson's reputation as a
developer, the best mortgage terms available at the time included
the following factors and ranges of options:

- twelve percent (11 3/4%) interest amortized over 25 to 30
years;

- loan-to-value ratio ranging from 70% to 90%;
- principal balance would be due and payable upon either the

fifth, seventh or tenth anniversary of the loan
- release of loan funds would be tied to a minimum leasing level

of 80% (floor loan);
- the net operating income must be sufficient to produce a

minimum Debt Coverage Ratio of 1.201 and
- an equity kicker (see Glossary) would be a requirement of the
loan either as a portion of net cash flow or as a
percentage of net proceeds upon sale of the project.

Based on Mr. Samson's experience with permanent lenders, the
Debt Coverage Ratio of 1.20 was an important consideration which
would be difficult to reduce. Using the Debt Coverage Ratio of
1.20 as a minimum standard, he set out to negotiate the best
mortgage terms for the project. He came up with the following
mortgage terms which appeared to be reasonable upon review by his
mortgage banker:

- The economic value of the project would be $25,966,495
(i.e. based on Net Operating Income and a Capitalization Rate
of 11.64%);

- The long-term mortgage rate would be 11.75% amortized over 30
yeaTs debt service constant = .121864 (see mortgage
tables));

- The principal balance would be due and payable upon the seventh
(7th) anniversary of the loan (i.e balloon payment) with no
prepayment penalty;

- Eighty percent (80%) of the Ioan would be released upon receipt
of final inspection from the construction lender and
verification that the project had achieved an 80% occupancy
rate. Upon achieving a 95% occupancy rate, the remaining 20% of
the loan amount would be funded;

- The Debt Coverage Ratio would be 1;27; and,

- No equity kicker would be offered to the lender.
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Gonzales and Samson both knew that the absence of the equity
kicker for the lender could potentially cause the lender to
reject their proposal. They agreed to give up no more than ten
(10%) per cent of the net proceeds from the sale at an equity
kicker if absolutely necessary to obtain the debt capital. Of
course, the ten (10%) per cent would come from their respective
share of the net proceeds from the sale (i.e. reduced from 17.5%
to 12.5% each). Nevertheless, based on the above stated terms
and conditions of the permanent loan assumed acceptable to the
lender, the general partners expected the-loan amount to be
$19,500,000 with an annual debt service payment of $2,376,338.
These amounts were calculated as follows:

PERMANENT LOAN AMOUNT
Loan-to-Value Ratio = 75% of $26100,0 0 (i.d.

economic value)
LOAN AMOUNT = $19,500,000

ANNUALDEBT SERVICE
$19,500,000 x .1218635 @ debt service conStant
fOk 11 3/4%, 30_years
Debt Service = $2,376,338

DEBT COVERAGE RATIO
Debt Coverage Ratio = Net Operating_Income

Debt Service

= $3,022,500
$2,376,338

Debt Coverage Ratio = 1.27

di DETERMINING THE EQUITY CAPITAL NEEDED FOR PROJECT

AS will be explained later in this diScusSion, the total
project cost was calculated to be $26,000,000. With Mr. Samson's
financial lending contacts, it appeared that raising $19,500,000
in debt capital_(11 3/4%, 30 years amort., 7 year term) would
not be a major problem. The next question waS how best to raise
the required $6,500,000 in equity capital.

_ Upon discussion of this matter among the general partners
and their financial advisors, it was decided that the required
equity capital for_the project had to bt raiSed_in stages. It
was also recognized _that the initial StageS would pose greater
riSk to the investors. It was therefore decided to have two
classes of limited partners. The initial_ limited partners (Group
A) would provide the "risk capital" during the teal estate
development phasea leading to obtaining the construction loan.
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Upon receipt of the construction loan commitment*, Group A would
receive a preferential return for their willingness to accept a
greater risk in the project.

The additional limited partner's (Group S) investment would
be arranged through a public offering prepared by a reputable
syndicator. The equity capital from Group B would be contributed
to the project in two parts. Part one of their investment would
be pledged upon receipt of the construction loan commitment to
the project. Part two of Group B's investment would be committed
in the i'Irm of a "letter of credit" and only used to cover
contingency costs.

EQUITY CAPITAL CONTRIBUTION ARRANGEMENTS WITH GROUP A

Group A represented ten investors in the 50% tax bracket
(six DBEs and four nonDBEs) which were trusted clients of Ms.
Gonzales. The following financial arrangement was made with
Group A:

Group A would only be requested to invest if the joint venture
partners were successful in acquiring the "development rights"
to the North Street Joint Development Project;

Upon notification of the award of the "development rights" to
the joint venture partners, each of the ten limited partners in
Group A wo'uld contribute $60,000 each for a total of $600,000.
This amount of "risk capital" was determined to be the amount
needed to take the project through the Final Design and
Financing Phases.

Upon receiving a letter of commitment for construction
financing on the project, Group A's limited partners would
contribute another $72,500 each for a total investment of
$132,500 each and a total group investment of $1,325,000.

*It must be kept in mind that construction loan commitments are
only made after the lender is satisfied that all the
architectural/engineering plans are ready, all permits to
commence construction are in place and most important, a

commitment for longterm financing is available to "take out" the
construction lender upon completion of construction.
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The following facts and equity requirements emphasize Group A's
investment:

a. Partnership was estabLLshe December, 1981.

b. Number of Eartners_: 2 general partners; 10 initial limited
partners; and an unspecified group of additional limited
iniestors.*

c Eguity capital comtributions4 general partners ($225,000)1
initial limited partners ($1,275,000 + $50,000
(organizational fee)); and additional limited partners
(estimated to $5,000,000 plus $560,000 syndication fee).

d. Cash assessments: to be covered by general partners only.

e. Cash distributions from operations: initial limited partners
to receive a noncumulative, preferen;ial 10 percent return on
all equity paid to date. Any excess cash flow to be
distributed first to additional limited partners on a
noncumulative preferential 8 percent return basis and the
remainder distributed 25% to initial limited partners; 74% to
additional limited partners; and 1% to general partners.

f. Profits and iosses:_ to be distributed 49% to initial limited
partners; 50% to additional limited partners; and 1% to
general partners.

g. Sales and liquidation of partnership assets: after payment
of mortgage and sellifig expenses, the initial limited
partners are to receive all their equity invested first. The
additional limited partners are to receive all equity and
assessments second. Any excess is to be distributed 20% to
initial limited partners; 45% to additional limited partners;
and, 35% to the_general partners.

h. Partnership organization fee: to be paid by initial limited
partners ($50,000). All partnership reporting and record
keeping will be the responsibility of the general partners as
part of their management fee.

The investors of Group A were well aware of the risk
associated with their investment. They were taking the risk that
the project could not only obtain longterm debt financing, but
equally important, that it could attract sufficient additional
limited investors (Group B) to satisfy the equity requirements of
the longterm lender.

* At the time of the original formatioi. of the partnership, the
need for additional limited partners was recognized. The
specific number of additional limited partners was unknown.
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EQUITY CAPITAL CONTRIBUTION ARRANGEMENTS WITH GROUP B

In calculating the total project cost of $26,000,000, the
general partners took into considaration the syndication fee
which would have to be paid to the syndicator for soliciting and
organizing the additional limited investors. Additionally, the
total project cost included a substantial, yet reasonable, amount
(i.e. $1,560,000) to cover possible under estimation of
development cost and working capital deficiencies due to costs
exceeding revenues during operation.

Three of the top syndicators in the city reviewed the
financial pro formas prepared by the general partners'
accountants and architect/contractor. After some negotiation,
one of the syndicators agreed to raise $5,560,000 (90% of
proceeds to the project and 10% as a syndication fee). The
following agreements were made:

- The syndicator would commit to raising $5,560,000 (90% of
proceeds to the project) for the project, if and only if, the
project could obtain a letter of commitment from a
permanent lender for $19,500,000.

The syndicator agreed to deliver the syndidated athount Within
six months after construction commenced.

- The additional limited partners (Group B) were included in the
partnerithip created for Group A.

- The following facts and equity requirements emphasize Group B's
investment:

a. Initial Partnership was established: December, 1982

b. Number of partners: 2 general partners; 10 initial limited
partners (Group A);and 20 additional limited partners (Group
B)

c. Equity capital contributions: the additional limited partners
agree to:

--contribute $4,000,000 ($3,440,000 to project and $560 000
to syndicator) in cash --a letter of credit for $1,560 000
to cover contingency expenses.

--if the letter of credit did not have to be used, the
additional limited partners agreed to share a-portion of
their cash flow after preferential allocations, with the
general partners getting up to a maximum of an additional
24% of cash flow.

*It was agreed Ehat the syndicator would receive $560,000 as a
fee whether or not the "letter of credit" was used.
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d. Cash assessments: to be covered by the general partners
only.

e. Cash distribution from operatinna4 initial limited partners to
receive a noncumulative, preferential 10 percent return on all
equity paid to date. Any excess cash flow to be distributed
first to additional limited partners on a noncumulative
preferential 8 percent return basis and the remainder
distributed 25% to initial limited partners; 74% to additional
limited partners; and 1% to general partners.

f. Profits and lossesL to be distributed 49% to initial limited
partners; 50% to additional limited partners; and 1% to
general partners.

g. Sales and liquidation at partnership assets: after payment of
mortgage and selling expenses, the initial limited partners
are to receive an equity invested first. The additional
limited partners are to receive all equity and assessments
second. Any excess is to be distributed 20% to initial
limited partners; 45% to additional limited partnerS; and, 35%
to the general partners.

h. PartnershiE or.E..anization fee: paid by initial limited
partners. The syndicator was directly responsible for
organizing the additional limited partners (i.e. preparation
of offering documents, legal and accounting). These expenses
were part of the syndication fee.

do DETERMINING THE TOTAL PROJECT COST

As mentioned in the section discussing the equity capital
needs for the project, the development team estimated the total
project cost to be $26,000,000. Many factors went into this
estimation. First, the hard cost (i.e. building and site
improvemvnts) was estimated by the architect in consultation with
the proposed prime contractor. Second, the soft cost emerged as
a result of much negotiation among the general partners and the
development team members. Let us examine these soft costs in
more detail.

Although architect/engineering feeS range from 3% to 6%,
the general partners agreed to pay the architect a relatively
higher fee of 5%. This 5% fee was based on a commitment by the
architect to assist in the preliminary analysis for no fee and a
commitment to prepare the architectural schematics and rendering
(i.e. high quality graphic representation of completed project)
of the building program for the transit agency solicitation. The
architect agreed to on!y charge $12,000 for this initial work.
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The financing fees and construction ,.erest were estimated
by Mr. Samson's mortgage broker ba-. on a $19,425,000
construction loan and subsequent perman at Loan or the same
amount. These costs were established to ba as follows:

- Construction Loan
Total Amount (Ei 75% of Perm. Loan)
Average Loan Amount (60% of Loan)
Interest Rate (2 points above prime)
Loan Period
Loan Origination Fed
Mortgage Broker's Fee

- Permanent Loan
Total Amount
Interest Rate
Terms
Loan Origination Fee
Mortgage Broker's fee

30 yrs amort.,

$14,625,000
8,775,000

13% (average)
15 months
1%
1/2%

$19,500,000
11.75%

due in 7 yrs
1%
1/2%

As a precaution against delays in construction and slow
leasing of the building's leasable space, Gonzales and Samson
decided to include additional "safety" into their cost estimate.
First, Samson was confident he could "fast track" the
construction schedule in order to complete the project in twelve
months. Nevertheless, they wanted to arrange for a fifteen (15)
month construction loan. Second, they included the added
interest cost for carrying the entire construction loan for an
additional three months beyond the fifteenth month. Three, they
assumed that the building would only be eighty (80%) per cent
leased by the eighteenth month. (NOTE: They assumed that the
permanent lender would require a minimum of 40% leases before the
"take out" loan would be available. At the 80% lease level, the
permanent lender would only provide 80% of the loan; therefore, a
plan to cover this "gap" has to be incorporated into the
financial strategy at the start). Third, they assumed the
building would only be eighty (80%) per cent leased by the
eighteenth month. Last, they included an additional amount for
miscellaneous expenses and operating deficits.



In Summation the financing fees, conStrUotion interest and
operating deficits Contingency" amounts were eStimated to be asfolloWst

Financing Fees
ConStruction Loan fee @ 1%
MOrtgage Broker's fee @ 1/2%
Permanent Loan fee @ 1%
Mortgage Broker's fee @ 1/2%

Total Financing Fees

$ 146,250
730.25

195,000
97,500

$511,875

Cost of Loans (Interest Expenset)
Construction Loan @1341,15MOisiavg loan $8,775000 $1,4250938
Construction LoariA13%03mosifull loan_$14,625,000 475,313
Permanent Loan @11.75%,3mos,80% of $19,500,000 458,250

Total Financing Cost $2,359,501

MiscellaneouS/Operating Deficits 141 250

TOTAL $3/212,626
Say $3,212,625

All interest costs shown in the above stated summation,
beyond the initial twelve months of construction, were consideredto be part of the project "contingency cost". The interest costfor the first twelve months is $1,140,750. The difference
between $2,359,501 and $1,140,750 is $1,218,750. This $1,218,750
amount represents the additional amount needed to cover interest
cost beyond the initial twelve months. Eventually, the general
partners agreed to allocate $1,560,000 in contingency cost for
this category ($1,218,750 + $ 341,250). Note the $341,250 amount
for miscellaneous operating deficits.
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The general partners also went through their own negotiating
process to_determine their respective marketing/leasing
commission feey developer fee_and_management fee. It was_finally
agreed that each partner would take their ncrmal fee rather_than
reduce their fee in recognition _of their added co-responsibility
to cover operating defici;:s on the project. As part of her_fee,
MS. Gonzales' commercial leasing and real estate company would be
the exclusive marketing and leasing agent for the project. For
this service, Ms. Gonzales' leasing commission woul:d be 3._5% of
the fitSt year's lease miiltiplied.by the_years of the lease
(average 5_year leases)_. Additionally, Ms. Gonzales' real eState
firm would be the eXoluSivé agent for the Sale Of the projeCt
teVen years hence.

Mr. Samson was not only responsible for 50% of all operating
deficits, he was 100% responsible for all construction cost
overruns. In addition to his developer fee (4% of total project
cost), he insisted on receiving a bonus if he brought the project
in on schedule (i.e. 12 months). After some negotiating and
discussion among Ms. Gonzales and her limited investors, they
agreed to give Mr. Samson a $200,000 bonus if and only if the
project was brought in on schedule. Ms. Gonzales was a proponent
of this bonus in the discussions with her investors because she
knew that if the project came in on schedule, there would be a
substantial savings of interest cost. These savings coulil be
used to cover operating deficits, and she would benefit from
these savings as a general partner. Nevertheless, Ms. Gonzales
was able to get Mr. Samson to consent to accepting only 2.5% fee
and no bonus if the project failed to come in on time and
therefore required the use of contingency funds (i.e call for
use of letter of credit from Group B overall commitment).

Gonzales and Samson split the management fee (4% of
effective gross income) of the project according to the services
rendered by each partner in the management of the project. The
profits from the management fees were split 50%/50%.

Next, the syndicator fee was negotiated at 10% of all
proceeds raised. For this fee, the syndicator (a respected
national organization with international investors) agreed to
raise $5 million for the project.
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The following is a summary of the total project cost.

TOTAL PROJECT COST

TOTAL DIRECT COST:
SITE IMPROVEMENTS:

Excavating, paving, curbing
Landscaping

BUILDING:
Shell 3480000 -4f4 (gross) @

$45/t.f.
Tenant_Allowance 230 000 s.f.

(net) @ $9/S.f.

TOTAL INDIRECT COST:

$750,000
145,000

Total Direct Cost

Architect & Engineering @ 5%
of Construction Cost 931,250

Testing & Inspections 135,000
Bonds, Permits & Fees 105,000
Taxes & Insurance 175,000
Legal/Closing 190,000
Financing Fees
Construction Loan Interest
(75% of Permanent Loan @
$14,625,000 @ 13% @ 15 mos.
@ 60%) 1,425,938

Construction Loan Fee @ 1% 146,250
Permanent Loan Fee

895,000

15,660,000

2,070,000

18,625,000

($19,500,000 @ 1%) 195,000
Broker's Pee @ 1/2% x
(Const. loan + Perm. loan) 170,625

Marketing @( 3 1/2% x $4,455,500
(E.G.I.) x 5 yrs on leases) 779,713

Developer Fees (guarantees,
overhead & profit) 1,000,271

Syndication Fee @ 10% of
capital contribution 560,000

Interest/Operating Deficits 1,560,000

Total Indirect Costs 70374,047

25,9990047
TOTAL COSTS say $26,000,000
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e THE GO/NO GO DECISION

After three weeks of extensive analysis by the development
team and $17,560 in expenses, the general partners were ready to
make, their decision to go or not go for the North Street joint
development Site "development rights".

Many uncertainties still existed. How correct were
their assumptions about the local market? How good were their
project cost estimates? Could they get the permanent lender to
agree with their terms and conditions? Could they really raise
the equity capital needed? These are the hard questions which
the preliminary analysis was to have assisted in answering.

The general partners reviewed their conclusions of the
preliminary analysis with their mortgage banker, their
syndicator, and their proposed initial group of investors (group
A). The limited investors agreed to commit $1,400,000 as per the
terms outlined. Based on this commitment and advice of the
mortgage banker, Gonzales and Samson decided to go for it.

Based on the financial data and conclusions of the
preliminary economic feasibility analysis,_ the general partners
procecded to refine and_package their development proposal. The
packa-tng of the proposal required the following activities:

1. The marketing research consultants prepared _a formal
market study with supportiVe data, marltet demand
statistics and recommendations:

2. The general partners and architect arefully refined their
building program for the site to coly.y with all criteria and
objectives set forth by the locai t' ansit agency for the
site;

3. The architect prepared the building ,',q-am _pecifications,
schematic floor plans, cross sec..luns anu designed an
impressive rendering of the prepared Dr,. c..;

4. An architectural statement was developg?d shring :low this
project was in compliance witL_ the pla,ing and design
criteria of both the city and local transit avtipprity;

5. A transportation impact study and analysis wz.:s prepared;

6. A detailed development schedule and management plan was
prepared;

7. The credential and experience of each consultant and firm on
the development team was documented;
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8. Detailed pro forma financial statements were prepared for
the project;

9. Updated financial Statements were prepared on both general
partners and three of the initial investors;

10. Tenant commitment letters were obtained;

11. Letters of interest from financial institutions for
permanent and construction financing were obtained.

12. A letter from the general partners' syndicator was also
included;

13. A Disadvantaged Business terprise(DBE) Utilization Plan
was prepared;

14. The general partnership documents were finalized.

The entire development proposal was submitted to the local
transit agency before the deadline. Of the five development
proposals received, Gonzales/Samson's proposal was one of the two
final proposals selected for oral interviews before the joint
development selection committee of the transit agency. Their
proposal was selected.

At this point, the joint venture partners moved into the
Final Design and Financing Phase. The financial commitments from
the Group A investors were obtained. The architect was given
permission to proceed to prepare the final architectural and
engineering drawings. The mortgage broker started to line up the
requirements of both the construction lender and the permanent
lender. The syndicator and the joint venture partners finalized
the details of their agreement.

Twelve months after financing was secured, the Construction
Phase was completed ahead of schedt.le and the project was fully
leased. Mr. Samson ::,ceivaa his $200,000 bonus for completing
the project within .welv,r. months, in addition :o his 4%
devEloper's fee. Ms. (.4 .rizale;.- received her leasir14 'zommissions.
Because of the success ,f both the construction r,.?neduling and
leasing program, the $1360,1,:1 "letter of credit'r .zommitted by
the additional limited purtners did not have to be used. This
fortuitous set of circuroztancel .11owee the additinal limited
partners to make a grea er r, tern oil their inv-otment and
eventually would re'iu. t 'n filancial return to the
oeneral partners.



SUMMARY OF PRELIMINARY ECONOMIC FEASIBILITY RESULTS

The ability to succesSfUlly undertake the North Street joint
development project _was to a_ large _measure based on the
assumptions and financial analysia of the Preliminary_EConoMic
Feaaibility Analy_sis._ Although assumptions and financial
analyses may be_modifted throughout the course of implementing a
project, the initial _financial commitments are usually based on
the_parameters set forth in the preliminary anallais of the
proiect._ _ For this reason/ the detailed financial analysis
developed by the Gonzales/Samson development teem is presented.

_ The primary obleCtive of the preliminary analysis is to
determine if the projeCt can raise_ sufficient funds to cover all
the prOjedt_CoSt8. The following is a summary of the sources and
udell of funds:

EXHIBIT A

SOURCES AND APPLICATIONS OF FUNDS
FOR NORTH STREET JOINT DEVELOPMENT

PROJECT

Sources of Funds_
Loan proceeds__ _

capital ConttibutionS
$19,500,000
6,550,000

Uses of Funds
All project development costs:

Site develc,pment costs _ 895,000
Construction costs 17,730,000
Financing costs 3,497,813*
All other project soft costs 2,315,963

All syndication costs:
Legal fees
Syndication fees 560,000
Sales commissions

Developer fees:
Developer fee (4%)
Construction guarantee fee 1,000,271
Operatingdeficit guarantee

fee (shared equally by
general partners) ===========

828,050,000

825,999,047
TOTAL PROJECT COST say $26,000,000

*This includes all financial fees, interest during construction
and contingency interest cost.
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Exhibit B provides a summary of the building program and
total project cost.

EXHIBIT B

PROJECT DESCRIPTION

SITEr 24,510 square feet
BUILDING PROGRAM:

12 story,- ping three below grade parking Ieve1a
and a_mechaniCal penthouse
1484000_sa;_(Dtess) including 10,000 s.f.pubIic
spaCet 71;000 n;f. Parking; 230,000 s.f. net rentablearea
PPread footing fnundation
poured re_inforced cooetete frame with 20' x 20'
average column_bays _ _

precast concrete panels for ekterior skin with darktinted glazing
5* concrete floor slabi
5/350 P.P.M. elevators with_ ohe dab to basementperimeter, variable alr voltMe _44th gasfired
boiler and hot water_baseboara heat and twoPackaged A/C units per floor With Water side
economizer
basement and retail levels 100% sprinkle-teed
general office finish drywall on_metaI dtddS,
stME:dard florescent ligh_t fixtures; Carpetallowance $10/s.y., 2' x 2' reveal edge actouStIdel
tile
ceramic tiIMfloor and wainscouting all_lavatories_
fifteen month_ construction projected (fast tracked
for_12_months); six_month leaseup
escalator to retail node provided by local transit
agency

TOTAL PROJECT COST

DIRECT COSTS:

LAND: 24,500 s.f. @ minimum lease guarantee Of $8/X;f., 4.5% ofeffedtive Gross Income
SITE IMPROVEMENTS:

Excavating, paving, curbing $200;000
Landscaping . 68;000 268,000

SITE IMPROVEMENTS:
Excavating, paving, curbing $750;000
Landscaping 145,000

BUILDING: _ _ _

Architect & Engineering @ 5%
of Construction Cost

931,250

Total Direct Ctitt 18,625,000

TOTAL INDIRECT COST:
Testing & Inspection_
Bonds, Permits & Fees
Taxes & Insurance
Legal/Closing
Construction Loan Interest
(754_of Permanent Loan @

_

14.;625;000 @ 13% @ 15 mos.
@_60111

Construction Loan Fee @ 1%
Permanent_Loan Fee
($19;500;000 @ I%)

135;000
105-,000
175;000
190,000

1,425,938
146,250

195,000

Broker's Fee @ I/21 5-C
1Const. loan_+_Perm. loan) 170,625

Marketing 0_( _3 _I/24 x_$4,455,500
(E.G.I.) x 5 yrs_on_leated)

Developer Fees (guarantees;
- overhead and profit) 1;000,271
Syndication Fee @ 10% of
_ capital contribution 560;000
Interest/operating Deficits 14560,000

Total IndirectCosts

TOTAL COSTS
,

11..1.1.1.11M21.11

7,374;047
_30-111.1a WWWWW

25,999,047
Say $26,000,000
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The economic analysis of the project is presented in
Exhibit C. The purpose of this analysis was to calculate the
cash flow or Net Operating Income (NOI) available for
establishing the "economic value" of the project. The actual
debt capital available to the project was based on the lending
criteria set forth by the permanent lender (i.e. loantovalue
ratio, debt coverage ratio, etc.).

EXHIBIT C

ECONOMIC ANALYSIS OF PROJECT

INCOME:
200,000 s.f.(office) @ $19/s.f. = $3,800,000
30,000 s.f.(retail) @ $21/s.f. 630,000
65,000 s.f.(parking) @ $4/s.f. 260,000
10,000 s.f.(public space) @ $0 8

=

POTENTIAL GROSS INCOME $4,690,000
VACANCY (5%) _ 239,500

EFFECTIVE GROSS INCOME

EXPENSES:
200,000 s.f. @ $5.75/s.f.;
30,000 s.f. @ $2.75/s.f.
plus 4.5% Effective Gross
Income to Local Transit Agency

NET OPERATING INCOME(NOI)

==== =

4,455,500

1,433,000

$3,022,500

DEBT AVAILABILITY ANALYSIS

Economic = AMOI- = S-3,0224500 = $25,966,495
Value Caplization

Rate 0.11640

PERMANENT LOAN FROM INSURANCE COMPANY
LoantoValue Ratio = 75% of Economic Value
Debt Capit& = 75% x $25,966,495 = $19,474,871

say $19;500;000

DEBT SERVICE
$194500i000 x .1218635 @ debt service constant

for 11 3/4%, 30 years
Debt Service = 2,376,338

Debt Coverage Ratio= NO-I = 34022.540 =1.27
Debt Service 2,376,338

1311Mik
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Once the total project cost was estimated end the availabledebt capital was determined, the difference became the amount ofequity capital needed in order to make the project economicallyviable. Knowing the amount of equity capital needed was onething, getting real commitments for this equity capital was moredifficult. As stated within the case study,_ two classes oflimited partners were deemed most appropriate for this project.The following exhibits emphasize the financial analysisundertaken by Gonzales/Samson in determining the total financialbenefits obtained by the limited partners. This period coversthe entire investment cycle of seven years to irclude thedissolution of the limited partners upon sale and disbursementsof proceeds.

EXETBIT D

SUMMARY OF TOTAL DISTRIBUTION OF BENEFITS

EQUITY CASH

NONCUMULATIVE_
PREFERENTIAL ***
CASH ON CASH PERCENTAGE FROMBEFORE TAX

_ TAX NET PROCEEDS FROMPARTNERS INVESTMENT FLOW RETURN- BENEFITS SALE (10 YEARS)
Ms. Gonzales $ 25,000 .5% 0% .5%

_

17.5%Mr._Samson $ 200i000* .5% 0% .5% 17.5%Lender 0 _0% 0% 0.0% 0.0%Limi_ted_k $1,325,000 _25% 113% _25.0% 20.0%Limited B $54-5:8-0_i 000 74% 2% 74.01 45.0%
TOTAL $7,110i000** 100% 100.0% 100.0%

4 It should be noted that the developer Structured his equityinvestment of $200;000 in -such a way that he tedeived a_bonus_of$200$000 if he _was able to deliver the_projeCt_on schedule. HOWreaSonable such an arrangement is_must be _Weighed against thegOtentiak cost all inVestors if the project iS dslayed.

** This total is_ tbe aMount of investment capital contributed tO theproject. Of this total Amount, $50;000 WaS Uted_for organization doStand 60,000 wa:;. Jc.7 for commission to the Syndioatox% NevertheletS,the_limited _platnert, (Greup A and Group B) reeeive-3 returns on theirentire investmerit.

t** initial partnerS will receive a nondUitUlatve preferential 10perceng urn_on all their investoen*: paid to dat of distribUtion.Uly excess lashflOW Will be distribUted fi_rst to the additionalrArtners B) on a_nonemulative preferential 13 percent retUrn on;heir investment to date of distributien. Me remainder Will belistributed 25% tO initial 3iited partners eJ.Id 74% to Group B. One)ercent will be diStribUted to gnneral ptrtners



LESSORS LEARMED

This case study was based on an actual project. It Was
modified to highlight some of the most important considerations
by DBEs in pursuing equity ownership opportunities in transit
re l a ted real estate development projectg. Based on the
information provided, the following lessons can be take from this
experience:

I. Local transit agency joint development policies which
encourage and promote DBE participation in all aspects of
joint development project implementation are a necessary
prerequisite. Without these proDBE joint development
commitments, it will be difficult at best to have DBE compete
with nonDBE firms on major joint development projects and
access equity ownership opportunities. Therefore, a pre
condition for DBE equity ownership participation in joint
development projects is a commitment by local transit agencies
to implement minimum requirements on DBE equity ownership.

2. In order for DBEs to successfully participate in the equity
ownership and business opportunities created by a joint
development projalct, local transit agencies must not only have
joint development policies which promote participations they
rqust have agency staff assigned to implement these policies.
For example, in this case study, the local transit agency was
unprepared to address the problems of DBE construction bonding
and the identification of potential DBE investors. Without
proper planning and qualified agency staff to implement DBE
joint development policies, these policies may well prove to
be ineffective.

3. DBEs interested in actively participating in equity ownership
joint development opportunities must know their personal
strengths and weaknesses. These personal resources must be
complemented with the resources of others to form a credible
development entity. Ms. Gonzales' success, in thls case, wag
due to her ability to identify a partner, Mr. Samson, whose
resources added to hers. Her resources also enhanced hig
strengths. This matching of resources also applies to the
matching of financial objectives of both the general partners
and limited partners.

4. Organizing your development entity (general partners and
limited partners) requires a thorough understanding of the
development process and financial life cycle of the
investment. Knowing the development process will assist in
anticipating and calculating costs throughout the project.
Knowing the life cycle of the investment will help in
allocating the benefits of the project among the general and
limited partners. Ms. Gonzales could not have been able to
negotiate a joint venture partnership agreement and structure
the participation of her limited partner investors without
this knowledge.
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5. As a general_rule, developers do not like to joint venture as
general partners with_individuals with little kr no knowledge
of real estate development. If you are a DBE investor with
an interest in real estate investments but With little direct
knowledge of packaging and implementing real estate projects,
it is better to identify a qualified experienced developer to
act on your behalf.

6. As a DBE general partner and equity owner in a joint
development project, you are in a position to influence who
joins your development team. Too oftenu DBE contractors will
be denied participation in major real estate development
projects because they lack the experience or bonding. One way
of providing_opportunities for DBE contractors, architects,
attorneys, etc. to break into major projects is to require
your p:ime contractors to joint venture with smaller DBE
firms. This can work if and only if the DBE joint venture
contractor can carry hiy1h4-,r c%.1 weight in the project.
Carefully select your entir,, development team. LerJers arid
investors will be looking to ,he credibility and experience of
your development team.

7. Never assume that the local transit agency's analysis of a
joint development site is without fault! Th3ir analysis of
the site may be correct but outdated or simply wrong;
Therefore, it is absolutely etsential that your 12velopment
team end avor to work out any disagreement with the transit
agency on the site before the prospectus is finalized and "on
the street". Most often the transit agency will be
cooperative in listening to your concerns.

8. Carefully read and comply with the prospectus. Obtain as
much information and clarification on the prospectus as
possible. By all meanS attend all prebidding conferences.

9. Be prepared to undertake a "preliminary economic feasibility
analysis of the project. It is a valuable way to
systematically evaluate your assumptions about the local
market, type of complex needed, expected income, sources of
debt financing, sources of equity capital, and, total cost of
project. Irrespective of the method used, the information
just mentioned is an essential prerequisite to your decision
to pursue equity ownership in a joint development project.

10. As a limited investor, you have a right to demand to see a
financial analysis of the project. Don't invest in any real
estate development opportunity unless you are provided with
sufficient information upon which to evaluate both Ale
benefits and risks of your investment.
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11. New construction projects are always risky and therefore
those investors who provide the "risk capital" to get the
project through the construction phase should expect to obtain
a higher rate of return on their investment (i.e. limited
partners group A) than those investors who invested after the
project was financed or constructed. Return on investment
should be weighted against the risk of the investment.

12.The general partners should avoid the temptation to under
value their contribution to the project- If the project can
not afford a reasonable fee to thedeveloper andgeneral
partners, it Ri55%Fg-17171-be best interest of all to walk away
from the deal. The project must have built-in financial
incentives to motivate the active participants (developer and
general partners) to deliver. Minority/women investors must
expect to pay reasonable fees for services rendered but should
not expect to pay reduced rates for top qu ity services.
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APPENOIX TWO

CASE STUDY TWO: NORTH GALLERY PLACE, WASHINGTON, D.C.



OVMRVIEW

On May 15,1983 North Gallery Place Associates received the
joint development rights to the Gallery Place North transit
station site from the Washington Metropclitan Area Transportation
Authority (WMATA). In many ways the efforts of North Gallery
Associates represents an achievement of major proportion. For
the first time in the history of WMATA's joint development
program a group of minority entrepreneurS have acquired a
controlling interest in a major tranSitrelated real estate
development project. Exhibit I provides a pictorial presentation
of the $130 million plus Far East Trade Center commercial and
residential complex proposed for this joint development site.

EXHIBIT I

ARM

FAR EAST TRADE CENTER
(Gallery Place North Joint Developmert Project)
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The purpose of this case study is to illustrate how
minority entrepreneurs, in this case members of Washington,
D.C.'s Chinese community, were able tc plan, organize and obtain
the necessary capital to acquire te development rights to the
Gallery Place North joint development site. Three major points
are explained in this case study. First, it charts the longterm
commitment of time and financial resources necessary to interest
and organize minority/women community investors. Second, it
demonstrates how minority entrepreneurs combined their financial
resources to achieve majority ownership and control over the
design and implementation of a transit site. Third, the case
study underscores the importance of the local transit agency's
commitment to equity ownership opportunities in joint
development.

BACKGROUND

The metropolitan Washington area consists of the District
of Columbia and the adjoining suburbs of Maryland and Virginia.
Together the Washington, D.C. metropolitan area has a population
exceeding 3 million persons with thirtyfive percent of its
residents being minority. Within the District of Columbia,
seventysix percent of the city's residents are minority.

In economic terms the region's urbanized areas is one of
the wealthiest in the nation. Metropolitan Washington, D.C. haS
one of the highest concentrations of scientists and engineersin
the United StateS. Between 1978 and 1984, high technology firms
and financial institutions moving into the area multiplied
dramatica2ly. Notwithstanding this impressive growth, the
region's minority population continues to suffer from high
unemployment and the lack of adequate housing.

During the late 1960s public officials recognized the
importare of a public rapid mass transit system to the area's
future growth and development. In 1968 a regional metrorail
system was proposed and approved by Congress. The system would
be managed and operated under the jurisdiction of an interstate
agency called the Washington Metropolitan Area Transit Authority
(WMATA). The board of directors of WMATA consists of elected
officials from the District of Columbia and the adjoining
jurisdictions of Maryland and Virginia.

Currently metrorail operates a 42.4 mile system which is
expected to expanl to a 70 mile system serving 63 stations by
1987 (refer to Exhibit II, Regional Map). The system
extends from Vienna, 'Virginia to New Carrollton, Maryland on
the Crange Line and from Huntington, Virginia to Addison
Road, Maryland on the Blue Line. The recently completed
Yellow Line Shuttle extends from Gallerx Place and Gallery
Place North (i.e. site of this case study) to National
Airport. On an average day the system's ridership exceeds
300,000 trips. Metro also operates bus transportation with
an average ridership exceeding 350,000 trips. When the
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EXHIBIT II

101-Mile Metrorail System
OPERATIONAL - FUTURE ALIGNMENT ALTERNATIVES
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system is completed it Js expected that the number of trips will
double. Already 34000 fewer Cars per day enter the downtown
central business district aS a result of current system
operations.
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On a regional basis WMATA has placed a major emphasis on
joint development efforts as a means of stimulating economic
development and recapturing some of the cost of building the
system. WMATA's joint development program is recognized as a
leading example of a local transit agency's commitment to
effective participation by minorities and women in the
equity/ownership aspects of transitrelated real estate
development. To that end, WMATA has institutionalized policies
which require the equitable participation of businesses owned and
controlled by minorities and women in all aspects of joint
development activities (refer to Appendix Two for an example of
WMATA's joint development prospectus and DBE plan).

SITE LOCATION AND CHARACTERISTICS

The Gallery Place North joint developmen site is located
east of 7th Street, N.W. between G and H Streets, N.W. The site
is at the visual center of Chinatown and situated within ttle
physical center of downtown. Most important, the site is
strategically located within the metrorail system as the starting
point for the new shuttle (opened 1982) to National Airport
(refer to Exhibit II, Regional Map).

Exhibit III illustrates the project's distinctive urban
location. Gallery Place North is approximately two blocks east
of the recently opened Washington Convention Center and the
Martin Luther King Jr. Library. To the south, the site is
surrounded by the National Pcrtrait Gallery and the National
Museum of American Art. Also, south of Gallery Place is the
Pennsylvania Avenue development area. Proposed for this
development area is a mix of uses including housing, offices and
specialty retail stores. The White House is located less than
one mile away from the Gallery Place North site.

EXHIBIT III

14t1

Urban Location of Gallery Place North Site
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PROPOSED BUILDING PROGRAM

The proposed building program for the Gallery Place North
site calls for a unified mixed use development composed of hotel,
retail, office, residential, and art, cultural and entertainment
facilitieS. Exhibits IV, V and VI provide a graphic display ofthe proposed building program and site configuration of the
building complex.

1 N.4
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EXHIBIT IV
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PRELIMINARY PROJECT BUILDING PROGRAM DATA:

Joint Cevelopment Project Name:

Land Area

Proposed Facilities (subject to

1.A. Hotel
1.B. Retail
1.C. Office . . . . .

2. Residential Building
Apartments
Retail

Parking

2 0
I

;

...._

Far East Trade Center

1130923 s.f .

change):

7

4260000
1970800
2190200

165,000
10,000

632
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sif. (531 rooms)
Safi

sif. (170 condominiums)
sif.
cat spaces
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PROJECT HISTORY

The area surrounding the Gallery Place North joint
development project is in the he--t of the downtown retail
district of Washington, D.C. As en ioned in the original plan
developed by L'Enfant, the area around Gallery Place wet to be
the focal point for a well ordered commercial diStrict. In the
early 1900s Gallery Place served this purpose well with many
major department stores, shops, and prominent hotelt.
Around the mid 1930s the commercial vitality of Gallery Place was
enhanced with the emergence of a thriving CLIinatown community.
Chinatown is a mixed-use community, incorporating retail,
service, residential and cultural institutiont. T.-_.nough a
relatively small number of Chinese-Americans actually reside in
Chinatown, the area is the commercial and cultural center for a
much larger metropolitan Chinese community.

During the 1960s and 1970s much of the commercial vitality
of Gallery Place and Chinatown was drained by twc-Ity years of
suburban competition. Although department stores v,..gre attracted
to the Washington, D.C. metropolitan area, they were not locating
in the central business district. As a result, retail sales in
downtown stores diminished year by year starting in 1958 and
continuing through the early 1970s.

As early as 1972 the City Council for the District
of Columbia approed plans for an urban renewal corridor from the
center of downt, n (12th and G Street) along G Street to the
center of Chinat' (7th and G Street). _The urban renewal sites
along the G St ,` corridor included Gallery Place and North
Gallery Place t.ans t stations. It was attumed, at the time,
that the G Street corri--r's proximity to rapid rail service
would make the sites mor r! attractive for development. These
aarly efforts, while commendable, failed to retult in the
anticipated economic revitalization. It is important to note
that these initial urban renewal plans Plso failed to address the
ethnic and cultural character of Chinatcwn.

This insensitivity to the preservation of Chinatown was
even more marked in subsequent downtown revitalization studies.
One study, conducted by a land use planning consultant from the
Midwest, tended to negate the existence cf a viable Chinatown
community by noting that it be confined to two storefront city
blocks along 7th Street. Such recommendations were contrary to a
vision of Chinatown as a major anchor for tourism and a focal
point for the entire metropolitan Asian community.

The existence of Chinatown was further threatened by major
developers in the mid 1970's. These developers wanted to use the
Chinatown neighborhood area to build hotels which would serve the
proposed convention center two blocks away from Chinatown. In
their arguments to the City Council, some developers denied the
existence of Chinatown. This lack of tentitivity and commitment
by local developers was the impetus which was to lead the Chinese
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community to organize under the le .rship of Alfred L. Liu,
A. I .A. a r ch i te c t/ u r ba n pl a nne ) , Dw a n L. Tai, Ph.D.
(developer/economist) and Dr. William ChinLee, M.D. \community
and political leader) to revitalize Chinatown arounJ the North
Gallery Place joint de-.7elopment site.

In order for the District of Columbia to actively promote
the revitalization of Chinatown, the Chinese community itself hAd
to boldly set forth the arguments for sustaining and_nurturing a
Chinatown within the Capital City. Mc. Liu and Ms. Tai provided
the leadership for this effort. They enlisted the resources of
their respective firms (AEPA, Architects Engineers, P.C., and
Capital Professional Cerv'er, Inc.) to produce and circulate a
planning concept paper entitled "The Future of Washington's
Chinatown: Extinction or Distinction." The concept paper noted
the special character of Washington, D.C.'s Chinatown as a
distinct ethnic and cultural community with definite geographic
boundaries. The paper further noted the economic decline .1f
Chinatown and indicated its potential as a significant touriSt
attraction for the Washington, D.C. metropolitan area. A key
conclusion of this report was that the potential for the
revitalization of Chinatown was unique and that "the Metro joint
development project (i.e. North Gallery Place) alone can 'make'
or 'break' Chinatown".

This concept paper was used as a rallying point by the
Chinese community. They prsented and discussed the implications
of the paper as a guide to Chinatown's future grownh at various
business and community meetings. The paper was discussed
extensively with tne District's planning depzrtnent and '1,erining
offices. For the first time the future role of Chinatown as
major anchor for downtown Washington was defined. Liu and Tai
also discussed and promoted support for their concept among
members of the Greater Washington Board of Trade to enlist broad
business community support. After eighteen months and thousands
uf documented personhours spent in meetings, Liu and Tai had
achieved some success in promoting their concept of a revitalized
Chinatown. The city planning department accepted, in principle,
the idea of establishing specific development objectives for
Chinatown and the concept of policies, Including chinese der..ign
features, which would reinforce the definition and identity of
Chinatown as a special cultural diStrict. Although the Chinatown
objectives were not explicitly stated until later when they were
incorporated into the District of Columbia Comprehensive Plan Act
of 1984 (D.C. Law 5-76), Liu and Tai did refer to city planning
department support in their discussions with the WMATA staff.

Liu and Tai requested a meeting with WMATA'S joint
development staff in early 1981. The purpose-of the meeting was
to discuss the importance of the Gallery Place North site to the
overall revitalization of Chinatown. They stressed the need for
developing a joint development project on the site which would be
distinctly Chinese in design and character. Such a project would
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benefit both WMATA and Chinatown by giving the city a distinctive
tourist attraction which combines hotel, retail, office and
residential space. Furthermore, such a project could entice the
establishment of U.S. offices of Asian corporations in and around
the project as well as encourage foreign investment in the area
from the Far East. The joint development staff was 'very
interested in their presentation but no commitment was made at
that time to incorporat6 their recommendations into the upcoming
solicitation for proposals on the Gallery Place North site.

Years of commitment of time, money and perseverance paid
off for Liu and Tai in 1981. In that year, after several years
of careful deliberation, the Mayor's Downtown Committee unveiled
its much awaited "Recommendations for the Do;atown Plan" (the
"Plan"). Among the many issues discussed, the Plan noted the
crucial role that Gallery Place in genera and the joint
development site in particular, must play in the revitalization
process of downtown.

In keeping with its overall conclusion the Plan proposed
that the following development objactives be established for the
site:

Develop the Gallery Place area as a special focal point_in
the City with major functions as a specialty retail market
place and a center for arts and cultural activities.

Establish a special ethnic district that will enhance
both the Chinese community and the Downtown.

Ensura the presence a critical mass of land use
consisting of ethnicaly oriented groundfloor retail,
substantial housing_ and office space, community facilities
and hotel use as appropriate.

Develop the physical design criteria for new and
rehabilitative projects within the special district that
will reinforce the definition and identity of Chinatown.

On August 23, 1982 WMATA released its prospectus for
Gallery Place North. In it WMATA established the following
development objectives for the site:

The plans must reflect development of t e site to the
highest and best economic use.

The plans for development must reflect excellence in
architectural design and site treatment to encourage
maximum use of the Aetro system and the related potential
for the site.
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The plans for development must provide functional and
aesthetic integration of Metro facilities.

The plan must be responsive to special planning and desi<,
ct.teria, including the implementation of District
planning objectives.

The plans for development must provide a unified
development, incorporating the WMATA and Bergman
properties (adjacent lots).

More important, the WMATA prospectus established a clear
relationship between the site and Chinatown. Noting this
concern, the WMATA prospectus indicated that the design criteria
for the site must reflect the character Jf an enhanced Chinatown.
According to WMATA "the development must recognize the importance
of H Street as the 'main' street of Chinatown and the corner of
Seventh and H Streets as a 'gateway' for the community". WMATA
added that the proposal for the site "should consider the
suitability of design with a Chinese chara.2 ter at these
locations".

ORGANIZING FOR DEVELOPMENT

When WMATA r-,leased its long awaited prospectus for Gallery
Place North, several preconditions for the development of the
site had been achieved by the Chinat :-.ommunity. First,
develoaent objectives which recogni7' benefits of an
enhanced Chinatown to Washington, D.C. w- -;tablished. Second,
specific boundaries for Chinatown were recognized. Third
architectural standards reflective of an enhanced C'qinatown were
encouraged for the joint development site.

The responsiveness of WMATA to community concerns, as
reflected in its prospectus for North Gallery Place, proved to be
the needed catalyst in mobilizing community interest in the site.
Thus, by the time that WMATA released its long awaited
prospe-...tus, several community groups were interested. One
group--the Capital Chinese Development Corporation--under the
leadership of Alfred H. Liu was organized and incorporated in
early 1982. The other--the Chinese Economic Development
Corporation by Dr. William Chin Lee--was organized and
incorporated later.

The apparent division in the community was cause for
concern for all and in particular Liu and Tai. After their years
of work and financial sacrifice to help create the opportunity to
pursue the equity ownership and control of the Gallery Place
North site, the Chinese community was split over who among them
should go after the development rights.

Given the importance of the joint -levelopment site to t e
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revitalization of Chinatown, it was recognlzed that the Chinese
community must pursue this opportunity together. In order to
reech harmony and cooperation, efforts were started to bring the
two groups_together. A key consideratiot in this effort was the
creation of a new organization under the chairpersonship of Dr.
Chin- Lee. Key positions on the Board of Directors of the new
organization would be offered to members of both groups. Thus,
as the price for achieving harmony, Liu and Tai gave up their
decision-making control over the project and opened it up to
community control. Further, Liu and Tai gave up any "deal
packaging equity share"* rights for bringing the deal to the
Chinese community. For the sake of the project, they decided not
to insist on the normal equity share in tne project for the:-
services but to base their equity participation mainly on cas.;,
contribution alone.

On December 8, 1982 a reconstituted organization was
formed. The Chinatown Development Corporation (CDC), as the new
organization would be called, was composed primarily former
membees of the _previous two groups. With Dr. Chin Lee as
chairperson and Alfred H. Liu as vice-chairperson, CDC
established the strengthening of Chinatown "as an integral ethnic
community of the metropolitan area" as its primary goal.

CDC was organized as a corporation. This form of
organization was chosen primarily to give every one of the
Chinese community investors a voice in the decision-making.
Immediately upon its organization CDC elected a board of
directorS to manage and conduct its day-to-dal, affairs. The
capitalization of the corporation wai bused on $100.00 per share
and would eventually reach $237.000. The formation :Ind
capitalizatI-, CDC was an important first step in raising the
neces- capital" to allow the Chinatown community to
effect ,iy participate in the joint development marketplace.

Having organized, CDC members made major efforts to attract
a prominent developer as a venture partner in the project.
During this process, Ms. Tai alone contacted approximately thirty
developers throughout the country. In retrospect-, there were two
reasons why major developers did not consider th.J project a high
priority opportunity. First, few developers understood the
Chinese community. The idea of taking on 34 "general partners",
along with the design requirements of the project, added

*In commercial real estate projects, it is common for the
organizers of t)le project to obtain an "equity share" in the
project based on fLheir time and expenses incurred in creating and
taking the initial risk to develop th- ore-conditions to bring
the project to a certain stage.
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complexity to an already complex venture (i.e implementation of
major real estate ventures). Second, all of the local major
developers were struggling with the recession of 1982.
Washington, D.C., like many other metropolitan areas at the time,
was suffering from an oversupply of office and hotel space. As
result, local major developers were overcommitted to their
existing projects.

With time running out by which to respond to WMATA's
prospectus and with no major developer committed to joint venture
the project, Mr. Liu took the initative and began to develop the
building program for the site. In this regard CDC was fortunate
in having as a member of the oorporation a local architect who
was 7, creative designer and knew the community and its needs.
Dwan Tai contributed her knowledge of local commercial markets
and real estate finance and prepared the initial
conceptualization of probable markets and trends. While Liu and
Tai were undertaking the preliminary steps td_ards formalizing a
concept and builoing program for the site, efLorts to identify an
interested developer continued.

One of ié individuals with whom Liu and Tai spoke
regarding the need to identify a prominent developer for the
projec'L was a local attorney, Mr. Robert Stein, with extensive
experience in the legal aspects of real estate development. Mr.
Stein presented Mr. Liu with an of -)e a general partner
with CDC. Part of this offer ir. ringing in a third
general partner with commercial c .ment experirnce, risk
capital, and a strong financial ,ta. It. This third partner
was Mr. Charles Luria. The proposed g:7-ieral partners met and an
agreement was reached. A MemorarJum of Understanding was
prepared and signed by the general partners. During the process
of reaching an agreement among the general partners, limited
partners were also agreed to. The Memorandum of Understanding
was the first written document of the limited partnership
included in the preparation of the proposal to WMATA.

DEVELOPMENT PROPOSAL PREPARATION

The difficulty of organizing the c'1):. and the process of
identify!.ng joint venture general partners took an inordinate
amount of time. By the time the Memorandum of Understanding was
signed by the general partnership, it was apparent the
development entity (now called the North Gallery Place Associates
(NGPA)) would be unable to meet the 90 day submission period
established by WMATA. A ninety day extension was requested by
NGPA and granted by WMATA to all Interested parties.

Many things still had to get done in a very short period ot
time. Foremost in the minds of the development entity was the
completion of the necesary financial feasibility analysis.
Alfred Liu's building program was submitted to a financial
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to endorse the prje. Tlu Tai were instrumental in this
effort. AS a NG): put together the "who's whO" ofWashington, D.C. i7!3 czc-.;tate development consultants and
contractors arid a;, leters of support froth SeVeral
local financial int2117.ti'

Equally importolli.., CD:' was able uc insist that Chinese
contractorS be_involved o dia. maximum extent in every phage of
the project. AS a result, J31-A put together one of the Strongest
development teams possihe from the local area with the added
inclusion of qualified Chinese minority firms as _part of the NG:A
development team. Exhibit VII described the NGPA development
team for the proposed Far East Trade Center project. Exhibit
VIII describes how the deve.lopment team was organized for the
construction phase of the project.
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EXHIBIT VII

FAR EAST TRADE CENTER PROJECT

Develo t:r:

Developer Corisullint:

Architects:

Structural Engineer:

Mechanical Engineer:

Eleclrical Engineers:

Contractor=

Economic Cons;:ltar

Trar.qp:Itation r:ensulton

17

North Gallery Place Associates
a District of Columbia

Limited Partnership

Chinatown Development Corporation
Charles Luria Associates
Robert M. Stein
Jung 6c Bryant
Alfred IL Liu
Linowes & Blocher Investment No. VI

Southwest Development Co., Inc.
a subsidiary of:
Bresler and Reiner, Inc.
Washington, D.C.

AEPA ArchitectS_Engineers, P. C.
Alfred H. Litt,. ALA., President
Washington, D.C.

.Tadjer-Cohen Associates
Silver Spring, Maryland

GHT Limited
Arlington, Virginia

GHT Limited
Arlington; Virginia

On-Chen Associates
Kensington, Maryland

Gilbane Buildiv Company
Providence, Rhode Island
Landover, Maryland

:` :Laid Hsu, Cortstruction
-Capitol Heights, Maryland

Dalta Aneociates
Alexandria, Virginia

Coroverilade Associates, lac.
Washington, D.Ci



EXHIBIT VIII

AEPA
ARCHITECTS/ENGINEERS

Alfred Liu
President

Design Team
ARCHITECTURAL

STRUCTURAL
(Tadjor-Cohen Assoc.)

MECHANICAL
(GHT Ltd.)

_ ELECTRICAL
(GHT/OH-Chen Assoc.)

CIVIL

LANDSCAPING

FIRE & SAFETY

SECURITY

PROJECT ORGANIZATION
FAR EAST TRADE CEN-i F,

Washington, D. G.

WASHINGTON METROPOLITAN
AREA TRANSIT AUTHORITY

NORTH GALLERY_PLACE ASSCC:ATES
iinatown Devei. Corp. - General Partner

Charles Luria - General Partner
'lobed M. Stein - lanaging Gen. Partner

William Dolan
_Constructiori-Eiecutive

James Boyd
Ronald Hsu Construction Co.

Field Management Liason

Project
Acct

-Stuff as
Roqufred

11101.111111717

Roriaid Hsu Constnichon
A JOINT VENTURE

Wm. H. Choquette
Sr. Vice Pres, Gifbane

Ronald Hsu
President, Hsu Construction

Ratoh W. Browning, V. P.
Design Phase Project Manager

Field Staff
Kan _Kane

Project Monager

-Project

-Office
_Engineer

r Z
Safety

Enolnoer
ecurtty

Supie
Hotst/ARNI.

Geo.-Hwang

-FInSkutti

SupElec/MochlI t.

Support Staff
CHIEF ARCHrTECTURAL ESTIMATOR

Gordon Turnr
pita stacivELEC ENGINEER

Won. Hodson

SR. ELEC. ENG
Glen M *

SR. MECH. ENCI.JEST.
Jo Msloki

CHIEF SCHEDULER
Dennis Curl

fURCHASING MGR,
Ed Small

Acth ENGINEER
Rsy Monlalun

ACCOUNTING MANAGER
Dlek Gralnlut

AFFIRMATIVE ACT*ON COORDINATOR

FAR EAST TRADE CENTER ORGANIZATION

STRUCTURE FOR CONSTRUCTION PHASE
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Financial institution support for the projpct was also
extremely important. The NGPA developm;)rtt entity was able to
obtain several letters of interest from pro r t cal banks; At
Liu and Tai's insistence, the NGPA deveIopmeht. ety was able to
enhance the financial strength of their development entity before
the eyes of WMATA by obtaining letter of interest from a
respected equity capital investmzut company, Bresler and Reiner,
Inc. The inclusion of Bresler 3nd Reiner's financial statement
in the proposal strengthened the financial credibility of the
NGPA development entity.

In addition to identifying professional and financial
support for its development team, NGPA i-='7luded as part of the
development proposal a plan for meeting Disadvantaged Business
Enterprise (DBE) utilization; This element of the proposal was
considered important in light of WMATA's requirement that
proposals inci:de minority participation in the following areas:
equity participation, contracts for professional services,
construction contracting, purchasinj of materials and supplies,
and building leasing and management. Noting the location of the
project within the City and Chinatown, WMATA added special
emphasis on DBE participation in the project.

On the issue of DBE participation NGPA response was
strong. With r:?spect to equity participation, NGPA easily met
WMATA's twelve percent participation requirement as CDC was the
majority general partner with fortyseven (47%) percent of the
equity; DBE participation during the development period of the
project was addressed through the establishment of a joint
venttre between a minorityowned and a majorityowned
construction firm. In the area of nonconstruction service, such
as leasing and advertising, CDC indicated its int?ntion to form a
leasing subsidiary which will sl,are responsibilities with a non
minority leasing management firm. Overall, NGPA indicated in the
proposal that the partnership agreed to the fullest extent
possible to utilize members of the Chinese community in the
development, construction, real estate management, leasing
maintenance and other related activities of the project.

Exhibit IX provides a breakdown of the percentage ownership
among the initial development entity participants (general
partners and limited partners). This exhibit also shows the
amount of initial risk capiti invested by the participants for a
transitrelated real esta 51 development project of this
magnitude.
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EXHIBIT IX

LIMITED PARTNERSHIP AGREEMENT
AND

CERTIFICATE OF LIMITED PARTNERSHIP
OF

NORTH GALLEPY PLACE ASSOCIATES

GENERAL PARTNERS

AGGREGATE AMOUNT PERCENTAGE OP
OF CAPITAL PARTNERSHIP
CONTRIBUTIONS AGREEMENT

Chinatown Development Corp.
2423 Pennsylvania Avenue N. .

Washington, D.C. 20037 $250000.00

Charles Luria Associates
300 Army-Navy Drive
Arlington, Virginia

47%

$150,000.00 28.2%

Robert M. Stein
101 North Beauregard Street
7.1exandria, Virginia 22312 None 18.8%

LIMITED ARTNERS

AGGREGATE AMOUNT PERCENTAGE OF
OF CAPITAL. PARTNERSHIP
CONTRIBUTIONS__ _INTEREST

Jong & Bryaltu
1320 19th Street N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20036 $12,500.00 2%

Linowes & Blocher
Investment_NO. VI
1025 Connecticut Avenue N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20036 $12,500.00

Alfred H. Liu
2421 Pehnsvlvania Avenue N;W.
Washington, D.C. 20037 $12,500.0n

TOTAL $437,500.00
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DEVELOPMENT PROPOSAL

The proposal submitted by NGPA provided for a development
program which gave careful consideration to the objectives
established by WMATA (Refer to Appendix 11, Gallery Place North
Joint Development Prospectus). NGPA's preliminary program,
subject to later market studies, called for a mixed-use
development with an oriente.1 motif. Included as part of the
program were plans fora 531-room hotel to be built on the site's
7th and H Street corner above the rapid transit station. An
office component consistting of 219,000 square feet was included
to be marketed to prite. sector institutions primarily from Far
EaSt nations. :-\s nod in the NOPA proposal, the District of
Columbia prov ro ;ingle location in which Fbr East trade and
financial ing. :ions receive special attention. Ground floor
facilities in the office building were to be devoted to 197,000
S.f. of retail space with special emphasis on festive ethnic
shops. A 170-unit residential building is also to be developed
along with a 632-space garage. When completed the development
program calls for a total of 1,274,350 gross square feet of
space.

In addition to the_architectural program, the proposal
submitted by NGPA provided a financia analysis of projected
costs and revenues. These were prelred in accordance with
several specifications outlined by WMATA in the prospectus;
First, WMATA-not sure if the selected development entity would
be able to negotiate rights to the adjacent Bergman properties--
required that any pro forma financial anaIyss be based on a
minimum development of 432,000 feet of gross floor area or the
maXimum allowed f.41: Lot 44. Second, WMATA .:equired that pro
forma statements project the annual gross income lnd net cash
flow of the project for ten years beginning with the initial year
of occupancy. Third, INMATA_required that "developmental period
rents" be paid for three consecutive years while the project was
under construction; Also due te WMATA was a minimum guaranteed
rent:to be paid annually, starting with the fourth year and
continuing through the initia' term; Additional rent to
WMATA would be paid from the irough the fiftieth year
based on a percentage of annual .ncome in excess of a base
gross income of B9,500,000.

The key financial considerations of the proposal submitted
by MGM addressed each of the financial specifications required
by WMATA in the prospectus; NGPA offered WMAT development
period rent for the first three years of $250,000, 400,000, and
$551,000 respectively. A minimum guaranteed rent f $1,007,000
was offered starting in the fourth_year and continuing through
the fiftieth year. The minimum rent was also made adjustable in
the event that the finally approved development project provided
for additional gross floor area beyond the minimum 432,000 gross
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square feet allowed by Lot 44. In addition to guaranteed renti
NGPA offered WMATA participation in the gross profits of the
project beyond the base sum of $9,500,000 annual gross income.
In total, the financial returns to WMATA offered by NGPA were
substantial when the minimum and additional land rent are
considered together.

RESULTS

On May 15, 1983, the North Gallery Place Associates limited
partnership was chosen as the developer of the Gallery Place
North joint development site by the WMATA selection committee.
WMATA's decision to award development rights to NGPA was based on
a comprehensive evaluation of the proposal according to the
following criteria:

Ylints_n_claa Return to INDIATA 7-_NGPA's development proposal
offered WMATA an _ade_quate fins_ncial return on its
landholding; _In to_tali when_ theminimum _rent _and
additional_rents are_ tsken together the financial return
to WMATA was substantial.

Joint Development Plan Feature - NG PA 's joint
development plan provided for a development program of
architectural distinction consistent with the highest and
best economic use of the site. Moreoverv the proposed
development program was consistent with WMATA and District
of Columbia planning objectives for an enhanced Chinatown.

DBE Plan Feature - With respect to DBE utilization NGPA'S
development proposal consistently met or exceeded WMATA'S
goals in every category of DBE participation. More
specifically, NGPA proposed to utilize the services of
minority-owned firms in almost every facet of the
development program either individually or through joint
venture.

Developer Capability and Experience - NGPA was able to
bring together a reputable development team. Where
applicable NGPA integrated the services of expert
consultants to provide professional support services to
the development team.

As a result of being selected as the development entity for
the Gallery Place North site NGPA entered into negotiations with
Bergman for the rights to the adjacent properties. Final
negotiations were successfully concluded at the time of this
writing.
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LESSONS LEARNED

Many lessons were learned by CDC and_NGPA as a result of
their participation in the joint development process. The most
significant are:

1. Minority organizers and investors must recognize that, in
many instances, certain preconditions must exist before a
project can come together. Many of these preconditions have
a basis in the localpolitical environment. For example, in
the case cf Gallery Place North, the commitment of WMATA to
DBE participation was an important precondition contributing
to CDC's and NGPA's success. Where such commitment by a local
transit agency does not exist a major investment of time and
effort is required to bring it about. Also, it usually helps
to have a responsive city government and business community.
Again where it does not exist, it must be brought about
through such efforts as participation in community
organizations, business organizations, civic groups,
professional associations, and volunteer organizations.

2. Even with local transit agency commitments for meaningful DBE
equity participation in joint development opportunities, DBE
project organizers must recognize that a great amount of time
and money must be invested to plan and organize to participate
in the process. Too often, DBE investors fail to appreciate
the investment of time and money in getting an opportunity to
the table. Without fair compensation and adequate incentives
to competent minority professionals, they will be discouraged
to bring projects of significance to the community. DBE
investors must recognize that minority professionals, like
other professionals have to make a living and pay their staff
time and expenses. Since the money must come from somewhere,
it is only fair that upfront "sweat equity" and expenses be
fairly compensated.

3. The ownership structure of a deal is extremely important.
While NGPA was organized as a limited partnership, CDC was
organized as a corporation. This latter form of business
organization is workable from a decisionmaking point of view
only if most of the partners are experienced in real estate
development transactions and financing. It is extremely risky
to allow investors, irrespective of their sincerity, to decide
on real estate development technical issues on which they know
little about. From an investment point of view, it is more
prudent for the DBE investor to leave the development
decisions to a general partner who specializes in real estate
development projects and have the DBE investor participate as
a limited partner (no management responsibility and liability
for decisions they lack expertise or resources to address).
Otherwise, this is tantamount to having the patient advising
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the Surgeon where and how to_cut during the operation. If DBE
inVeStors feel uncomfortable_with their general partners, they
ShoUldn't invest, or they should replace the general partners.

4. Risk capital is an essential ingredient to preparing a
development proposal. Development proposals are expensive to
produce ranging from $50,000 to $4500,000 depending on the
size and complexity of the project. It is absolutely important
that the development entity have sufficient risk capital to
cover expenses incurred in the preparation of a development
proposaL If successful in obtaining the "development
rights", the development entity must also have sufficient
funds for all deposits and additional document preparation
(i.e. complete architectural plans and marketing/financial
feasibility studies, etc.) needed for applying for thQ.
construction loan and permanent financing. No'zwithstandiag
the $437,500 of risk capital initially raised for this
project, additional calls for monies were made from the
general and limited partners after the "development rights"
were obtained.

5. Assuming the availability of sufficient risk capital, there
must be sufficient time given to prepare a development
proposal for a joint development site. WMATA's solicitation
on this project gave three months for the preparation of the
proposal. It takes at least that much time to prepare a
comprehensive marketing study. Therefore, make certain your
development entity is given sufficient time to plan, organize
and develop a competitive proposal. Six to nine months lead
time for the preparation of a development proposal would be
more reasonable.

6. Of all the documents developed for the development proposal,
the most important are the financial pro formes and the
partnership agreement. The latter must never be prepared
hastily or by attorneys who do not specialize in real estate
investment law. Your development entity will have to live
with the good and the bad of thiS legal document. Your
development c-ntity is well advised to retain real estate
development professionals with general partner and syndication
experience to be able to assist you in carefully planning
what must be in this legal document and have the agreement
prepared by a specialist. Spend the money to do it right.
Too much depends on the outcome.

7. All transitrelated real estate development projects require
extensive planning, attention to detail and coordination among
public and private_sector partictpantS. This "real estate
development process" is further complicated when a large
number of community minority/women entrepreneurs must be
organized to actively participate and invest in a project. An
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absolutely essential element to this vrganizationaI effort is
leadership; Because of the diversity f functions and roles
within the process, this leadership is most effective when
shared amons the project organizers; As an example, in this
particular project there were several leaders who played
various roles at each stage of the project development:

Mt. Alfred H. Liu),

Mr. Liu was the project co-initiator, motivator* and the
Architect _o_f the_project._ It was his vision_ of what
could be achieved by the Chinese community which±enticed
the community entrepreneurs to invest. Alfred it
President of AEPA Architects Engineers* P.Cii a
Washington-based professional firm. He was also elected
as the President of the Chinatown Development Corporation.

Dr. Wiiliam ChimLee

Dr. Chin-Lee offered stability and balance to the project.
Once motivated to participate, Dr. Chin-Lee kept the
investment group moving forward with prudent compromises,
leadership, and a sense of humor. His presence helped to
ilnify the Chinese community. Dr. Chin-Lee serves as the
Chairman of the Board of the Chinatown Development
Corporation.

Dwan Tat_

Dr. Tai, the project co-initatori challenged the thinking
and approach of the_partnership and CDC Board members.
She planned and anticipated problems, and defined issues
and tasks which needed to be addressed early to minimize
loss and maximi.ze gains. She suggested alternative
approaches and provided industry information on lessons
learned by other developers. Her attention to detail
alerted the leadership to opportuni_tiesi threaLs, and
challenges so that they coul_d better evaluate_ their
positions and responsibilities throughout_the development
process._ Dr. Tai is President of the Capital Professional
Center _Inc. and the Tai Corporation headquartered in
Washington, D.C.

These_ are only three of_several leaders in the develo_pment
group which provide insight_into the diversity of_leadership_and
personalitiet Which mutt exist Within an organizational effort of
this type.
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CONCLUSION

The primary objective of this case study was educational.
The case study attempted to illusrate, by way of example, the
prerequisite conditions, organizational factors, l6adership and
financial reSources necessary to pursue the acquisition of the
"development righte for a joint development site. Although onlya few key individuals were mentioned in the case study,
Comprehensive Technologies International, Inc. (CTI), as the
author, fully recognizes that many, many individualS played
critical role-8 in the initial phases of this project. CTI
regrets being unable to give due credit to everyone involved in
the success of this project. Furthermore, CTI takes full
responsibility for the educational presentation of this case
study.
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APPENDIX THREE

SOURCES OF COMMERCIAL REAL ESTATE MARKETING DATA AND STATISTICS



SOURCES OF COMMERCIAL REAL ESTATE
MARKET DATA FOR REAL ES.=

TATE INVESTORS

1. ANNUAL U.S. ECONOMIC DATA
FEDERAL RESERVE BANK OF ST. LOUIS
P.O. BOX 442
ST. LOUIS, MISSOURI 63166

2. BUSINESS IN BRIEF
ECONOMIC GROUP
THE CHASE MANHATTAN BANKi N.A.
NEW YORK, NEW YORK 100152

3. CENSUS OF POPULATION AND HOUSING
SUPERINTENDENT OF DOCUMENTS
U.S. GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20402

4. CONSTRUCTION REVIEW
SUPERINTENDENT OF DOCUMENTS_
U.S.GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20402

5. CREDIT ANT) CAPITAL MARKETS
BANKERS_TRUST COMPANY
P.O. BOX 318
CHURCH STREET STATION
NEW YORK, N.Y. 10015

6. DEVELOPMENT REVIEW AND OUTLOOK
1983-1984
ULX THE URBAN_LAND INSTITUTE
1090 VERMONT AVENUE, N.W.
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20005

7; DOLLARS & CENTS OF SHOPPING
CENTERS:1984

ULI = THE URBAN LAND INSTITUTE
1090 VERMONT AVENUE, N.W.
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20005

h HOTEL/MOTEL DEVELOPMENT
ULI = THE_URBAN LANE. INSTITUTE
1090 VERMONT AVENUE, N.W.
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20005

1. HOUSING CHARACTERISTICS
SUPERINTENDENT OF DOCJMENTS
U.S.-GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE
WASHINGTON, D C. 20402

mu, NEWSLETTER
SUPERINTENDENT OF DOCUMENTS
U.S. GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20402

11. LIFE INSURANCE FACTBOOK
AMERICAN COUNCIL OF LIFE

INSURANCE
1850 K STREET, N.W.
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20066

12. MORTGAGE BANKING
MORTGAGE BANKERS ASSOCIATION

OF AMERICA
P.O. BOX 37236
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20013

13. MULTI-HOUSING NEWS
GRALLA PUBLICATIONS
1515 BROADWAY
NEW YORK, NEW YORK 10036

14. NATIONAL REAL ESTATE INVESTOR
COMMUNICATIONS CHANNELS, INC;
6285 BARRFIELD ROAD
ATLANTA, GEORGIA 30328

15. REAL ESTATE INVESTING NEWSLET1
H.B.J. NEWSLETTER
1 EAST FIRST STREET
DULUTH, MINNESOTA 55802

16. REAL ESTATE REPORT
REAL ESTATE RESEARCH CORPORATI
72 WEST ADAMS STREET
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 60603

17. RENTAL HOUSING
ULI - THE URBAN LAND INSTITUTE
1090 VERMONT AVENUEr N.W.
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20005

18. SAVINGS AND LOAN SOURCEBOOK
U.S. SAVINGS AND LOAN
111 EAST WACKER DRIVE
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 60601

19. SURVEY OF CURRENT BUSINESS
U.S. DLPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20402

20. THE MORTGAGE AND REAL ESTATE
EXECUTIVE REPORT

WARREN, GORHAM AND LAMONT, INC
210 SOUTH STREET
BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS 02111
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APPENDIX FOUR

EXAMPLE OF LOCAL TRMSIT AGENCY PROSPECTUS
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APPENDIX FOUR

NOTE OF EXPLANATION

Gallery Place of North Metro Site
Joint Development Prospectus

Washington, D.C.

INTRODUCTION

A major part of the joint development process is the
selection of a development entity for a project. In many
instances the selection starts with the issuance of a prospectus
by a local transit agency. The following is a representative
sample of a local transit agency joint development prospectus.
It was selected to acquaint the interested DBEs with the various
elements which go into the preparation of a join', development
proposal.

A well prepared joint development prospectus is a valuable
solicitation tool for a local transit agency. In many instances
it is the sole description of the project for offering purposes.
As a result, a typical joint development prospectus usually
provides a carefully worded profile of development rights and
requirements, rules of submission, criteria for selection and
basic financial information. In addition, most local trangit
agencies also include drawings to show procedures for
construction activities, easements, etc. for the developer's use
in preparing preliminary designs and cost estimates.
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h ietro
Washington Metromiftan Area Thinsft Authodty

GOO RMI Street, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20001

August 23, 1982

THE OFFERING

The Washington MetrOpOlitan Area Transit Authority (WMATA) announces

the availability for lease and deVelOpMeht theme incremental real property

interests (intereSta exClUeiVe of thole required for transit purposes) con-

tained in an approximate 50,895 aquae foot Bite at the Gallery Place Metro-

rail Station. Gallery P160e is We Of four transfer stations in the planned

101 mile Metrorsil system with tWo tiere Of stition facilities at the inter-

section of the Red Line and the YellOW/Green Line. The upper tier station, on

the Red Line, has been in eberetion einde 1976. The lower tier station, Qn

the YelloW/Green Line is Or-Maly ichedüled for initial operations in late

1983.

WMATA'a Gallery Plebe North Site is located in Washington, D.C. to the

Witt Of 7th Street, N.W. between G and H Streets, N.W. The site has frontage

on each of thee-6 three streets and has direct access to a public alley con=

necting to G, Ho and 6th Streets. The site was acquired by WMATA to construct

and to operate the MetroraiI system. Metrobus presently serves the site at

7th0 G, And H Streets.

The purpose of this prospectus is to solicit proposals for the joint

deVelopment of the site. All proposals must be submitted in the form and

With those'exhibits and with the deposit designated herein.

APUBLICTRANSPORTATIONPARTNERSHIPCIFTHEDISTRICTOFCIpLUMBIA,MARYLANDANDVIRGINIA
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A feature of perticular significance in this Offering is th6 opportunity

for WMATA's selected developer to include the Bergmann's' property

(described in Settien I,B) along with the WMATA parcel to design and construct

4 larger,:unified development. To this end, BergmanWai Inc. has entered

into an Option Agreement with WMATA, which WMATA Will assign to its selected

developer. The selected developer will be required by WHATA to negotiate

with Bergmann's, in good faith, for the purchaini Of the Bergmann's property.

:(The Option Agreement follows as Appenoix F)6

Proposals must be received no later than DeComber 14 1982. As soon as

practicable thereafter, WMATA will adViae the interested parties as to the

acceptability of their proposals. In the event you require further information

or clarification, call or write the undereighed or John Green of this Office

(202) 6371593.

Sincerely yours,

Henry E COrd, Head
Development_Brench
Offide of Planning & Development



PROSPECTUS

atintimmM

CALLE-R-Y- PLACE NORTFLMETRO_STAT ION

The Washington Metropolitan Area Transit Authority (WMATA) requests

proposale, pursuant to the terms and conditions hereinafter stated, for the

'doelopment of *pproximately 50,895 square feet of real estate situated at

WMATA's Gallery Place Metro Station, in Washington, DC.

All proposals must be submitted in the form end with those exhibits

and deposits specified herein.

Proposals must be received by WMATA, Office of Planning and Development,

600 Fifth Street, N.W., Washington, D.C., 20001, no later than 1:00 p.m.,

December 8, 1982; Any questions or requests for clarification concerning this

Prospectus mudt be submitted in writing no later than fifteen (15) days prior

to the closing date to Mr. John Green at the above address. Mr. Green may

ilso be reached by calling 637=1593.

A Pre-Proposal Conference will be conducted at 10:00 a.m. on September

15, 1982 t WMATA in the Lobby Level Meeting Room for the purpose of ensWering

questions about the property and WMATA's joint development process. Attendeed

at this Pre=Proposal Conference will be considered "interested parties" eligi-

ble to receive Written responses to inquiries or requests for clarification

concerning this Prospeotue.

I. Parcel Description

A. The subjpdt WMATA property is located on the east side of Seventh

Streeti NW between G ihd H Striete, NW. It is identified as Square 454, Lot

44 and contains +500895 Square feet. (A survey of the property is found

under "Maps and EXhibite.")



e. The Bergmann's, Inc. property is also located within Square 44.

(For the sake of convenience, the property is referred to as Parcels A, B, and

C). Parcel A is adjacent to WMATA's Lot 44, arid fronts on G Street, NWo It

is comprised.Of Lota 806, 6, 859, 804, and 860. It contains +23,569 square

feet. Parcel B is to tha north of Parcel A0 across a public alley, and II;

also to the east of WMATA's Lot 44, across miblic alley. It is comprised of

Lots 37 and 852. It contains +9,299 square feet, Parcel C is located along

6th Street, NWo It is comprised of Lot* 8621 8490 848, 847, 8460 8450 844,

843, 38, 841, end 840. It contains +19,705 square feet. The total area of

Bergmann's Parcels A, B, and C is +52,573 square feet.

II. DevelopmentPotential

This disposition of incremental land use rights at the Gallery Place

Station Site in Square 454 involves a parcel of land known as Lot 44 contain-

ing 50,895 square feet, more or less, et the intersectiqn of the Red (Shady

Grove-Glenmont) Line, the Green (Greenbelt-82.inch Avenue) Line, also congruent

at this point with the Yellow Line (Greenbelt-Franconia/Springfield). The

incremental land rights, those incremental to the rights required for con-

struction, maintenance, and operation of the transit system, include surface

rights, air rights, and sub-terranean rights inclusive of direct access to the

Metrorail portal at the southeast corner of 7th and H Streets, N.W.

By mid-1984, the Metro system is expected to be operational on 61 miles

and 60 stations. The joint development opportunity at Gallery Place involves

the integration of transit facilities with a mixed-use development project. The

joint development program objective is to promote a policy that yields these

benefits: improved ridership, provision of revenue to WMATA, enhanced tax base,

greater accessibility to the Metro facilities, and implementation of D.C.

planning objectives.
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The development potential at the Gallery Place Nezth site is addressed

further in Appendi,,. F, Plenning and Design Criteria.

III. Propertv-Intsmst-Dffered

The property offered by WMATA for joint development under the existing

C-4 zoning and Appendix E is a long-term leasehold estate. Fee simple

interest to the Bergmann's parcels is avaAleble, subject to the developer's

negotiation of a purchase agreement as provided for herein.

IV. oDoalReQuireftti

A. ZettittWWelooMent-Plan

Proposals muet include a Joint Development Plan covering both WMATA's

Lot 44 end the Bergmenn'S parcels.

The Joint Development Plan must include graphic and written descriptions

Of the proposed development consisting of preliminary plans and out:ine

specifitations prepared by a qualified architect. The plans and drawings must

include a site plan, echometic floor plans, elevations and cross sections,

residences (expressed in dwelling units), office space (expressed in gross

floor area), hotel space (expressed in rooms and gross floor area), floor area

ratios, and vehicular trips generated (PM peak hour), and projected Metrorail

ridership generated by the developmenti These plans must reflect development

Of the site to its highest and best economic use and be responsive to those

criteria and guidelines contained in Appendi-A Ei reflect.excellence in archi-

tectural design and site treatment appropriate to encourage maximum use of the

Metro system and the related potential of the site, and provide functional and

esthetic integration of Metro facilities. The Joint Development Plan should

also include a schedule for project implementation including construction ini-

tiation, phasing, and completion. The schedule must recognize that the opera-

tion of the station will be uninterrupted and unimpeded during construction.

_3_
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B. Minority Business Enterprise Plan

Proposals must include.. Minority Business Enterprise (MBE) Plan. Desir=

able elements to be considered in preparation of an MBE Plan include minority

participation in the following areas: equity participation, contracts for

professional and technical services, construction contracting, purchasing of

materials and supplies, building leasing and management. The minimum goals of

MBE participation are contained in Appendix C herein.

Notwithstanding the MBE goals strived for by WMATA on a regional basis

as set forth in Appendix C, WMATA and the District of Columbia are placing

added emphasis on MBE participation for the Gallery Place North project given

its location within both the City and China%own.

C. Statement of qualifications

The proposal must include a Statement of Qualifications containing: the

developer's corporate charter (certificate of incorporation and by-laws),

partnership agreement or other organizational document; qualifications of the

developer and each member nf the development team and a record of past perfor-

mance un similar projects dekonstrating timely and successful completion. In

Addition* said qualifications must include a complete statement on the finan-

cial ability Of the prospective developer to accomplish the planned develop-

Mont.

Illustrative material, including name and location, on previous projects

of a similar character Should accompany the proposal. The present status

of each such prOect should be summarized and the names* addresses, and tele-

phene numbers of local officials or other persons familiar with developments

ShOU.Id be attached.

D. FinanciaI;Terms

Proposals must contain an offer to lease WMATA's Lot 44 said offer to be

set forth on the proposal form provided herein (Appendix A).



Minimum Guaranteed Rent and Additional Rent shall lso be required for

the renewal term of the lease. Minimum Guaranteed Rent for the renewal terM

shall be determined by appraisal of the fair rental value of the land if

vacant and unimprcved at its then current highest end best use. Additional

Rent wili be provided for the purpose of reflecting development intensity and

real estate market conditions during the term of the lease.

All rental offers shall contain a pro forma analysis based on development

of no more then 432,608 square feet of gross floor area. The pro forma anal-

yris shall project the annual gross income and net cash flow for ten (10)

years beginning upon initial occupancy of the contemplated improvements. Pro=

posals must specify the year in which full occupancy is projected, and indi-

vete the sublease rental schedules on which the pro forma analysis is based.

1. Lease - MMATA's Lot 44

The lease, which shall not be made subject to subordination, Mall be

for an initial term of fifty (50) years with an option to renew for an

additional term of forty-nine (49) years. There shall be a complete

rental offer as follows:

(8) Development Period Rental to be paid for the initial three (3) year

development period of the lease. Rental may be on a fixed or a

graduated basis hut its total must be equivalent to a fair economic

rental of the land for the development period.

(b) Minimum Guaranteed Rent to be paid annually for the fourth (4th)

year of the lease and each subsequent year of the initial lease

term. All offers of Minimum Guaranteed Rent shall be based on a

minimum or eiopment of 432,608 square feet of gross floor area.

Minimum Guaranteed Rent will be adjusted upward in the event of

PUD Or elley closing that provides for additional gross floor

area.
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(0) Additional Rent' over and above the Minimum Guaranteed Rent, to

be paid for the fourth (4th) through the fiftieth (50th) year of

the lease. Additional Rent must be offered as specific percentage

of all annual grosa incomel/ from the commercial space of the

:project' without deduction, in excess of a base gross income of Nine

Million Five Hundred Thousand Dollars ($9 500,000) per annum.

E. Additional Terms and Conditions

(1) Proposals shall be accompanied by a bid bond, certified check,

or bank letter of credit acceptable to WMATA in tha amount of $100,000 to

guarantee that such proposal will not.be withdrawn for a period of sixty (60)

daya from the proposal acceptance closing date. Said bid bondi letter of

credit or certified check will be returned to all unsuccessful parties within

ten (10) days thereafter.

(2) Within forty4ifive (45) calendar days after receiving written

notice from WMATA to do so, the selected developer must execute necessary

lease document furnished by WMATA. In the vent the selected developer fails

or refuses to do so within the said forty-five (45) day period, the develi=

oper's guarantee in the full amount of $100,000 shall inure to WMATA as and

for liquidated damages.

Gross income shall be defined -as the cumulative emount of all monies
received by the developer from operations on the Ieased_property, includ-
ing all monies received from sublessees or spice lessees of the devel-
oper. Such amount shall include monies received by the developer from
sublessees or space-lesseos as_psyment or reimbursement for the costs of
operation, including without limitation, real estate taxes, insurance and
utilitiea, or in the event that such costs of operation are paid directly
by the sublessees or space lessees, an equivalent amount shall be in-
cluded. Gross income shall also inciudc aII gross receipts from hotel
pperat!onsiMpluding but not limited;to, all monies from room, food,
beverage and any other income from hotel operations. Additionally, gross
income includes the fair rental value of any used or occupied space
by the developer within the leased property, except for that space
reasonably neceasary to operate the leased property and perform the
obligations.of the lease.
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(3) In addition to inclusion of financial terms and the Joint

Development Plan as herein opedified, the lease document will incorporate at a

minimum all provisions det fOrth in this Prospectus and Appendices;

Selection ProcedUre

A. 'WHATA Will carefully analyze esch proposal and ultimately select

that proposal Which in its sole judgment is deemed most advantageous to

WHATA.

B. WHATA reserves the right, in its sole discretion, to make its selec-

tion based on the initial sUbmission of those responding to this Prospectus,

or to conduct negotiations ehould WHATA deem negotiations to be warranted or

useful.

C. WHATA RESERVES THE RIGHT TO RE3ECT ANY OR ALL PROPOSALS.

D. WHATA expects tO have completed its evaluation of all pmposals end

to have taken all necessary action to conclude its selection of a proposal

Within sixty (60) days following the Closing date for receipt of proposals,

including notificatioo to the interested Oarties of the acceptance or non=

acceptance of their proposals.

VI; Selection Criteria

It is the objective of WHATA that the development project to be awarded

pursuant to this Prospectus result in the achievement of the goals of both

WHATA and the District of Coluabia. TO accomplish this Objective, the'selec=

tion process will include review of proposals tO asdertain conformance with

the following guidelines:

A. Compliance with requiremento set forth in this Prospectus.

B. Adequate/financial return to WNATA.

C. Compliance with the criteria for development as Contained in Appen-

dix E.
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D. Development of the land and air rights, as reflected by the 3eint

Development Plan submitted as pert of the proposal, to the highest and best

economic use in accordance with the criteria established in the Planning and

Design Criteria, Appendix E.

C. Acceptability of the submitted Minority Business Enterprile Plan.

F. Reasonable probability that the propose development obtains for

WMATA the income projected in the proposal.

G. Capability of the developers, based on financial qualifications

and develOpment experience, to undertake and complete the project within a

reasonable and specified time period.

H. Completeness and clarity of preparation for ease of analysis.

Precise conformance to the detail specified in the Prospectus is not

mandated at the risk of rejection for non-conformance. Where this Prospectus

fails to envision innovation, so neither doen it bar innovation when the

innovation is in the best interest of WMATA.

Proposals not rejected following the above review will be evaluated,

through a 1re-established numerical weighted formula encompassing the follow-

ing factors, listed in order of their relative importances

o Financial return to WMATA

o 3oint Development Plan features

o Minority Business Enterprise Plan features

o Developer capability and experience

Other than indicating relative iMportance of the listed factors, no

conclusion should be drawn from the elbove listing as to the actual weight

assigned each fsptor.

WMATA shall not be liable for any coat inctikked by the selected developer

prior to execution of the required lease dboumeriti.

_a_
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APPENDIX A

PROPOSAL FORM
PROPOSAL FOR LEASE OF LAND AND AIR RIGHTS

TO: WASHINGTON METROPOLITAN AREA TRANSIT AUTHORITY

PROPOSAL OF:
NAME

ADDRESS
-.11.51=1.010=11

Parcel A. Covvring_ the Imam of lahd_shd air rights_for commercial develop-
ment within WMATA's_ +54095 squate feet *Lt.* Gallery Place
North Site in Washington, 000 known as Lot 44, Square 454.

The: undersigned hereby_submits en offer to lease the commer-
cial development rights_at the subject property for fixed term of
fifty (50) years as follows:

AlMinimum GUaranteed Rent for the fourth (4th) through the fiftieth
(50th) lease year is offered in the amount of

)_per annum, payable_querterly in advance_(to be
adjileted upwerd_in_the_event that the finally approved development
provides for additional gross floor'arse).

Development Period Rent during the initial three (3) years of the
lease term is offered as follows:

First lease year $
Second lease year $
Third lease year $

Said amounts will be paid annually in idvinci tO WMATA com-
mencing upon lease execution.

In addition, for the fourth (4th) through fiftieth (50th) year'
of the lease term, I (We) offer Additional Rent consisting Of



percent ( 8) of all annual gross incoMe from the project
without deductiorin excess of a base gross income of Nine Million
Five Rundred Thousand ($9,500,000.00) per annum.

_ Construction for the proposed development shall commence on orbefore 19-j then be completed cn or before
19- .

1. The undersigned declares thit a careful examination of the
instructions containedin the Prospectus, dated

1982, has been made and understands
that in making this proposal, all right to plead misunder-
standing regarding the same has been waived.

This proposal is submitted directly and involves no real
estate brokft's commission to be paid by WMATA.

3. This proposal is accompanied by a proof:A*11 guarantee in the
form of a bid bond, a certified check or k beak letter of
credit in the amount of One Hundred Thousand Dollars
(8100,000.00).

4. A Statement of Qualifications, Developiont Plans, a State.=
ment of Gross and Net Income Expectancy and responses to
alI other Prospectue requirements in this proposal are
contained as a part of this proposal.

5. Six copies of the full proposal are submitted herewith.

DAT

ReceiVed thiS

ADDRESS

day of
i 19 by

the Washington Metropolitan Area Transit Authority.

A221 7
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APPENDIX B

AUTICIPATEDMA3ORAEASEPURCHASE TERMS AND CONDITIONS

SECTION I

GENERAL

A. In addition to the required lease rentals set forth in the Proposal

Form, a cash sum of $200,000 shall be paid to WMATA upon execution of the

lease document contemplated herein (the developer's original proposal guaran=

tee deposit may be applied). Said sum will be held as a guarantee for perfor-

mance by developer as required under this Prospectus, and upon satisfactOry

performance, said sum shall be applied to developer's rental payments for the

fourth lease year;

B. Within six (6) months folloWing execution of the lease agreement, the

developer must have obtained approval from WMATA of ite final plans. Any

application for PUD MUat 1160 be epprOVed by WMATA.

C. The leasio egreeMent, it the Option Of WMATA, may be terminated in the

event that the deVelOper fail' tO Obtein.NMATA's plan approval (B, above)

Within beid eix (6) MOrith peridd, or foils to commence with development of the

Ordperty Within one (1) yest froM the date of WMATA41 approval of the Develop-

tient Plan. In the event Of Stroh termination' dovelOper shell forfeit ill

lease payments through that date and the required performance guarantee. Tisie

ie Of the essence in this proposed development.

D. Prior to commencement of construction, the developer shall deposit

dOCUMehte With, ihd idoiOtible to WMATA, indicating the availability of funds

to complete the development project, and shall also deposit a copy of the

selected contractor's performance bond, with surety companies satisfactory to

WMATA, for the fuil amount of the contract price.

E. Lease rental payments during the initial three (3) year develop-

ment period shall be payable annually in advance in the full amount specified
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for each year in the proposal; the first such payment shall be due upon

date of execution of the lease agreement. Rental payments commencing for the

fourth (4th) lease year and each year thereafter shall be in the full amount

of the Minimum Guaranteed Rent payable in equal quarterly installments

in advance through the entire lease term. Commencing with the fourth (4th)

lease year, developer shall also pay Additional Rent, as specified in the

Prospectus, and such payment will be made on a lump sum basis within sixty

(60) days following commencement of the fifth (5th) lease year and each lease

year thereafter.

SECTION 11

RICHTS-TO-BE RETAINED BY WMATA AND OBLIGATIONS_OF_DEVELOPER

A. PERMANENT EASEMENT AREAS TO BE RESERVED:

WMATA will retain multi-dimensional easement areas (illustrated on

the Gallery Place Easement Map) described as follows: (a) a portion of

the western border of the site, a 4.36 foot wide easement with an upper

limit of +14.31 feet (approximately 30 feet below grade); (b) a portion

of the western and aouthern borders of the site, a 5 foot wide easement

with an upper limit of +41.5 feet (approximately 5 feet below grade); (c)

a sewer easement at the southWestern portion of the site; and (d) an easement

at the north entrance of the Gallery Place Metro Station, the limits of which

are (1) an approximately 30 foot apron east of the entrance measured from the

escalator newel, (2) a 15 foot strip along the southern edge of the escalator,

and (3) a one-story (minimum 12 foot, six inches) clear height above grade.

B. PERMANENT AND EXCLUSIVE-E-ASEMENTS,RIGHTS-AND-RIGHTS=OFWAY.-UPON.
OVER. UNDER AND ACROSS THE PERMANENT-EASEMENT AREAS:

a. Rights within the areas required for Metro purposes for tWaign,

construction, maintenance, operation, repair, replacement,
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renewal or removal of structures, 4414ipmant, installations and

facilities necessary or useful for $4tt0 rapid transit purposes

and udes incidental thereto.

b. Rights of access to and from paid 4teaa at any time for the

above-stated purposes by WMATA, it0 %liployees, agents and con-

,
tr

opeat
fictors; in addition, during ton of the rapid transit

system, rights of access by the genefel public through said areas

in connection with use of said ayeteel*

Rights of vertical and horizontal atibport and protection of

WMATA's structures, installations, 44ulpment and facilities,

including necessary installations Oudh as foundations, beams,

columns, bracing, and similar struettltal features and members.

No load or pressure, whether V.trf441 or lateral, shall be

transmitted to any part of said OW° racilities, except as.may

be provided for hereunder.

d. Rights to make, maintain, operate, 441ada and renew necessary

utility installations, including 0'1'44, cables, piped, ducts,

chases, conduits, and all equi0Oenf 44d apparatus of any type

whatsoever necessary to operata the 4etrO Station entrance and

related facilities.

e. Rights as to the unimpaired, unfestritted use and enjoyment of

the station entrance facility and
th described premises free

from and without the adverse or detfill15nt5l effects of such use

of adjacent areas, which might raSUlf i4 or from (1) such concen-

tration of people in the access *refs 44 would obstruct access to

and from the station facility; (0 Puls sustained or unpleasant

noises; (3) noxious odors; (4) acc"lation of trash, dirt or

debris; (5) harsh lighting and/Or lhhting fixtures or signs,
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posters or billboards not compatible with Metro graphics require-

ments. Any Lessee graphics with exposure to the Metro facilities

shall be subject to WMATA's prior approval.

f. Rights permitting the erection and installation of walls, ceil-

ings, partitions, signs, structures, facilities and equipment in

the described premises and rights to maintain, repair, operate,

replace or remove the same. This right includes rights of

attachment of WMATA's ceiling structures, electrical equipment

for lighting and other necessary utilities to the underside of

the floor constructed above the Metro entrance facility. Lessee

shall initially install ceiling structures and electrical equip-

ment to WMATA's satisfaction and thereafter said facilities will

be maintained by WMATA.

g. Rights for such other and different purposes as WMATA, its

successors and assigns, may from time to time hereafter deem

necessary or advantageous in connection with its use of the rapid

transit station facilities and uses incidental thereto.

Further, information and data furnished to the Lessee, including vail6.

able subsurface and other data, are not intended se repreeentations or warren=

ties but ere furnished for information onlyi It must be understood that WMATA

will not be responsible for the accuracy thereof or for any deductions, inter=

pretations or conclusions drawn therefromi SuCh data will be made available

to allow Lessee to have the same information that is available to WMATC

Developer will hold WMATA harmless from and against all claims or demands with

respect to such information and data.
1

C. 1112gateveloer

Development and subsequent use of the private development facilities

must never interfere with or adversely affect WMATA's facilities, including

8-4
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the need for repair, replacement, removal or operation of the Metro station,

mezzanine, and related facilities, unless prior arrangements have been

made in writing between WMATA and the developer.

The overall Joint Development Plan proposal must provide adequate facili-

ties for the free flow of Metro patrons and include suitable facilities for

and accessibility by the non-ambulatory handicapped, to and from the Metro

facilities.

Electric power for ceiling and surface lighting shell use existing

circuits as for as possible. Additional requirements above the capacity of

Metro circuits shall be metered separately.

Failure to provide the facilities as set forth above will result in the

forfeiture by the developer of the deposit in the amount of $200 000 as

specified in the Prospectus, all lease agreement payments to that date and, at

WMATA's option, cancellation of the lease agreement between the parties.
.m11.

SECTION III

COVENANTS-AND-RE-STRICTIONS

A. WMATA-Construction

All property of any kind and howsoever deecribed by WMATA and/or its con-

tractors upon, overt under, in or on the premises within the limits of the

interests in the estate to be reserved by WMATA shall remain the property

Of WMATA snd/or its contractors and may be removed therefrom by WMATA and/or

its contractors at any time.

B. Developer s CohstrudtiOn

The developer shall have the right to construct, maintain, repair,

replace, or renew its ilOrovements on the property provided: (a) that the

method, schedule, plans and specifications are SUbmitted to WHATA for approval

at least 60 days prior to the commencement of any construction, maintenance,

repair, replacement or renewal of any improvements; (b) that the Construction,
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maintenance, repair, replacement or renewal does not change or affect the

Metro facilities or lat access thereto except as may.be required by the laws,

ordinances, codes or regulations of the District of Columbia and is agreed to

by WMATA. WMATA's approval of the Method, schedule, plane and specifications

will not be arbitrarily or unreasonably withheld and WMATA accepts no liabil-

ity or waives no rights by reason of its approval of the method, schedule,

plans and specifications. At the time WMATA iseues its approval of the

construction, maintenance, repair, replacement or reneWal, WMATA shall desig=

nate an employee or representative in writing to perform the inspections

provided for below; and (c) that the nonstruction plans shall incorporate ell

facilities necessary for the temporary protection of the public and WMATA

facilities during construction.

Developer also covenants and agrees that it shall permit the authorized

employees and representatives of WMATA to enter the property et any time

during the course of the construction, maintenance, repair, replacement or

renewal of improvements and that WMATA's designated employees or representa-

tives shall have the authority to stop the construction, maintenance, repair,

replacement or renewal whenever they determine that birch stoppage shall be

necessary to insure the functioning and safety of Metro or any facility

related thereto and the aafety of the users of Metro, employeee, and the

agents, licensees, and permittees of WMATA. In the event of any stoppage of

the construction, maintenance, repair, replacement or renewal which is con-

tested by the developer, there Shall be immediately appointed by the developer

and the designated representative of WMATA a mutually toceptable neutral firm

or person to ascerpain if tuch itoppage is reasonable within the meaning of

this section and further the deciiion Of such third person or firm shall be

binding upon the parties and be made within 24 hours of the stoppagei

WMATAi its employees and authorized agents shall have the express right

to enter the Wilding etrUctoires or ieproVemente of deVeloper to inspect all
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quiPment, materials, facilities and said structures, improvements, and

building at reasonable times to insure compliance with the restrictions and

conditions set forth.

C. IEMNIMESMLIDLEMLEOLL

During construaion and following completion of construction of build-

ings, structuree and improvoments by the developer, the developer covenants

that it Will insure all buildings, structures and improvements erected on the

herein described property. Such insurance shall protect both the developer

and WMATA from loss within the Jeveloper's structure and shall protect the

developer against loss from any fire or other damage originating in the

facilities of 'IR ,TA. Such insurance shall be in the amount which will allow

the repair, replacement or removal of any structure which is so damaged.

Developer further agrees that from time to time WMATA or its representative

may, upon reasonable notice, examine the fire insurance policies carried by

the &RV-eloper. DeVeldpet further covenants and agrees that it will not allow

'any etractUre, imprOvement or building to remain damaged so that it interferee

with the Use Of Metro' the Metro station, or any related facility during the

constructidei by the developer of any facility and during the mie by the

developer, 81'4 sUbleetee, assignee, contractori licensee or other agent or

employee Of the deVeldper. The developer further agrees to maintain public

liability ineUrande in WhiCh WMATA shall be named as an additional ineured

containing provisiOns adequate to protect both the developer and WMATA from

all liability for death dr injurY to persona or damge to property.

D. Taxes and Assessmente

The developeg covenants and agrees tio make timely payment of all real

estate taxes and assessments which may be levied' aaSeaded or charged against

the property and that *HATA shall have no responsibility for any taxes,

assessments or charges on the property. :
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E. Comaiance_with-lonino and Ordinances

The developer agrees that the buildings and improvements to be erected

and all uses thereof, shaII comply with the zoning end building codes and

the laws, eXtensions and ordinances of the Difitrict of Columbia and it shall

be the responsibility of the developer to obtain any building permits and/Or

approVals as may be required.

F. Indemnification

The developer agrees to indemnify, protect, defend end save WMATA,

its agents and employees, harmless against any and all loss, damage, claim

or liability whatsoever due to personal injury or death, or damage to the

property of.others directly or indirectly due to the use of the property

and caused by the negligence of the developer, its agents, eaployeas, con-

tractors, permittees, invitees and licensees.
. Developer will be required

to hold WMATA harmless from a11 claims arising from noise, vibration or

otherWise from WMATA's Metro operatione.

G. Affirmative Action

Developer agrees to provide that all qualified parties regardless of

race, religion, national origin and sex hove an equal opportunity to partici-

pate in the construction, development, leasing, sale and management of this

project. This includes compliance with the "Washington Plan" during construc-

tion of the improvements. Developer shall comply with an approVed Minority

Budiness Enterprise (MBE) Plan, which shall be in the form contained herein

(Appendix C).

H. Priority for Displaced_Occupantr

Developer "'sures comrliance with WMATA policy adopted May 14, 1970,

entitled "Preferential Treatment of Displaced Occupante." The approved

reoolution covering this policy is contained hereinafter as Appendix D and

made a part hereof.
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APPENDIX C

MINORITY BUSINESS ENTERPRISE OMBE) PLAN

I. NOTICE OF REQUIREMENT

A. .Lessee's overall minimum goal for minority participation in this

project through equity participation or by aubcontradting Or pint venture

with minority business enterprises ("Minority" being Bletk, Hispanics 4aian,

and Pacific Islander, ind Ainerican Indian or Alaskagi NatiVe) in conformity

with the RequireMentii Tarots and Conditions of this Exhibit heretnafter set

forth shall be as follOWei

1. TWESIVe (12) percent participation by minority investors in the

Nay ownership of the development project, and

2. Nenity (20) percent Minority Business Enterprise (MBE) partici-

pation during the development period will be sought in the

f011owing categories, without limitation (1) construction of the

bUilding (as prime or sub-contractor); (2) non-construction

dervidee; (3) professional serliices; (4) building management; and

(5) supplies and services, and

3. Ten (10) percent goal for the initial leasing of retail rental

space tO MBE's which goal shall continue for five (5) years from

the date of full occupancy, and

A. Twenty (20) percent goal during the entire tot* of the lease for

MBE participation in the management and operation of the build=

ing, inclusive of all purchisee, suppliee, building services,

including janitorial services.

B. Lessee Olen have provided projeCted plan for einority participai.

tion and utilization i the above-described areas in the SUbaittal of their

development proposal, and said projected Minority Partidipetion Plan shall
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have been approved by Lessor prior to the execution of the lease agreement

within which this Exhibit shall be incorporated.

II. REu REMENTS, TERMS-AND-CONDITIONS OF AFFIRMATIVE ACTION Ralk:

A. .Minarity business enterprise, for the purpose of this Exhibit, means

any sole proprietorship, partnership, joint venture, or corporation which is

at least fifty-one (51) percent owned by minority grou0s members, and as to

which such members exercise fifty-one (51) percent or more effective control

over the management process. The amount of MBE participation will be deter-

mined by the dollar value of the work performed and/or supplies furnished by

qualified firms as compared to the total vnlue of all work performed and/or

supplies furnished under this lease.

To be considered qualified, a MBE firm must have adequate financial

resources or the ability to obtain such reSOUrCes Ad required during perfor-

mance of the contract, the ability to perform the work br furnish the supplies

in a timely manner, and have minority members of the firm who have either

financial, managerial or technical ekills in the particuler area of interest.

B. Lessee shall submit Attachments 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 as required by

Authority policy as a prerequisite to actual construction on the leased

premises.

C. The 1BE goal established by this Exhibit shall express the Lessee's

commitment to the percentage of MBE utilization. Lessee shall be deemed to

have met its commitment if the MBE utilization rate of the Lessee meets

or exceeds the goal established by this Exhibit.

D. Lessee'd commitment to the specific goal is to meet MBE objectives

and is not intended and shall not be used to discriminate against any quali-

fied company or group of companies.
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E. Lessee shall have a continuing obligation to maintain a schedule

for participation by MBE(s) to meet its goal set forth in this :xhibit.

If at any time Lessee believes or has reason to believe that a proposed

MBE has become unavailable or due to change in ownership or management

responsibility does not meet the standards set forth in paragraph 1 above,

Lessee shall, within ten (II)) days, notify Lessor of that fact in writing.

Within ten (10) days thereafter, Lessee shall, if necessary to achieve the

stated goal, make every reasonable effort to sub-contract the same or other

work to other MBE firms. Lease:: 3 efforts to replace an unavailable MBE firm

shall be coordinated with Lessor.

F. Lessee's commitment to the specific goal for MBE utilization as

required by this Exhibit shall constitute a commitment to make every good

faith effort to meet such goal by sub-contracting and/or joint venture with

MBE firms. If Lessee fails to meet its goal, it will bear the burden of

furnishing sufficient documentatioirgr its good faith efforts to j..,stify grant

of re)ief from the goal set forth in this Exhibit. These efforts shall

include the following:

1. Notification of community organizations that Lessee has sub-

contractor oppertunities available and maintenance of records

of the organizations' responses.

2. Maintenance of ea file of the names and addresses of each MBE

sub-contractor referred to it and action taken with respect

to each such referred contractor.

3. Dissemination of its MBE policy externally by informing and

discussing it with all management and technical assistance

sources; by advertising in news media, specifically including

minority news media; and by notifying and discussing it with

all sub-contractors and suppliers.
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4. Engagement in specific and constant personal (both written and

oral) recruitment efforte directed at NBE contractor organiza-

tions, recruitment organizations, and business assistance

organizations.

G. Lessee will keep records and documents for five (5) years following

the performance of all activities and transactions during the term of the

lease to indicate compliance with this Exhibit. These records and documents,

or copies thereof, will be made available at reaSonable times and places for

inspection by any authorized representative of Lessor and will be submitted

upon request together with any other compliance information which such repre-

sentative may require.

H. Lessee is bound by all the requirements, tetma and conditions of this

Exhibit.

I. Lessee Shall be required to submit to Lessor monthly Statements dur-

ing the development and construction phases which reflect ell fund-9 disbursed

to MinOrity sub-contractors and vendors, the type Of Werk petformedi total

suO.iicontrett amount' percentage of physical work completed, end cumulative

paymente to date. Where Lessor finds that Lessee hag failed to demonstrate a

good faith effort to comply with the requirements Of thid E*hibit, it will

notify Leiniee of such noncompliance and the cOrreCtiVe eCtiOn to be taken.

Ledgide Shall' after receipt of sUch nOti0e0 iMMediately take corrective

adtion. Where Lessee, after notice and heating afforded it by Lessor is found

tO have failed to exert a good faith effort tb inVolVe MBE's in the work as

herein provided, Lessor may declare that Lessee is ineligible to receive

further WNATA contracts for a petiod of five years from the date of the

finding.

3. Attachments tO be submitted as a prerequisite to actual construction

on the leased premises ate:
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Attachment 1: Schedule of MBE Participation

Attachment 2: Letter of Intent to Perform as a Sub-Contractor

Attachment 3: MBE Unavailability Certification

Attachment 4: Information to Assist in Determining Legitimacy of MBE

Attachment 5: Information to Assist in Determining Legitimacy of
Joint Venture

Attachment 6: Affidavit of Hinority Business Enterprise

Copies of the above six attachments are available at WMATA, Office

of Planning and Development.



APPENDIX D

POLICY FOR DISPLACED -OCCUPANT-S

OF THE

WASHINGTON METROPOLITAN AREA -TRANS-II-AUTHORITY

(Resolution of WMATA Board-Of-Directors)

WHEREAS, the responsibility of the WMATA to design, construct and cause

to be operated a regional rail transit system will iriVave extensive land

acquisition and the concomitant diepiacement of persons; and

WHEREAS, the Washington Metropolitan Area Transit Authority Compact pro=.

vides for a program of resettlement services to individuals, families, busi=

nese concerns and non-profit organizations displaced from their homes and

places of business by the conetruction of the rapid traneit system; and

WHEREAS, the WMATA policies and procedures governing the resettlement of

individualso familiesi.business concerns and non-profit organizations are set

forth in the Office of ReaI Estate Policies and Procedures Manual; and

WHEREAS, it is the intent of the Board Of DireCtors of the Washington

Metropolitan Area Transit Authority to lessen to the extent possible the

hardship encountered by displaced individuals, faMilide0 business concerns and

nen-profit organizationa in finding resettlement ites;

NOWi THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED BY THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS OF THE WASH=

INGTON METROPOLITAN AREA TRANSIT AUTHORITY, that the policies and procedUres

governing the resettlement of persons and the disposal of real property as

presently pet forth in the Office of Real Estate Policies VW Procedures

Manual be revised to include the following policy guides:

(a) Individdals, families, business concerns and non-profit organiza-

tions displaced by WMATA shall be given a priority of opportunity
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to relocate in commercial or residential fatalities Subliequently

constructed on WMATA properties;

(b) This 'priority of opportunity will extend to fOtiot Odotipahts Of

required properties and not to the owners of the proportide Uhleto

.the properties were occupied by the owners at the time of WMATA4s

acquisitioni

(c) The priority of opportunity will be afforded to occupants displaced

from real property by WMATA on or after March 29, 1968.

( ) The priority of opportunity will be made available by WMATA in ita

agreement with developers by requiring that the developers give

preference to the displaced oflcupants for the first 60 days follow=

ing execution of the development agreement; provided that the

displaced occupants otherwise qualify (in terms of financial quali=

fications, and other standards of occupancy established by the

developer) for such lease or sale of the new facility; and provided

t41rther that the developer shall have the right to determine which

commercial or residential uses are to be permitted in the facility

and the size of each unit, and that in the event two or more persons

entitled to preference apply for lease or purchase of the same

space, the developer in his sole discretion msy determine which ia

entitled to preference over the other or others.

(6) WMATA Will certify displaced occupants to developers only in con-

junction with the initial leasing or sale of newly constructed

facilities.

(f) Further policies with respect to the above priority of opportunity

may be e'stablished by the WMATA froM time to time in bonjUnCtieti

with the establishment of procedures for the disposition of indi-

vidual parcels.
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APPENDIX E

PLANNING AND DESIGN CRITERIA

It is noted thot creativity and excellence in urban design LB not only

Itrongly endeuragedl but will also be afforded eignificant weight in evalua-

:ing prow:seals. The basic guidelines in this Appendix are intended to provide

general framework to proposers of urban planning and deeign criterie .

lowever, the guidelines are not intended to preclude other coneiderations

of merit which proposers may wish to address in the proposals.

a) Zoninot The subject site, Square 454, Lot 44, is within the C-4

zoning district (Central Business District). The Cs4 district

serves as the compact core of high density retail, office, hotel,

residehtial, and mixed=use development in the District of Columbia

and the Metropolitan area.

acicatio--t The C=4 district permits a maximum FAR of

10.0 if located adjacent to a street of 110 feet or more in width.

Otherwise, the maximum FAR ie 8.5 The subject site (50,895 square

feet) wruld yield a maximum FAR of 8.5, resulting in 4,2,607 gross

square feet.

Neicht-ReoUlations: The building erected on the subject site would

be liMited te 110 feet in height with hO limit in number of storiea.

Flunned-UnitDeVelOOMent-{PUB)t Section 7501 of the District

0' Columbia's Zoning Ordinance contains provisions for PUD's in

tha C-4 zoning district. Use of the PUD provisions may yield a FAR

kir 10.5 on the subject site, 2.0 additional FAR than could be

achieved above the matter-of-right zoning in the Cat zoning dim-
'

trict. The PUD process involves review and approval by the D.C.

7oning Commission. Proposers are encouraged to consider the PUD

option.
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Metro-Facilities: The site will feetOrt direct ccess to Metrorail

station facilities. Gallery Plece jB one of four station areas

in the planned eighty-two station ere eystem which is a transfer

station between intersecting linee M4teover, Square 454 is cur-

= rently well-served by Metrobus, with gtOps On 7th, 6th, G, and H

Streets. Accordingly, the uses, deeiOn' ant Oedestrian system must

not only complement, but enhance trails,t
' tidership.

f) Parking: While on-site parking OPeee toquirements do not exist

in the C=4 district for mixed-use jevel°44ent, 800e OnSite parking

will have to be provided. (One petetkal aite is the Bergmann's

Parcel C along 6th Street.) CoveideNtion should be given to

multi=user parking during off-peek Petiode, e.g., provision of

parking for restaurant and entertidnent petrons during mid-deY,

evening, and Weekend periods.

Mixed Use: The subject-Me is l0t0"1 ih on area propoied for

a mixture of land uses. Proems:0e 'all he required to develop

a project Which includes a mixture of uses The first floor

shall be developed primarily to refatl oee including Stores,

shops, restaurants, etc. The mixture e teteil should be diverse,

with a number of stores oriented tt the stteet
frontages rather than

interior or Mall areas. Also, bell* Orildt retail spaue is required

at the H Street Metro connection.

61.4fFIA4The unified deVele0Menti involving .. ind Bergmann's proper-

ties, in addition to the retail, moat Oe temporised Of either hotel

and reaidpntiel or hotel, commercisl effi%t and toeidential; with a

goal Of tWenty=five percent of the devt 10Pable land devoted to

residential.
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Any commercial use shall incorporate office space that would serve

the needs of small professional firma or businesses serving the

Chinese community and the retail apace shall incorporate space to

serve the needs of the Chinese community.

Proposers are encouraged to provide theater, cinema, entertainment,

or arts spaces in their projects. Inclusion of these uses would

further help to establish support for possible PUB applications.

In addition to the below grade H Street Metro connection, the

subject site also presents the opportunity for a below grade Metro

connection at G Street. Proposers are encouraged to provide addi-

tional retail space at this location.

(If subsequently WMATA of necessity proceeded with development of

its parcel alone, then the acceptable mixes on the WMATA site would

be either retail and hotel or retail, .lommercial office, and resi-

dential.)

AdAscent Parcels: Proposals of a unified development in Square 454

are required. The second major landowner in the western half of the

Square (to the west of the public alley connecting G and H Streets)

is Bergmann's Inc. Proposals must include plans for the development

of the Bergmann's site in conjunction with.Lot 44. The developer

selected by WMATA will be assigned an exclusive option to purchase

the Bergmann's site, and said option as evidenced by execution of a

Purchase Agreement between Bergmann's and the selected developer,

must bed3ursued in good faith by the developer and exercised within

ninety (90) days Of the date of WMATA'S selection notification to

the developer. In the event Bergmann's and the developer, both

aCting in good faith, are unable to execute a Purchase Agreement



Within said ninety (90) day period, WHATA et iti sole discretion,

hay then proceed with the developer for the develdpient of Lot 44

apart from Bergmann's parcels.

AdditiOnelly, there are four structures along H Street west of the

alley in private ownership. Representatives of these parcels should

be contacted tO determine their possible interett in a unified

development. While plans should indicate these parcels tnd possible

use or re=Ude, there le no requirement in this Prospectus that these

parcels be broUght Within the scope of the proposals.

The District of Columbia Government has indicated that it will be

more likely to be favorably disposed if a unified development of

the subject site and the Bergmann's property is proposed when

consideration is given for PUD or an alley closing.

If develOpMent Of the western half of Square 454 in a unified

fashion it nott feetable, at a minimum a common plan or meaningful

coordination must occur among the parcels.

RelatiOnehib to Chinatown: The design of the development on the

SUbjedt Site should reflect the character of an enhanced Chinatown.

The development must recognize the importance Of H Street as the

"Mein street" of Chinatown, and the corner Of SeVenth And H Streets

Se a "gateway" for the community; prOposera Should considOr the

suitability of design with a Chinehe Cheradter it these locations,

although the entire development need nOt be of an Overt Chinese
0

_0

character.

The Chinese community his identified loverel needed services

which would be appropriate for the lite: bilingual professional

E-4
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services, retail use, performance and assembly space, ind community

services.

j) Scale and Desions The massing of the development ahead respect

the variety of scale of the surreiihang area. Thie it spetifiCally .

meant to discourage monolithic structures.

The Seventh Street frontage should be conceived with a horizontal

and vertical variety of scale. This design concept will encourage

the building tip better integrate with, and be more sensitive to, the

landmark Wildings on the west side of Seventh Street.

k) Public &WO: Sidewalk treateentp tree 'pacing, lighting, and

placement of street furniture shall be in accordenceswith the

streetscape plen currently under preparation by the D.C. Govern=

ment. The developer Shell also comply with Mine detailed street=

scape standard& antiCipcted as part of the special Chinatown

area criteria, whiCh will result from the Downtown Planning effort.

Development at-grade shell have a frequency of retail entrances

focused rin the itreet so that the structure respects the established

pattern and character along SeVenth Street.

Retail uses should be of a type which generates activity for ex-

tended hours of operation beyond the normal workday.

If a unified development is proposed for Square 454, which includes

other than just the WHATA parcel, the entire development proposal

shall respect the Planning and Design Criteria outlined for the

WMATA prOperty.

1) Accessend Orientations Vehicular and serVice access is die=

couraged from 7th and H Streets and shall be reviewed mnd requite
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approval by the D.C. Department of Transportation. (Bergmann's 6th

Street parcel is a potential site for vehicular access). Pedestrian

orientation shall be toward the street. An interior circulation

pattern can only be considered if it is an extension of the public

space and not an alternative to it.

Subgrade connectors from the proposed development to the Metro

station is required at H Street. There ia further opportunity for a

connection on G Street. An extensive underground pedestrian network

With retail frontage, however, is not encouraged if such a system

would be detrimental to at-grade retail activity.

m) Other Malor Development:- The subject site's development shall

be both harmonious to and covlementary to other major develop-

c.ent, planned or underway, in the area. Recognition and relation-

ship in function shall therefore be demonstrated, e.g., with the

Convention Center and the mixed=use development of Square 455 (to

the south of Square 454).

Proposers are recerred to applicable publications relating to urban

design guidelines for Square 454, e.g. "A Living Downtown for Washington,

D.C." and the interim streetscape guidelines. Both documents are available

from the D Office of Planning and Development.

E-6
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APPENDIX F

OPTION_AGREEMENT

THIS OPTION, granted the day of
1982, by BERGHANN'Sj INC., a Delaware corpora
Washington, D.C. 20001 (hereinafter referred to
WASHINGTON METROPOLITAN AREA TRANSIT AUTHORITY,
partnership Of the District of Columbia, Maryland
Streeti_N.W., WaShingtono D.C. 20001 (hereinafter
tionee").

623 G Street, N.W.,
as the "Optionor"), to
a publiC transportation
and Virginia' 600 Fifth
referred to as the "Op-

I. _Grant_of Option. In consideration of the premises, the sum of
One Dollars ($1.00) and other good and valuable consideration, the receipt
and ufficiency of which are hereby acknowledged, the Optionor hereby grants
to_the _Oprionee the exclusive option to_purchase certain real_ property
situated in_the Districr of Columbia_together with the improvements erected
thereon, and more fUlly described as LOts 60_37, 38, 8040 806, 840, 841j_843,
4444_845,_ 8464_847, 848, 8494 852# 859,_860i and_862, in Square 454, as
outlined in red on Exhibit 'A" attached hereto and incOrpOrated herein by
reference (hereinafter referred to as "the property").

2. JExpiration_Date. This option shall expire at 500 P.M. on May
13, 1983, or ninety (90) days after Optionee "selects" its developer for the
Gallery Place Station, whichever shall first occur.

3; -Exercise of OptirmiJ This option is to be exercised by the
Optionee by the execution of a purchase agreement acceptable to the Optionor.
This purchase agreement must be signed_by an_authorized representative of the
Optionee, and_mailed, certified or registered mail, return receipt requested,
and received_by Optionor prior to the time_of_the expiration_of this option
as set forth in paragraOh 2. above to Optionor, c/o Richard Bergmann,
President, at the address set forth above, with a copy to George A. Bruggeri
Esquire, Fossett & Brugger, 10210 Greenbelt Road, Seabrook, Maryland 20706.

4. -Failure-toExercise-Option. If the Optionee does not properly
exercise this option as_herein provided, the option shall expire as set forth
herein, and neither party shall have any further rights or claims against the
other.

5. _Assignment. This option and all rights_ hereunder shell be
freely assignable by the Optionee to the developer Which_it his selected at
the Gallery Place Station, and If :ssigned by the Optioneei_any and all
rights and obligations of the Optionee hereunder shall become the rights and
obligations of the Assignee. Concurrent with such assignment, the Optionee
shall notify the Optionor of such assignment by sending to the Optionor a
copy of such assignment, c/o Richard Bergmann, at the address set forth
above, with a copy to George A.'Brugeer, Esquire, at the.address set forth in
paragraph 3. ibOve.
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6. _Readings. The captions and headings_herein are for convenience
and reference only and In no way_define or Malt-the *Cope or content of this
Option Agreement or in any way effeCt its prOVisions.

.IN WITNESS WHEREOF* the.parties hereto have executed this Option
Agreemenefor the purposes set forth herein.

ATTEST:

WITNESS:

BERGMANN'S, INC.

WASHINGTON METROPOLITAN AREA
TRANSIT AUTHORITY

F=2
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APPENDIX FIVE

PERSONAL FINANCIAL PROFILE QUESTIONNAIRE



Pre iminary Questionna ire
(CONFIDENTIAL)
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0 FAMILY INFORMATION DATE

Client's Name Date of Birth

Spouse's Name Date of Birth

Address Home Phone (___)

Bus. Phone

OCCUPATION EMPLOYER

Client

Spouse

IMMEDIATE FAMILY
Name

DEPENDENT?
Relationship Age Yes No

0 ESTATE INFORMATION
Is there a will? HUSBAND Date WIFE DATE

Beneficiaries: HIS WILL Primary: Contingent

HER WILL Primary: Contingert.

If spouse is primary beneficiary, does he/she receive full control of all assets owned by the deceased?

Are there existing trusts? If so, please describe type, amo ints and beneficiaries.

Have any gifts been made from husband to wife or wife to husband?

If so, when, in what form and amounts?

Charitable interests? Current annual charitable gifts S At death $

Do you expect any inheritance?

Husband Estimated Amount $ Source

Wife Estimated Amount $ Source

Are you the beneficiary of any trusts?

0 BUSINESS OWNERSHIP IN? 7RESTS
Your company's name

Is it a: Corporation? Partner? Sole ProprietorshiO?

Is there a Stock redemption or buy and sell a-i;,:ernent: Are there any ratirialwint programs; Keogh; pension or

profit sharing plans? Describe:

El EMPLOYMENT BENEFITS
Any stock accumulation plans?

Any employee savings plans? Defe,-7!:e: Value

Any incentive stock options? _Number shal

Any non-qualified stock options? Number Vaiue $

0 RETIREMENT PLAN FACTS
Years to retirement? Expe,: .cd :nonthly annuity t $ per month

Expected lump sum available at reW,:ment from prifit-sfuiring, th,i6 Oar:, etc $



0 LIFE INSURANCE AND ANNUITIES

Type Cash Value Annual

(Term, Whole Life) Face Amount Net of Loans Premium Insured/Owner Beneficiary

$ $ $ 1

$ $ $ /

$ $ $ /

TOTAL $ $ $ *(H)-Husband, (W)-Wife, (E)-Employer
(0)-Other (If (0) specify).

0 PERSONAL ASSETS [Estimate Only]
Held by Client Held by Spouse Held Jointly Community Property

Checking Accounts $ $ $ $

Savings/CD's 5, $ 5

Money Market Funds $ $ S $

Stocks (market value) $ $ $ $

Bonds -Corp./Muni. $ $ $ $

Notes Receivable $ $
_ _ _ $ 5

Horne Equity (market value
letS mOrtgage) $ $ $ 5

Other Real Estate Equity $ $ $

_
$

BuSineSs Interests $ $ $ $

Company Retirement Plan(s) $ $ $ $

IndMdual Retirement Accts. $ $ $ 5

Personal Property $ S $ 5

Other Investments $ $ $ S

Liabilities Other than
Mortgages $ $ 5S

1:1 INCOME AND EXPENSES [attach copy of moSt recent

LAST YEAR

19

tax return]

THIS YEAR

19

NEXT YEAR

19

Total Earned.IncornO $ $ $'

Taxable Investment Income $ 5, S

Non-Taxable Income $ $ $

Long-Term Capital Gains (Total) $ 5 $

Annual Itemized Deductions S 5 5

Annual Federal Tax $ $ $

Annual State Tax 5, 5, $

Annual LMng Expenses $ $ 5,

Annual SurpluS FundS $ $ $

Any FOreign Income in the next five years? When Source
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U INVESTMENT DETAILS
STOCKS [Include investment company and mutual fund shares]

No: of
Shares

BONDS

Face
Value

Full Name of Company

(T)-Taxable
(NT)-Non-

Taxable Full name of Issuer

TOTAL
COST MARKET

ANNUAL.
INCOME

$ $ $

$ t $

$ s $

$ S $

$ s $

$ $ $

TOTAL
COST MARKET

REAL ESTATE

Present Value of Home Other Real Estate

Mortgage Balance Mortgage Balance

Equity in Home Equity
(Value leSS Mortgage)

Describe other real estate

ANNUAL
INCOME

OTHER INVESTMENTS

Real Estate Limited
Partnerships

Oil and Gas Programs

Precious Metals

Gems

Other

NAME OR TYPE

0 GOALS OR AREAS OF CONCERN

Increased income now

DATE TOTAL
INVESTED COST MARKET

$

S

$ _

$ $ _

Income a t retirement

Conservation of assets for heirs Income tax reduction

Change jobs Sale of business Sale of other major assets

Organize finances Reduce debt Analyze portfolio

Additional comments and other pertinent information. Include special questions on estate planning, taxes, financial ideas,etc.:

Further building of estate

Educate children

C P A

Attorney

Account Executive

37640 843

AddreSS Phone

Address Phone

Branch Phone
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GLOSSARY OF TERMS
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GLOSSARY

ABSORPTION RATE-The ability of a given area to utilize
new property or vacated existing property by sales or
leases.

ADJUSTED BASIS-The original cost of a property minus the
total cumulative depreciation deduction.

AMORTIZATION-The periodic repayment of the principal
balance plus interest due for money loaned.

ASSETS-Anything of value owned.

BASIS-Te basis of a property is its cost as used in
computing the taxable gain or loss upon its sale or
exchange. The initial basis includes the purchase price
or cost to build the property including land, plus
closing and other investment costs

BLIND POOL-The sale of partial interest in property
Which has yet to be acquired or developed.

BREAK=EVEN RATIO-The ratio of operating expenses and
debt service to gross potential income. This ratio
indicates the ;nuount of occupancy required before a
project can meet all cash outlays associated with
operations and debt service. Standard break-even
occupancy ratios used in underwriting income producing
property range from 80 to 85 percent of gross potentie

BRYER-In real estate, one who is licensed_by the state
real estate_c6mmission_to purchase and sell real estate
oh behalf of others and earn commission income for such

.ces.

CAPITAL=Net worth or the exce s of a;sets over

CAPITAL GAIN=The profits_realized the disposition
of property at a price hig7.:er than t±:: seller's adjusted
baSiS.

CAPITALIZATIUN PATE-A figure, ewnressed as a percentage,
usPd to determinr the present 11.21ue of a property's
future oash flow. By dividing a property's cash flow by
th:t capitalization the pi.esent value of the property is
measured.

1
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CARRYING_ CHARGES-The cost incurred in holding land
through_ the development phase or until disposition Can
be_ made. These costs include interest, _taXeS,
maintenance charges and any stand-by assessment8 that
may apply.

CASH FLOWA property's annual income remaining from
dperattng income after the payment of debt and real
eState taxes.

CASH=ON-rCASH-The income received during a period, as
compared to the amount of money used tti adqUite_ an
investment is termed cash-on-cash. _Itig cOMpUted by
dividing the cash flow before tax by the inveStMent
outlay consisting of the down payment and inveStment
costs.

COLLATERAL-Something of value pledged as a security on a
debt obligation.

COMMINGLE FUND-A pooled fund of capital contributed by
numerous investors for the purpose of purchasing
properties and other investments.

CONSTANT PAYMENT-The sum of principal and interest
payable to a mortgage lender each month or yeat.

cc:INSTRUCTION LOAN-A loan, the funds ft:Jr Whidh ate
distributed to the borrower in stages correlated tO the
progress of a building's construction.

CONTRACTOR-4i person or company that agrees to Construct
for either an agreed upon negotiated fee de cOSt_plUs a
certain amount or any other financial agreement between
Owner and contractor.

DEBT SERVICE-The amount of money _necessary to meet the
periodic payment of principal and intereSt.

DEBT_ SERVICE COVERAGE RATIO-The margin betWe6h the debt
service_and the net operating income_ from a prOperty.
It is calculated by dividing net operating incote_by the
mortgage payments_made_during the year. Generally, _the
coverage ratio acceptable to the lender is.deterMined_by
policy established by the particular lending inStitUtion
based on past loan experience or comparable propertieS.

DEFAULT RATIO-The default ratio measures the ability of
an investment to cover all of the expenses of operations
and debt service. It is found by dividing the loan
payments and expenses by gross income.

2
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DEPRECIATION-According to the IRS, depreciation iS
defined as the reasonable allowance for_ the eXhaUStion
and wear and tear of property; DepreCiation iS a SUM
set aside each _year so that at the end of a property's
useful life, the aggregate of the sums set aSide,
together with salvage value will provide an amOUnt
egual.to the original cost.

DISCOUNT-The difference in the face value of_a note and
the cash amount paid for it; _The purpose of diSCoUnting
a note is to increase the yield to the lender.

DISPOSITION-The right of a landowner to sell, lease,
ove away or otherwise dispose of land;

ECONOMIC LIFE-The peiodi_ln years or months, dUring
Which a property iG expted to earn net income or
produce rental incolth

EMINENT DOMAIN-The right of a government to take p.ivate
land for a necessar -. public use for '4.01e payment of a

just compensation.

ENTREPRENEUR-A person who organizes a business venture.

7QUITY=The value of a property in excesa of any
indebtedness.

EQUITY PARTICIPATION-A lender's share of the benefitS
attociated with private ownership. Examples of equity
participation include the _lender's sharing in the
increases in a property's cash flow and appreciation.

FEASIBILITY REPORT-A study_of a proposed or existing
property to determine potential profitability based on a
throrough analysis of the market;

FRONT=END FEE-Typically, the charge paid to a lendet at
the tiMe a loan is initiated;

GAP LOAN=A second mortgage loan made during_the
CdriStruction period; This type of loan fills the "gap7
in a deVeloper's financing need during the interval of
tithe between funding of_the floor amount of the loan_by
the permanent lender and_the funding of the ceiling
amount which is continsent upon the achievement of
SpeCified leasing objectives;

GENERAL PARTNER-An individual or corporate entity which
is a partner in a general or limited partnership. The
liability of the general partner in a limited
partnership typically may extend beyond its level of
investment.

3
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GROSS INCOME-The amount of annual incilme earned by a
property prior to the deduction of any operating
expenses, vacancy allowance, debt serVice And real
eState taxes.

HOLDBACK PROVISION-A holdback is a portiOn of the
permanent financing that is retained by_ the permanent
lender_for a specified period of time. _ThiS reserve has
the '-ffedt of forci_ng applicants_ to Make up the
difference by inserting personal funds, adjuSting rent
schedules, or seeking interim financing.

INCOME PROPERTY-A commercial property that generates an
income stream.

INITIAL MARKET RISK-A probability that the initial
equity capital will not be recovered.

INTERIM LOAN-A short-term loan made with the expectation
of repayment from the proceeds of another loan; often
used to describe a construction loan.

INTERNAL RATE OF RETURN-The internal rate of return on a
property, also known as the property's yield, correlates
the initial investment in the property with the sum of
the property's projected cash flow and appreciated value
over a specified period of time.

INVESTOR-A person who puts money or other valuatlec into
a business operation as a contributor to the
capitalization of that business, with the expectation of
making a profit. A lender is not considered an investor
because the lender's profit is not normally predicated
upon the profits of the business venture.

KICKER-An additional ,mount paid beyond the terms of an
agreement in order to .omplete a transaction.

LAND_ ACQUISITION LOAN-A loan for the purpose of
acquiring land. Typicallyi_a land_atqUiSition_loan is
secured by a first lien on the land being acquired and
guaranteed by the developer purchasing the land.

LEVERAGE-The use of borrowed funds which have a fixed
cost to the borrower as a plculton of the purchase price
for a property with the expectation of earning a profit
on the borrowed funds.

LIMITED LIABILITY-Financial responsibility limited by
statute.
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LIMITED PARTNER-A passive investor in a limited
partnership who does not participate in the
administration and management of the partnership and
whose liabPity in the venture is limited to the amount
of his/her investment in the venture.

LIQU:DITY-The quality of an investment which allows it
to be sold readily for cash without a cut in price.

LOAN CONSTANT-The debt service expressed as a percentage
of the loan amount.

14ANAGEMENT PEE-Compensation paid to a developer or
management firm for services rendered in managing a real
estate project.

MARKET VALUE-The highest price that reasonably can be
expected to be paid for a property at a given time.

MORTGAGE-A written pledge of property as collateral for
a loan.

NET LKA'dti-k lease where a tenant pays certain operating
and mainter,Tnr:e expenses.

NET WORTH-Assets minus liabilities.

NON-RECOURSE_LOAN:4 loan in Whiot the borrower has no
personal liability _and_the lender!s only recourse in the
event:of a default is the as_sumption of ownership of the
collateral security on the loan.

OFFLRING-Syndication (securities) issue for sale
investors

OPERATING EXPENSE RATIO-The operating expense ratio
measures the relationship between total operating
expenses and effective gross income. It is found by
dividing operating expenses by effective gross income.
This ratio can then be compared to ope_rating ratios
compiled from comparable properties or from published
industry data.

OPTION-A right to buy property which is granted by the
owner for consideration but without the obligation to
buy.

ORIGINATION PEE-A fee paid to a_loan corresponden_ti
mortgage broker, or lending institution to cover the
expanses associated with loan evaluation, documentation
and pIacementi

PARTNERSHIP AGREEMENT-Agreement between partners setting
forth their rights and uuties.

5
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PERMANENT LOAN-A loan with a term extending over most of
the useful Iife of a property.

PRESENT VALUE-The value of an investment today computed
by measuring the future benefits of the investment and
converting these benefits to reflect their worth in
terms of current monetary value.

PRIME RATE-The interest rate which is generally regarded
as the rate commercial banks will charge their most
credit worthy borrowers at a particular time, based upon
the bank cost of funds and other market conditions at
the time.

PRO FORMA STATEMENT-A projected or estimated financial
staement of anticipated future gross income, operating
expenses and net operating income for a property, as
opposed to statement of actual or current figures.

REAL ESTATE INVESTMENT TRUST-A corporation, organized as
a trust and exempt from federal taxation, which is set
up to raise a pool of capital for investment in real
property and mortgages.

RECOURSE LOAN-A loan which holds the borrower personally
liable for the payment of principal and interest
according to the schedule stipulated in the loan
contract.

REFINANCING-The renewal or renegotiation of an existing
mortgage loan on a property or the negotiation of
additional mortgage debt either from the oLiginal lender
or from a new lending source.

RETURN ON INVESTMENT-The correlation, expressed as a
percentage, between the amount an investor pays for an
asset and the income stream derived frcm the investment.

RETURN ON EQUITY-The ratio of the after debt7service
cash flow of a property to the amount of equity invested
in the property; also referred to as cash-on=caSh
return.

RISK-The probability of failure or loss.

RISK CAPITAL-The funds needed to 13-4-n1 a project concept
to the point where institutional_lc-,1ders and other
investors are prepared to invest their fiancial
resources to construct the project.



SALES/LEASEBACK-A real estate transaction_in which the
owner of a property_ sells the building and the
underlying_ land to an investor and then leases the_ land
and_ building back* typical:Ly on an_ absolute net lease
basiS(i.e. where the tenant pays all operating expenses
of the property).

SEC-The Securities and Exchange Commission, a U.S.
government regulatory and enforcement agency which
supervises investment trading activities and administers
securities statutes.

SECOND MORTGAGE---A mortgage placed _upon a _property
subject to_ a first mortgage. The _holder of the second
mortgage is subordinate to the_ holder of the firSt
mortgage* or senior,_lender, who_ is entitled to_ receive
debt payments from the bOrtower be.e:Ore thOSe paid to the
second mortgagee

SECURITY-As defined by the Federal Securities Act of
1933, a security is any note, stock, treasury stock,
bond debenture, evidence of indebtedness, certificate of
interest or participation in any profit-sharing
agreement, collateral-trust certificate, pre-
organization certificate or subscription, transferable
share, investment contract, voting-trust certificate or
certificate of deposit for a security.

STANDBY COMMITMENT-A promise by a lender to "stand-by"
to fund ci mortage loan if called upon to do so. Standby
commitments most frequently are sought by developers in
order to obtain construction financing.

SUBCHAPTER S CORPORATION-A corporation which for tax
purposes can qualify and elect to be treated as a

parnertship.

SYNDICATE-An association of individuals, usually in the
form of a limited partnership organized to carry out a
particular business activity.

TAKEOUT COMMITMENT-An Obligation by the permanent lender
to pay the loan granted by a construction lender when
construction is completed.

TAX SHELTER-An investment that provides tax savings or
benefits.

YIELD-The rate of return which the total income from an
investment bears to the investment.

ZONING LAWS-Regulations authorized under the police
powers of the state which prescribes the use of land and
the structural design and use for buildings with'In
designated areas of the city.
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